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The study of ornamental borders in medieval wall painting in Italy has so far been
largely limited to descriptions of motifs, and little has been written about their possible
social ~i~nificance.'
The recent excavation of the medieval Benedictine monastery of
San Vincenzo al Vo

o in Central Italy has uncovered the ninth-century abbey church

of S. Vincenzo Maggiore that was redecorated during the Romanesque period using a
variety of lavish ornamental borders. Although the excavated wall paintings thought to
belong to the church's Romanesque decoration are fiagmentary, they provide a unique
opporhinity to correct this

alance because the material has been carefiilly excavated.

In the past entire medieval buildings - not to mention fia
were sacrificed to classical archeology. The oppo
history of the monastery is well doc

entary medieval remains -

ity is unique also because the

ented. The twel

manuscript, the

Chronicon Vulturnense @ib. Vaticana, cod. Barb. lat. 2724), part chronicle and part

lary compiled by a monk of S

Vincenzo named John, provides detailed

information about the historical social context for the monastery's various renovation~.~

' Good recent discussions include a chapter on ornament in Thomas E. A. Dale, Relics, Prayer, and
Politics in Medieval Venetia -Romanesque Painting in the Crypt ofAquileia Cathedra1 (Princeton, 1997),

77-81; John Osborne, "The Sources of Ornamental motifs in the Mural Decorations of Early Medieval
Rome: Some Preliminary Observations," in Le rôle de 1 'ornement dans la peinture murale du Moyen Age,
Actes du Colloque international tenu à Saint-Lizier du ler au 4 juin 1995 OJniversité de Poitiers, Centre

d'études Supérieures de Civilisation Médiévale, 1997), 27-34; hereafter "The Sources"; Gillian Mackie,
"Abstract and vegetal design in the San Zeno chapel, Rome: the ornamental setting of an early medieval

funerary programme," Papers of the British School at Rome, 63 (1995), 159-82; hereafîer "Abstract and
vegetal design," and PBSR, respectively.
The most recent edition is Vincenzo Federici, Chronicon Vulturnense del Monaco Giovanni, 3
volumes, (Rome, 1925-38), hereafter CV. Whether the manuscript is an original or a copy has not yet been

It is the aim of this thesis to catalogue and analyze the

gments of painted plaster

decorated with Romanesque ornamental borders excavated fiom within the western end
of S. Vincenzo Maggiore, and to discuss the possibility of social significance in their
use.
Chapter 1 is an examination of the primary and secondary sources of the history of
San Vincenzo al Volturno to provide a cultural, economic and physical context for the
abbey church of S. Vincenzo Maggiore, the center of the monastic institution. Arranged
into four chronological phases from foudation to the twelfih century, the chapter
surnmarizes the history of the monastery, identiQing its cultural and political
relationships in eaeh period, as well as its sources of income for building and decoration.
A synopsis of the monastery's phases of physical development as recorde
Chronicon and other contemporary chronicles is provided as well, juxtapos
esis of the results of archeological investigation at the site.

ile it may have been

orgmimtionally sirnpler to separate the purely historical narrative from its physical

securely established. Vincenzo Federici believed that it was an autograph version written by the monk
John, whom he identified as Abbot John VI (1139-1144 or 1153); see Vincenzo Federici, "Ricerche per
l'edizione del 'Chronicon Vultmense' del monaco Giovanni," Bullettino dell 'Istituto Storico Italiano, 53
(1939), 147-236 and esp. 150, 159-60. Hartrnut Hoffian claimed that both assertions were doubtful and
that only a thorough palaeographic study of the manuscript would answer questions of dating and
authorship: Hartrnut HofiFman, "Das Chronicon Vultmense und die Chronik von Montecassino,"
Deutsches Archivfür Erforschung des Mitteladters, 22 (1966), 179-96. Dr. Federico Marazzi is cunently
preparing a new edition of the Chronicon and it is hoped that his study will shed new light on issues of
authorship and genealogy of the manuscript. The accuracy of many of the Chronicon's documents has
been questioned: see Chris Wickham, "Monastic Lands and Monastic Patrons," in Richard Hodges, San
Vincenzo al Volturno 2 Gondon, 1995), 138-152, esp. 139, hereafter SV 2. A more problematic issue for
this study is that the monastery's archives were destroyed in the late ninth century: see CV, II, 20. Not
only is the authenticity of the Chronicon's early documents questionable, they are likely al1 forgeries, but
any conclusions about the ninth century arenecessarily based on negative evidence.

context, this integrated format provides greater objectivity in analyzing the history of
this complex site. This reevaluation of the sources yields two important new hypotheses.
The first is that S. Vincenzo Maggiore may have survived into the twelfih century and
was not demolished in the eleventh century as previously thought. This has great
implications for the dating of the painted plaster excavated fiom the church. The second
hypothesis that presents itself is that the patronage of the monastery's church
decorations drastically changed over the course of four centuries. What had originally
been the prerogative of aristocrats and emperors in the eighth and ninth centuries,
became the concern of untitled mernbers of the laity in the tenth, eleventh and probably
twelfth centuries.
Chapter 2 introduces the fiagmentary ornamental borders that comprise the topic
of this thesis. The first half of the chapter introduces the large heterogeneous collection
of painted plaster excavated from the western end of S. Vincenzo Maggiore between
1993 and 1994, an estirnated 65,000 fragments. The research for this study was carried
er seasons of fieldwork at the site between 1997 and 1999 where 1
attempted to catalogue the material. The catalogue is not complete but 1
chance to examine nearly every Fragment of painted plaster.

en 1 began this project 1

made the decision to base my analysis on many criteria, not just style, a traditional tool
of art history that can sometimes be unreliable.' As a result, 1 developed a plaster

My search for dating tools other than style was inspired by the methodology of Dr. John Osborne,
which he has recently discussed; see J. Osborne, "The artistic culture of early medieval Rome: a research
agenda for the 21st century," paper given at the 49&Settirnane di Studio, Rama neIl 'Alto Medioevo at the
Centro ltaliano di Studi sull'Alto Medioevo, Spoleto, April4-6, 2000, publication forthcoming. It c m no
longer be assumed that paintings of significantly different styles must represent subsequent decorative
phases. Just the opposite has been demonstrated in wall paintings at S. Martino ai Monti in Rome where

typology, and although it has yet to be proven ~cientifically,~
it has helped me to
distinguish the original ninth-century paintings from subsequent phases of de~oration.~
Stylistic analysis has further led me to distinguish between two phases of Romanesque
decoration that may correspond to both the eleventh- and twelfth-cen
mentioned in the Chronicon.
The second half of Chapter 2 is a discussion of the ornamental borders found on
the fragments of painted plaster. This exmination illustrates that the Romanesque
borders are substantially more ornate than the church's ninth-century borders, and it
appears to support the hypothesis that two phases of Romanesque decoration are present

ary of these borders is included as Appendix

in the fragments of painted plaster. A s

A at the end of is thesis. The ornamental borders are referred to by their San Vincenzo
catalogue number that includes both an initial letter representing the trench name - N, S,

E or W for n

, south, east or West

-

and a four-digit number referring to the

archeological context in which the fragment was found. A hyphenated
number refers to the series of fragments that pertain to

at context. Geographic

references to the precise location in the churc where each fragment was found are

two different styles have recently been dated to the sanie phase of decoration; see Caecilia Davis-Weyer
and Judson Emerick, "The Early Sixth-Century Frescoes at S. Martino ai Monti in Rome," Romisches
Jahrbuchfir Kunstgeschichte 21 (1984), 1-60, esp. 39-42.

If it proves impossible to c o n f m the trpology with an analysis of plaster contents, then perhaps
Carbon-14 analysis can eventually c o n f m it. For its use at the Tempietto del Clitunno, see Judson
Emerick, The Tempietto del Clitunno near Spoleto, 2 vols. (University Park, 1997), 1,423-5; heredïer The
Tempietto.

The individuation of plaster types was used in the study of the painted plaster at the excavation of
the abbey of Novalesa; see Mariachristha Colonna Dwando, "Note e Discussioni - Proposte per uno
studio sistematico dei frammenti di intonaci dipinti: il cas0 di Novalesa," Archeologia Medievale 19
(1992), 611-627.
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included in the catalogue in Appendix A, and can be verified on the plan of S. Vincenzo
Maggiore in Figure 3.
Chapter 3 is an analysis of the use of ornamental borders in medieval church
decoration in Italy. Not only does this shift fi-om simple to ornate borders occur in
contemporary wall painting throughout Central Italy, so too does the use of ornamental
borders to organize narrative cycles. This usage seems to have originated in Rome in the
late ninth century, in a monument generally accepted as being representative of
Byzantine artistic practices. Therefore Chapter 4 examines the use of ornamental borders

in Byzantine church decoration. Although painted borders seem to always have been
used to define and emphasize the architectural structure of

yzantine churches, they

were not generally used to organize narrative cycles. The increased use of ornâmental
borders in the organization of narrative cycles at San Vincenzo and throughout Central
Italy at this time was probably little influenced by the art of Byzantium. Chapter 5
concludes with a discussion of the new role of the laity in the patronage of church
decoration and its possible influence on the use of ornamental borders in Central Italy.

Art historical analysis of medieval artifacts is as dependent on document-based

historical analysis and archeology as these other disciplines of social inquiry are
dependent on art history, even if practitioners of each sphere are sometirnes reluctant to
admit this openly. This interdependency is wiabashedly acknowledged in the following
chapter that is a summary of the political, financial and physical history of San Vincenzo
al Volturno for each of four chronological periods fi-om foundation to the twelfkh
century. This study is based on a new analysis of the written sources and a synthesis of
e results of areheological investigation of the site to provide an evolutionary context
for the physical stnic

of which was the main abbey

church of S. Vincenzo Maggiore. Any analysis of this chur 's paintings must begin
with a review of its complete historical context.

Located south-east of Rome in a remote area of the Italian peninsula, in what is
now the region of Molise, San Vincenzo was established c.700 by Paldo, Taso and Tato,
three noblemen from the Lombard duchy of Benevento (Figure l).'
eighth century the monastery prospered under Lombard, papal and Carolingian
patronage. Gisulf 1 (689-706), duke of Benevento, donated the land on which the
monastery was initially built, but his successors continued the donations, as did the

' The information is found in the fowdation legend wriîîen by the theologian, Abbot Ambrosius
Autpert (777-778), CV, 1, 101-123. Two versions of the foundation legend exist; the other is found at CV,

northern Lombard r u l e r ~Pope
. ~ Stephen II (752-57),who granted San Vincenzo its first
papal privilege,

ought enough of the monastery's abbot to send him on a diplomatie

mission to the Lombard King Aistulf (749-56).3Several charters of confirmation fiom
Charlemagne (768-814)can be fo d in the Chronicon dating to the late eighth c e n t ~ r y . ~
With relationships such as these it is therefore not surprising that Paul the Deacon
writing at Montecassino in the late eighth century claimed that San Vincenzo
large c ~ m u n i Yet
~ . ~the author of the Chronicon escribes the eighth-century
monastery in modest terms, although this may only be a religious topos.

e Chronicon, the founders discovered a lonely church by the

According to

o River, around which they establishe their monastery, adding other necessary
buildingsS6The

ders added at least one church. Abbot Taso (720-21, 729-39) built

The three founders may have been related to Gisulf: see CV, 1, 133-6 for the initiai document of
donation and the familial claim. For later patronage of the dukes of Benevento in the eighth century, see
CV, 1, 154, 163, 164, 171, 192, 319 and CV, III, 126, 128, 133. For the northem Lombard donations see
CV, 1,149, 160, and CV, III, 130, 132, 134, 135, 136. The land amassed from the eighth-century donations
is estimated to have covered 650 km2; see C. Wickham, "Monastic lands,'" SV2,142.
CV, 1, 350-1 for

diplomatic mission. CV, 1, 166 for the privilege. Although the text of the

privilege fiom this pope is questionable, its exemption from episcopal authority was not characteristic of
ninth-century privileges; it is plausible that they received one h m him in return for this service. The
event is also recorded in the Liber Pont@calis; see Raymond Davis, The Lives of the eighth-century Popes

- the ancient biographies of ninepopespom AD 715 to AD 81 7, (Liverpool, 1992), 94:6. A charter fiom
King AistuIf is also recorded in the Chronicon,CV, 1, 149.

CV, I, 140, 183, 186,211,213 and CV, III, 136 for those from Charlemagne. CV, 1, 190 for one
from Pippin. CV, 1, 243 and CV, III, 134-6 for several h m Charlemagne's ally, Hildebrand duke of
Spoleto.

L. Bethmann and G. Waite, Historia Langobardorum vi. 40, in Monuments Germaniae Historica,
ScrQtores Rerum Langobardicarum et Italicarum saeculi VI-LX, (Hanover, 1878), 179. (Cited from C .

Wickham, "Monastic Lands,'" SV 2,142.)

CV, 1, 145.

the church of S. Maria ~ a ~ ~ i oTwo
r e others
. ~ soon followe : Abbot Ato (739-60) built
the church of S. Pietro ~ p o s t o l oand
, ~ Abbot Paul 1 (783-92) built the church of S.

ino ore.^ Beyond mentioning that S. Maria Maggiore housed an altar dedicated to Saints
Pancratius and enedict," the author of the Chronicon did not discuss the dimensions of
these churches, their decoration, or how their construction was fùnde . Having studied
the Chronicon's eighth-century charters of donation, C

am claims that San

Vincenzo's properties could not have produced sufficient capital for the monks to fund
their expansion internally. He speculates instead that postulant donations were a source
of capital for this initial gowth." Financing for San Vincenzo's early constniction may
by donations fiom its 1ay authorities for which there is no

Archeological investigation has con

ed both claims of reuse of existing

structures and the modest size of the early monastery. Under the gui ance of Professor
d Hodges, and with the support of the S0printend.e~
Archeologica of
CV, 1, 155.
CV, 1, 162.
CV, 1,204.
'O

CV, 1, 155.

" C.

Wickham, "Monastic lands," SV2, 140-2. The land owned by the monastery was mountainous

and included few rental properties.

''

Richard Hodges has clairned that the ninth-century building campaigns would have been

impossible without Carolingian funds; see R. Hodges, "Requiem for a Dark Age Monastery," Archeology
(May/June 1989), 42-46. Charlemagne did not cede any land to the monastery, and there is no proof th&

his patronage extended to material support; see C. Wickham, "Monastic Lands," S V 2, 146-7.
Charlemagne's interest in the monastery is plausible, located as it was near the border of the Carolingian
Empire, although it is difficult to quantitatively measure Carolingian support for, or influence on the
monastery. See also Ross Balzaretti, "San Vincenzo al Voltumo: History rewritten?" Early Medieval

various British institutions, regular excavations at the monastery were carried out
between 1980 and 1996.'~
It was discovered that the early monastery made use of an
abandoned Roman settlement on the western bank of the Volturno ~ i v e r .Two
' ~ adjacent
late-Roman buildings, one a fùnerary church, the other of

own function, were

transformed into monastic ehurches in the eighth century (Figure 2). Thought to have
been S. Vincenzo Minore, the initial main abbey church, the

erary church was a

simple basilica with an ambulatory hall that circumscribed its apse. Tombs were
discovered in the nave, apse and ambulatory. Traces of wall painting were found in this
church although nothing definite can be ascertained about its decoration.15 The larger
church, located to the north of S. Vineenzo
possibly a funerary chapel, altho

inore and again a simple basilica, was

no speculation has been ma e as to its dedication.

Few fragments of its paintings have suwived and no theory about its overall decoration
can be proposed.'6 To the west of these buildings, sections of a late-Roman tower were

Europe, 8 (1999), 387-399, and Rosamond McKitterick, "No heirs of Charlemagne," Times Literary
Supplement, September 5 1997.
l3

The funding institutions involved were the British Academy, the British School at Rome, the M.

Aylwin Cotton foundation, the Craven Fund, the Italian Institute in London, the Leverhulme Trust, the
Society of Antiquaries, the University of Sheffield, the University of Newcastle and the University of East
Anglia.
l4

R. Hodges, "The Late Roman settlement at San Vincenzo al Volturno," SV2,122-130.

'' The only eighth-century painted decoration to survive in any substantial quantity was frorn a
painted altar, see R. Hodges and S. Mithen, "The South Church," in Richard Hodges, ed. San Vfncenzo al
Volfurno 1, (London, 1993), 123-190, esp. 123-39, hereafter SV 1.
l6

R. Hodges, "The Crypt Church," S V I , 1993,40-74, esp. 56,70-72

excavated, which likely formed part of the eighth-century monastery,17and a building to
the south of these churches may have served as a refectory.I8

Throughout the ninth century the monastery maintained good relationships with
both its ecclesiastical and lay neighbours, receiving two papal privileges,19 and
numerous charters and donations fiom both Frankish emperors and local princes.20
Although these relationships imply that San Vincenzo's monks maintained a fairly local
perspective, they were likely well aware of current affairs throughout the Christian
world. A travelogue of c.870 con
encountered a mo

ernard, a Frankish monk, recor

from San Vincenzo, Theudemwd, and a Spanish m

Stephen, both of whom accompanied h

first to Rome and then to the Holy Land on

pilgrimage. The trio sailed from Sicily to Egypt and traveled eastward overland as far as

l7

D. Wilkinson, S. Gibson, R.Hodges and J. Mitchell, "Excavations on Terrace 2," SV 2, 84-92,

esp. 87-88.
l8

R. Hodges, et al. '"The Refectory," SV2,64-83,esp. 80.

l9

Popes Paschal 1 (817-24) and John VI11 (872-882) granted privileges; CV, 1, 32. The texts of

these privileges were not included in the Chronicon.

CV, 1, 244, 291, 292, 293 and CV, II, 18, 24 and CV, III, 137, 138, 143 for those from the Princes of
Benevento. CV, 1,320 fiom Ademar, prince of Salerno. CV, II, 95 for one from Guy, duke of Spoleto. CV,
1, 223,232, 289, 308 for those from Louis the Pious. CV, III, 139 for one h m Lothair 1. CV, 1, 325 and
CV, III, 138 and 140 for those from Louis II. The author of the Chronicon mentions a privilege from
Michael III, emperor of Byzantium (842-67): CV, I,63. According to Vera von Falkenhausen there is no
validity to this statement; see V. von Falkenhausen, "1 rapporti tra il monastero di San Vincenzo al
Volturno e Bisanzio," G. De Benedittis, San Vincelaza al Voiturno da1 Chronicon alla Storia, (Isernia,
20

1995), 139-156, esp. 142; hereafter "1 rapporti".

11

the Jordan River before sailing home, perhaps via Cypnis and the coast of Asia

ino or.^'

While it is impossible to know if the monks met and began their journey at San
Vincenzo itself, it is probably safe to assume that some of its mo s regularly traveled,
either on monastery business or on pilgrimage, and so were well informed about a wide
range of religious artistic practices.
Wowever, one gets the impression that only Carolingian visual CU
San Vincenzo's ninth-cen

building projects from the account given by the author of

the Chronicon. He claims that the Frankish Abbot Joshua (792-817) reeeived aid fiom
his k i n ~ r n a nEmperor
~~
Louis the Pious (813-40) in rebuilding and decorating the
monastery. The emperor is sai

ave granted the monastery the remains of a temple

near Capua, the great columns an marble of which were used in the cons
aggiore?3 Louis i

O

credited with helping in the beautification of the rest
e Pious's involvement with

of the monasted4 C

the cession of the temple is pure legend as his authority never extended to the plain of

ough he concedes that the Carolingian emperor may have supported the
endeavor as part of a general

21

enedictine reforrn m ~ v e m e n t .Wic
~~

The monk may have been h m one of San Vincenzo's dependant cells; see F. Avril, J. R.

Gaborit, "L'Itinerarium Bernardi Monachi et les pélerinages d'Italie du Sud pendant le Haut-Moyen Age,"

Mélanges d 'Archeologie et d'Histoire 79 (1967), 269-98, esp. 271, n. 1; and John Wilkinson, Jerusalem
Pilgi-ims Before the Crwsades (Warminster, 1977), 14 1 - 145.
22

CV, 1, 220-1. The author claims that the emperor's wife was a relation of Joshua. He fùrîher

clairns that the imperial couple was present at the dedication of the church.
23 CV, 1,220.

" CV, 1,357.

, "Monastic Lands," SV 2, 144 and 147. This support would have been granted in
connection with the reforms he sponsored under the guidance of Benedict of Aniane, and propagated at

instead that the ninth-cen

construction should be considered a
gh the management of their

undertaking, as San Vincenzo's monks
substantial estates, which had been donated largely by the
first quarter of the ninth ce

aristocracy by the

26

The chronicler is certain about Abbot Joshua's involvement with the church. He
records that an inscription set up on the church façade commemorated the abbot's pious
~ o r kUnlike
. ~ ~ his description of other churches, the author's account of S. Vincenzo
Maggiore includes architectural measurements: the church was thirty-six passus in
by sixteen passus in width, and twelve passus in height up to the ceiling beams.
He also claims it had an arched roofO2*eyond mentioning that decorative c
between the colu

s of the nave, the author does not iscuss the chureh9sarchitectural

ring the 1991-1992 excavations a large triple-apsed basilica, thought to be the
abbey church of S. Vincenzo

aggiore, was discovered to

of the original ei&~-centurymonastic seQlement (F
of the structure took place between 1993 an

2). Excavation of the majority
to date its western-facing central

and lateral apses, chancel, annular crypt, and atrium have been excavated, along with
the synods held at Aachen in 8 16 and 8 17. The Chronicon records that Abbot Joshua aitended the reform
synods, at least that held in 816: CV, 1,222.
26 C.

Wickham, "Monastic Lands," S V 2, 142-145. He claims that the donations were motivated by

political reasons due to the Carolingian presence in the Itdian peninsula, as well as the Beneventan civil
war in the 840s. Any land ceded to a monastery would presumably have been considered inviolate, while
the donor might retain usufruct of its resources. The land included substantial rental properties as well as
land in the fertile valleys surrounding the monastery.
27

eV, 1,221.

28

CV, 1,221.

29

CV, I,22 1.

sections of its perimeter walls and nave colonnades. Granite colurnns, Corinthian
a marble plaque carved with acanthus scrollwork indicate that Roman spolia
of high quality were incorporated into the fabric of the ~hurch.'~
The church was paved
with rnarble tiles, some of which still remain in the north aisle." Numerous hagments of
coloured g l a s discovered in the crypt and at the juncture between the nave and the
chance1 indicate that the church's lamps and liturgical

ishings were made of

If this ~hurchreplaced a previous one, no traces of an earlier building have yet been
found.
credence to its identification as S. Vincenzo

The church's size and
t is by far the largest s

cture yet excavated on the monastic site.33Although

d basilica was wico

on in Italy in the early Middle Ages, its origins lying

ine east, this basilica plan cou1 be found in Rome by the eighth c e n t ~ r y . ~ ~
t is the church's annular crypt that supports the eory that the excavated structure is the
basilica of S. Vincenzo
30

aggiore. The popularity of this archeological

Richard Hodges and John Mitchell, The Basiliça of Abbot Joshua at S m Vhcenzo al Voltumo,

(Monteroduni, l!B6), 37 and 42, figs. 3:7 and 3: 15, hereafkr The Basilica.
31

R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, 37-8.

32 R.

Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, 41, fig. 3:14 and 73-4, fig. 4:15. Mitchell has proposed

that the lamps and the transenna were made from glass fragments. A bronze lamp chah was found in the
crypt.
33

The excavated church's exact dimensions are 63.5 m by 28.3 m; see R. Hodges and J. Mitchell,

The Basilica, 35. Compare the

nsions of this church with the size of San Vincenzo Minore, 21.5 m in

length; see R. Hodges and S. Mithen, "The South Church," S V 1, 129, fig. 9 5 .
34

The triple-apsed basilica plan is found in Rome at S. Ange10 in Pescheria (mid-eighth cenhuy),

S. Maria in Cosmedin (late eighth centwy) and S. Maria in Domnica (817-24); see R. Krautheimer, et al.

Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae, 5 vols., (Vatican City, 1937-1977), 1, 73-4, and II, 306;
hereafter Corpus. However, it must be noted that the triple-apsed basilica became popular throughout Italy

feature in ninth-cenhuy churches in Rome, such as at S. Prassede or S. Cecilia in
Trastevere, churches built by Pope Paschal 1 (817-824), helps to con
Modeled as it was on the greatest saint's shrine of Western C

stendom, Gregory 1's

ular crypt at St. Peter's in Rome, the crypt must have held the monastery's
most important relics. Numerous references in the Chronicon to Saint Vincent, deacon
and martyr, make it clear that the monastery was dedicated to Saint Vincent of
~ a r a g o s s aSince
. ~ ~ external sources seem to indicate that the monastery possessed some
relic of the saint prior to c.850, it would be logical to assume that the crypt was used to
house it, which fùrther supports a pe-mid-ninth-century date for the structure and its
contiguous c h ~ r ~An
h .analysis
~ ~ of the church's pahtings in Chapter Two also supports
is d a t i ~ ~ . ~ '

in the eleventh century, so it is possible that the apses were part of a later renovation. Desiderius's main
abbey church at Montecassino (1066-71) had three apses, as does San Ange10 in Formis (1072-86).
35

Although crypts continued to be used after the ninth century, the annuiar form is not used beyond

the late nùith century; see Cynthia Hahn "Seeing and Believing: the Constmtion of Sanctity in EarlyMedieval Saints's Shrines," SpecuIerm 72 (1997), 1079-1106; and Mariaclotilde Magni, "îryptes du haut
Moyen Age en Italie: problémes de typologie du IXe jusqu'au début du XIe siècle," Cahiers
Archéologiques, 28 (1979), 4 1-85,
36

CV, 1, 133. Although Hodges first claimed that the monastery was likely originally dedicated to a

local saint of the same name, Mitchell later presented a stronger argument that the monastery once held
relics of the Spanish Deacon; R. Hodges, "Excavations at San Vincenzo al Volturno: a regional and
international centre from AD 400-1 100," in R Hodges, ed. San VNlcenzo al Volturno - The Archaeology,
Art and Territory of an Early Medieval Monastery, (Oxford, 1985), 2, hereafter S W , J. Mitchell, L.

Watson, F. De Rubeis, R. Hodges and 1. Wood, "Cult, relics and privileged burial at San Vincenzo al
Volhimo in the Age of Charlemagne: the discovery of the tomb of Abbot Talaricus (817-3 October 823):
in S. Gelichi, I Congresso Nazionale di Archeologia Medievale, Pisa, May 29-31 1997, (1997), 3 15-21,
hereafter "Cult."
37

In his mid-ninth-century translation account, Aimon, a monk from the monastery of St. Germain-

des-Prés in Paris, claimed that the relics of St Vincent had been translated fiom his original place of burial
in Valencia to the principality of Benevento, but he did not mention when this had occurred; Ann Christys,

The material finds from excavations prior to ose of 1990-96 also help to confirm
the identification of this church as S. Vincenzo Maggiore. In 1699 the monastery of San
Vincenzo and its remaining property became a dependency of the Abbey of

on te cas sin o.^^

In the 1950s and 1960s

ontecassino renovated the late medieval

abbey church located on the east b

O

River, some several hundred

metres away fi-om the site of the ewly medieval monastev (Figure 2). Don Angelo
Pantoni, a monk from

ontecassino, reported that fragments of the blocks in which

At the t h e , this
Joshua's inscription had been set were found during e exca~ations.~~
find supported Pantoni's theory that the basilica had always been Iocated on the east
of the river. Nowever, the iscovery of more limestone fr

ents that had house

e uiscription in the vicinity of the newly excavated church suggests he was mist

"St.-Germain des Prés, St. Vincent and the martyrs of Cordaba," Early Medieval Europe 7 (1998), 199216. Sigebert of Gembloux's mid-eleventh-century chronicle of Theodoric Bishop of Metz's mid-tenthcentury travels relates that the relics had been taken fiom San Vincenzo by the late ninth century: J.-P.
Migne, Patrologkze cursus completus series lutina, 22 1 volumes, (Paris, 1844-63), 160, cols. 712-713;
hereafter PL.
38

See Chapter Two, 36-9.

39

Angelo Pantoni, Le Chiese e gli Edifici rdel Monastero di San Vincenzo al Voltwno, Miscellanea

Cassinese, 40 (Montecassino, l98O), 3 1;hereafter Le Chiese.
A. Pantoni, Le Chiese, 160-65. These blocks can still be seen in the north aide of the renovated
church.
41

John Mitchell reported that two of these fragments were found in the later medieval fills of area

of the eighth-century monastery, with the third found on the suface of the ground to the east of San
V i e m Maggîore; see John Mitchell, "Literacy displayed: the use of inscriptions at the monastery of
San Vincenzo al Volturno in the early ninth century," in R McKitterick, The Uses of Liberacy in EarEy

Medieval Europe, (Cambridge, 1990), 186-285, esp. 209-210. Hodges reported that fragments had tumed

up in the neighboring fields; see R. Hodges, C. Courts and J. MitcheH, "San Vincenzo al Voitumo,"
Current Archeoloay, 139 (1994), 244-50, esp. 249. He later reported that twenty pieces in al1 had been
found: R, Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilics, 35. Perhaps more
excavations of the nave.

ents will be found in the

Mitchell, confirmation for the newly excavated church's

According to JO

identification as S. Vincenzo Maggiore can also be found in its painted decoration.
Dated by stylistic or plaster cornparison with other securefy dated paintings at the
monastesr, substantial arnounts of the church's original ninth-centuv paintings
survive$2 the majority of which have been discovered in the church's annular crypt. A
portion of a face and the legs of several unidentified figures are all that survive from the
figurative scenes once painted on its upper walls." Important to
two fi.agmentary

ent are

its that survive in the niches set into the west wall of the

transversal corridor of the

44

The paintings depict two male figures

in prayer.'5 The figure in the southem niche is gray-

monastic garb, their h

ern niche is bearde
e nimbi suggesting that

y were contem

sibly A of an identiming inscription could be seen in the
south niche at the t h e of excavation, although these are no longer ~isible.~'
niche as Joshua, the abbot
responsible for the con

ion of the basilica. The logic for this identification is

twofold: only individuals of this r
42

have been depicted in such a sacre

The issue of dating is discussed in Chapter Two.

43 R

Hodges and J, Mitchell, The Basilica, 66-68, %S. 4:5,4:6 and 4 9 ; 75, fig. 4:17 and 102-107,

figs. 4:53,4:54,4:56,4:57,4:58,4:59.
44

R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, 104-1 10, figs. 4:60,4:61,4:62,4:63and 4:64.

45 A

hgment of painted plaster showing the-pobted monk's h d of the figure depicted in the

northern niche survives in the storerooms at Castel San Vincenzo.
as For a discussion of the use of the square halo device, see John Osborne, Early Medieval WaU-

Paintings in the Lower Church of San Clemente, Rome, V e w York, 19841, 35-40; hereafter Early
Medieval.
47

R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, 106.

and there is a n

-century parallel at the monastery for an abbot's portrait appearing

within the painted decorations of his own project.48 Mitchell has

er identified the

figure in the north niche as Talaricus (817-823), Joshua's successor as abbot, claiming
that the accompanying image implies he compIeted the church de~orations.~~
The
discovery of Abbot Talaricus's grave during the 1996 excavation of the
chur~hseems to confirm the hypothesis.50

e author of the Chronicon reports that

Joshua was buried before his church on the right side, although his tomb has not been
fo~nd.~~
The author of the Chronicon reports that during the nuith ceniury several more
churches were built following A

Joshua's lead. Abbot Talaricus (817-824)

cted the churches of S. Saivatore and S.
ius (824-842) built e churches or c

in ~ n s u l aAbbot
. ~ ~ Toto (842-844) was re

48

hele ~ r c h a n ~ e l o .Abbot
'~
a in Insula and S. Lorenzo

nsible for building the church of S. Pietro al

R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, 106-107; J . Mitchell and R. Hodges. "Portraits, the cuit

of relics and the affirmation of hierarchy at an early medieval monastery: San Vincenzo al Voltumo,"
Anriqui& 1996: 20-30 esp. 23-4. The parallel is found in the Crypt of Epyphani-us; see page 19 below.
49

R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, 106. The Chronicon does not record his involvement in

the church's construction or decoration.
The painted, inscribed tomb lies just outside and to the north of the main porîai into the church,
diiectly oppsite-the no& niche in the crypt where Mitchell has identified his portrait, a placement that
implies a thematic relationship. It is thotight that Joshua's tornb lay in the same configuration t~ the crypt
and his portrait; see J. Mitchell, et al. "Cdt," 320; R. Hodges, J. Mitchell and L. Watson, "The discovery
of Abbot Talaricus's (817-3 October 823) tornb at San Vincem a1 Voltutm," Anriqui&, 71, no. 272 (June
1997), 453-6. There is no mention of where Talaricus was buried in his brief biography: CV, 1,287.

CV, 1, 287. This is not proof against the argument, as the chronicler
remains were removed and buried elsewhm at a later t h e .
CV, I, 287.
53

CV, 1,288.

claims that his

oes not give any details as to the decoration or dimensions of these
churches, nor does he suggest how their construction may have been funded.
Recent excavations have revealed that the eighth-centwry complex was extensively
renovated in the ninth cen

e majority of the ninth-cen

discovereà so far are ancillary buildings rather than churches (Figure 2). The most
notable renovation was to S. Vincenzo Minore, whi
distinguished guests.

had perhaps becorne a hall for

e nave was partitioned to f o m three çmall rooms used as

stabhg or storerooms, and an L-shaped hall was added to the building's south and east
itioned second story was added to perhaps form separate ap
ed at the southwest corner of this building to allow
The church's ambulatory
coming a chapel. Little remains of the painted
decoration from this building except for sorne fragments of plaster painted in imitation
of granite:6 and a painted arcosolium tomb set w

in the west wall of the apse corridor

Soprintendenza

54

minor excavations in

CV, 1, 305. It is asswned that aH of these structures were built within the monastery grounds, as

the author did always stipulate when a building pmject took place on monastic property in other cities or
regions. For example, Abbot Toto (842-44) b d t the ehurch of S. Pietro ad Itrias; CV, 1,305. This chuch

seems to have been h a t e d near the modern tom of Scapoli; CV, II, 240.
55

R. Hodges, S. Gibson and J. Mitchell, "The Entrance Hall or Monumenhl Staircaq" S V 1,216-

56

The suggested funetion of the building seems to have been determined by the sumptuousness of

226.

its decoration; see R. Hodges, S. Mithen, S. Cibsan and J. Mitchell, "The 'South Cburch': A late Roman

fùnerary church and the Wall for Distinguished gt.tests," S V 1,123-190, esp. 183-6.
57 A.

Pantoni, Le Chiese, 116-121. This fonn, developed in the catacombs, continued to be used in

Rome in the Middle Aga; see John Osborne, "The tamb of Alfanus in S. Maria in Cosmedin, Rome and

Directly to the south of the guest's hall was a walled garden. One of its walls was
painted with a fictive colonnade, but a real colonnade crossed the garden as we11.~~
A
vestibule abutted the garden to the ~ e s t . 'A~ monk9s refectory was discovered to the
south of the garden.6' An assembly room for the monks abutted their refectory to the
west. Its walls were painted with a series of standing prophets.61 A refectory to serve the
guest's hall abutt

the garden to the e a ~ tFurther
. ~ ~ to the west of this cornplex, a series

of workshops was added, and rernnants of glass, rnetal and ivory were found attesting to
the rnonastery's creative production.63A cemetery bas been exwvated on the bill to the

its place in the tradition of Roman funerary monuments," PBSR 60 (1983), 240-7. In the rnid-ninthcentury the guest haH was again remodeled; the entire building was enlarged, but it is thought that its
function remained the same. The apse chape1 was demolished and a larger apse was eonstructed. The
lower floor remained partitioned. The upper flmr may have been a large

1 rather than apartments. See

R. Hodges, S. Mithen, S. Gibson and J. Mitchell, "The 'South Church': A Iate Roman fùnerary church and
the Hall for Distinguished guests," SV 1, 123-190, esp. 186-9.
58

Ian Riddler, R. Hodges, J. Mitcheil, "The Garden Court," S V 1, 191-209.

59

R. Hodges, S. Gibson, J. Mitchell, "The Vestibule: Where the Thoroughfares Meet," SV 2, 1-19.

A portion of the vestibule's painted decorations has survived. The lower sections of the walls were painted
with fictive opus sectile panels. The upper walls were painted with figurative scenes, although ordy one
image of a saint has been reassembkd h m the nurnerous ftagments of painkd plaster recovered from this
room.
R. Hodges, C. Coutts, S. Gibson, J. Mitchell, A. Hanasz, "The Assembly Room: part of the
e," S V 2,2644. It was a long rectangular hall Iloored with terrmtta tiles. A terracotta
pulpit was found in its southeast corner. Traces of fictive opus secfile were found in this room alsa
6'

J. Mitchell, "The Assembly Raom," S V 2,26-64,

62 1. Riddler,

S. Gibson, R Hodges

J. MitchelI, "The Distinguished Guests7sRefectory," SV 1,

210-215. The rnany glass vessels found in this room led to its identification.
63

R. Hodges, S. Gibson, J. Mitchell, "The Making of a Monastic City," PBSR, 65 (1997), 233-86,

esp. 272-278. J. Mitchegl, "Monastic guest quarters and workshops: the example of San Vincenzo al
VoltUrno-)))in H.-R. Sennliauser, ed. F d n - trnd WirtschaJibauten Frühmittelaltedicher Klüster (ZIlrich,
1 Wb), 127-55.

north of S. Vincenzo Maggiore, thought to have been in use during the ninth century
(Figure 2)?
Only one of the later nin -century chapels listed in the Chronicon has yet been

erground chape1 on his property in 1832,
the authorities at Montecassirio were notified an they were able to identify the s
from a cornparison of its painted decoration and the text of the ~hronicon.~~
is cruciforin and an apse caps the western arrn. Its north-south axis is painted with
images of the Crucifixion, a procession of female martyrs and martyrdom scenes. Its
east-west axis is painted

a nativity cycle and an image of the

eeling monk bearing a square halo
inscription identifies him as Abbot Epyphanius (824-441.6~
's two projects, either S. Lorenzo in Insula or S.
aria in Insula, but since the scheme of decoration includes two images of Saint
Lawrence and several images of Mary, it is impossible to conclude which it is.67A now

64

C. Coutts, "The Hilltop Cemetery," S V 2,98-118.

See J. Mitchell, "The Crypt Reappraised," S V 1 , 7 5 115, esp. 75 and Appendix 1, SV 1,234-5 for

a copy and translation of the original Ietter notifying the abbot of Montecassino of the discoveryMontecassino archivist Don Fraia Frangipane was the first to identif$ the structure; see A. Pantoni Le
Chiese, 9 1 .
66

Images of the paintings have been well published in Italy. In 18% an arehivist at Montecassino,

Dun Oderisio Piscicelli Taeggi, published the f ~ s description
t
of the crypt paintings and included

drawings of îhem: 0. Piscicelli Taeggi, Pittura crisfianadel LYseccllo esisfentenella cripta della badia di
San Vincenzo alle fonte del Volfurno.(Montecassino, 1896). In 1970 Montecassino published a revised,

fully illustrated monograph on the crypt. Sun Vincenzo al Volfurno e la cripra dell'abate Epifânio

'' The srt historians who hâve published discussions of the crypt paintings have dl expressed
different opiniws as to its dedication. Emile Bertaux believed the structure was S. Lorenzo in Insula: E.
Bertaux, L'art dans l'Italie méridionale (Paris, 1904), 107, n.6. Pietro Toesca thought the crypt was

illegible inscription across the middle of the chapel's apse may have once provided
evidence of its dedicati~n.~'
The chape1 and its contiguous church in fact represent the
later renovation of the ei

century funerary church previously discussed (Figure 2).69

e remains of the upper church do not yield

er support for either dedication. Only

the lower halves of its three apses survive, and these bear paintings of fictive vela."
to the uncertainty, the structure is currently h o w n sirnply as the crypt of Epyphanius.

ir new surroundings for long as, like much of

The monks were unable to enjoy

Italy, the monastery suffered in the late-ninth-c

Muslim ~icursions.~'
In the early

ari were set to raid San Vincenm al Volturno,

860s Aghlabid forces led

probably S. Maria in Insula: P. Toesca, "Reliquie d'arte deHa Badia di San Vhcenzo al Volturno,"
Bollettirio del1'~stitutoStoricoItuliano 25 (1
,

, 1-84, esp. 26. Wans Belting agreed that the crypt shouid

be m i d e r e d S. Maria in Insula: H. Belting, Studien zujr Beneventankschen Malerei (Wiesbaden, 1968),
& W e i , concurs with the idea of a Marian dedication: F. de'Maffei,
24, hereafker Studien. Fern
"Le arti a San Vincenzo ai Voltumo", Miscelhnea Cassinese, 51 (Montecassino, 1985), 269-352, esp.
269. John Mitchell does not voice an opinion on the dedication of the church: J. Mitchell, "The Crypt
Reappraised," S V 1, 75-1 14. Richard Hodges ~oncurredthat the chape1 was probably dedieated to M m ;
see R. Hodges, "Cani-po la Fontana: a late eighth-centuy triconeh ctnd the Ponte Latrone at the entFance to
the Territory of San Vincenzo al Voltumo," PaSR 58 (1990), 273-298, esp. 280-1.
68 Only the

69

following few Ietters codd be r

d INTV..SIN........DS. H. Beiting, Studien, 29, n. 23.

The apse of the eighth-centwy church was demolished and rebuih, the crypt inserted and an

atrium cemetery was added to the east outside iîs main entwice; see R. Hodges, 3. Mitchell and S. Gibson,
"The Crypt Chureh," S V 1,40-74, esp. 71-4.
70

For the most detailed drctwIng of the appearance of these vela, see Maria Barosso, "L'abbrtzia di

S. Vincenzo martire alle fmti del Volturno," Palladio, N. S., 5 (1955), 164-7.
7'

M u s h fbrces attacked Rome in 846 and the basilicas of Old St Peters and S. Paob

damaged. The Benedictine abbeys of Montecassino and Farfa were besieged or sacked in the 880s and
890s. Mudim forces were aiso blamed for the destruction of the northern Itafian abbey of Novalesa in 906.

These attacks continued mtil the late eleventh centwy. For a s m a r y of the hlstory of the MuslIm
incursions in Italy, see

ger, "The Italirüi Cities and the h b s before 1095," in K. Meyer

Setton, A Histo~yofthe Crusades, (Madison, 1969), 40-53.

leaving only when a ransom of three thousand aurei was paid.72 They returned in
October of 881 and sacked the 1n0naster-y.~~
A document in the Chronicoia reports that
the monastery had been destroyed by frre in the

uslim raid.74Richard Nodges and his

team of archeologists have iscovered what they believe to be evidence of the attack. A
layer of burnt material excavated fimm the ninth-cenhiry workshop floor was attributed
to the fires caused by the raid as severai arrowheads were discovered among ashesS7'
The burnt material has ako been found in the guest hall along with several more
a r r ~ w h e a d sTraces
, ~ ~ of frre were found in the vestibule, the walled garden and the two
e author of the Chronicon claims at the monastery was abandoned for

72 CV, 1,357.
73

CV, 1, 362-5. The Muslims were in the employ of Athanasius (877-898), bishop and àuke of

Naples; see Federico Marazzi, "San Vincenzo al Volturno tra VIII e IX secolo: il percorso della grande
crescita," in F. Marazzi, San Virtcenzo al Volturm - Cultura, istitwioni, economia, (Monterodwri, 1996),
41-92, esp. 75-6.
74

CV, II, 8. Cc.,.q~oniam
supradictum monasterium nostrm iudicio Dei a Surracenis captwn,

atque igne crematum seu destructum esse dinoscirur ..."
7s R.Hodges,

'The Excavations," SVV, 1-36, esp. 20. For a drawing of the arrowheads see Fig 2:3

in the same volume. Dr. Claude Blair, then Keeper of Metals at the Victoria and Albert Museum,
identified the arrowheads; see John Moreland in "A monclstic workshop and glass production at San
Vincenzo al Volturno, Molise, Italy," SM/, 45. More recently Richard Hodges has attempted to prove their
origin: R Hodges, "10 October 881: the Sack of San Vincem al VoItwm,'' in B. Magnussan, ed. Ut&a
Terminum Vagari: Scritti in Onore di Car1 Nybnder, (Rome, 1997), 129-141.

R.I-Iodges, 'The Excavations," S W , 1-36, esp. 20.
77 1. Riddler, R. Wodges, J. Mitchell, "The Garden Court," SV 1, 191-209, esp. 204; R. Hodges,

76

Gibson, Mitchell, "The Vestibule: Where the Thoroughfares Meet," S V 2, 1-19, esp. 17; and R. Wodges et
al., "The Refectory," S V 2,65-83, esp. 75.

a period of time and the survivors fied to Capua where they established a cell, receiving
aid fiom the princes of enevento and ~ a ~ u a . ~ '

e tenth and eleventh centuries were a time of contrasts for the monks of San
a1 support continu

,79

there were obvious shifts in th&

relationships with lay authorities. As the monastery was left unprotected by the local
princes during the

uslim incursions, the m

actively sought the protection of the

yzantine emperors and their local representatives in the early knth cen
a b b t even traveling ta Constantinople itself."

the 960s they were again looking

C17f II, 7 and 40. Abbot Maio (872-901) aiso purchased Iand near Napies, perhaps with borïowed

fun&, anà the monks established a second ceIl near Naples building the church of S. Vincenzo, which the
abbot outfilted with liturgical fumishings and haà painted; CV, III,25-30.
79

The rnonks received five

privileges b u g h o u t the tenth century and just as many in the-

next. These were: Stephen VI1 (928-931), CF, II, 57; Marinus II (942-46),CF, II, 103; John XII (955-64),
CV, 11, 173; Benedict VI1 (974-983), CV, II, 252; Gregory V (996-999), CV, III, 160; %&us IV (10091012), CV, III, 5; Leo IX (1049-1054), C7;: III, 164-5; NichoIas II (1059-61), GY, III, 91 ;Alexander II
(1061-10?3), CV, III, 165; Urban II (1088-1099), CV, III, 166. See CV, 1, 32 for a compiete Iist of the
monastery's papai privileges.
Byzantine forces controlled Benevento in the late ninth cenhrry. The monastery received a
charter of confirmation and protection from the protospatharios of the theme of Longohdia in 892, CV,
II, 21. The mowtery also received charters fiom Emperor Constantine QI1 Posphyrogenitws (913-959)
his sons, C7/, i
I
I
,150 and CV,II, 77.
Abbot Leo (939-957) traveled to GonstantinopIe to obtain a charter of confirmaîion as well as

gifts h m the ernpewr Constantine Vii and bis sons. CV, II, 76, n. 20. Vera van Fakenhausen notes the
disereparicy between the dating of the charter (927) and the reign of the abbot; see V. von Falkenham,
"1 rapporti,", 140. It is possible that Leo traveled while hoMing a n o k r administrative p s t at the

monastery before becoming abbot.

, to the Ottonian ernperor~.~~
While the monks were involved in an
unprecedented number of con icts wibh theîr ecclesiastical and lay neigbbo~s,*~
it was
also a time of growth as they forged profiable relationships with a new type of patron:
IocaI counts and untitled wea1thy members of the laity. The mo s systematically leased
out the monastic land to tenants who would settle and cultivate the land in nucleated
settlements for both defensive and ecunomic reasomg4In this way the corninun@ was
to the original site in the eady tenth century and begin r e b ~ i l d i n ~ . ~ ~
Despite the completion of several building projects, the monks had apparently not
progressed fàr by the late tenth century, as suggested In Sigebert of Gemblouxk (10301112) account of the visit of

etz (964-85)to San Vincenzi, in 970,

who described the monastery as nearly d e ~ t r o y e d .This
~ ~ was to change with the
restoration af S. Vincenzo

s2

There is a conspicuous nurnber of ûiîonian c

of the century.

in the Chronicon: CV, II, 127, 133, 137, 140,

243,247,260,263,270,326 and CV, III, 161.
g3

There are fifteen records of dispute in the Chronicon, dating from the late nuith to the end of the

tenth centwy. For example, in 949 the m a s t e r y was involved in litigation with the Bishop of Benevento
for the possession of a church in AIife: CV, II, 74. In 970 the monastery contested the right of a group of
local inhabifants to use the lands pertaining to the monastery's dependent ce11 of S. Maria in Apinianici:
CV, II, 154-8.

* The relationship was mutually benefieial. For a discussion of the settlement program propagated
by the monks of San Vincenzo see Chtis Wickham, Il Problema del1 'incastellamento neIl 'Italia centrale:
1 'esempio di San Vincenzo al Volturno, (Florence, 1985).
85

CV, 1, 370- "Permansit autem desolacio huius monasterii preciosi Martyris Vincencii usque in

annos triginfa tres, in quibus nuIlius hominis habitacio, sed fantum bestiarum possessio fuit;.

.."For more

information about the &nrntingof fùnds, see Chapter Five, 121-5.
86 J.

P. M i p , PL, 160, col. 713. 'Liuxta C a p m siquidem monasteriumjam perte dirufem nornine

sancti Vincentii reperimus, q u d grandi et miro opere quondam a fiorribus tribus nobilibus
constructum,..."For a translation of the entire account see J. Mitchell, et al., "Cult," 320.

The author of the Chronicon clairned that because S. Vincenzo Maggiore was
damaged, the monks used the church of S. Salvatore for their devotions when they
returned, as this structure had apparently survived the a t t a ~ k . The
' ~ abbots soon began a
renovation of the monastery, building two new churches. Abbot Godelperhis (902-913)
~
Raimbaldus (913-939)
was responsible for building an unidentified c h ~ r c h . 'Abbot
completed it and decorated it with p a i t ~ t i n ~He
s . ~also
~ built a church dedicated to Mary
before the gate of the monastery, and he completed other buildings on the monastery
gounds.%
The renovation of the church of S. Vincenzo Maggiore was not undertaken until
the turn of the eleventh cen

the church had been damaged by fire in the

Muslim raid, it was not totally d e ~ t r o ~ e d~?b~b o John
t
IV (998-1007) was able to
. ~ task
~ of decorating the chureh fell to his successor.
restore it with much ~ o r k The
Abbot Ilarius (101 1-1045) had the entire church painted, and he outfitted it with
liturgical fùmishings and books, adding a bel1 t ~ w e r . ' ~Abbot Tlarius was also
responsible for restoring the churches of S. Maria Maggiore, S. Pietro and S. Michaele
Archange10 on the monastery grounds,9bd building an assernbly hall and a ta11 bel1

87

CV, II, 342.

88

CV, II, 41.

89

CV, II, 41.

90 CV, II, 41.
91

An earthquake in 990 may also have been impetus for this project; see H, H o m ed.,

Chronica Monasferii Casinensis (Hanover, 1980) II, 1 1; hereafter C E .
92

CV, II, 342.

93

CV, II, 342.

94

CV, UI, 78.

95

CV, DI, 77-78.

tower at the Capuan ~ e l lAbbot
. ~ ~ JO

V (1 05 3 - 1076) finally completed S. Vincenzo

aggiore when he restored its pavement, beams, roof and chance1 screeny7 and he
outfitted it with books and liturgical fÙrnishings?* This abbot was also responsible for
ishing the chapter hall, dormitory and refect01-y.~~
Chris Wi

am points out that

the abbots funded these renovations with capital raised by the systematic lease of the
monastery's property, and that many of the Ieases were preferentialIy given to patrons
able to g a n t the monastery lump surns in exchange.

e records of many of these leases

specificaIly state that the hnds were to be used in the renovation of the m o n a ~ t e r y .A
'~~
review of the documents illustrates that the monastery's patrons now included
individuals from a wide range of social backgrounds, rather than solely aristcxrats or 1-

Few of the tenth- and eleventh-cen

renovations have yet been excavate

identified. The church that houses the crypt of Epyphanius was little altered. Several

97

CV, III, 89. "lste ecclesiam Sancti Vincencii, que Maior dicta est, pavimento, travibus, et tectis,

pulchroque tabulatu templi mirifice restauravit;"
98

CV, III, 89. "Ornamenta ecclesie, libros, m e s argenteas, altaris cyburium, et tabulam argent0

vestitam, calices, turibula perfecit."
99

CV, III, 90.

'O0

C. Wickham, "Monastic Lands," SV 2,151. Abbot Maio (872-901) first bonowed fun& fiom a

lessee as part of the terms of a lease just after the raid of 881: CV, II, 8-10. The silver was used for the
basic needs of the monks. While the lease stipulated that the monks had to repay that first loan, they did
not have to repay successive lease-gants. Abbot Maio granted at least one o k such lease for wbich tliere

is a record: CV, II, 12-4. Two other such contracts were recorded under Abbot Raimbaldus (913-39), CV,
II, 52-6; Abbots John III (981-94) and Rofiedus (984-98) ceded tbe rest, CV, II, 282-9, 292-7, 328-37,
and 339-57. One finai such contract was issued by Abbot John V (1053-76),

CF', II, 348-51. The

monastery received several donations of land in the fast half of the eleventh century that may have also

funds used to this substantial renovation; see C . WicM-ram, "Monastic Lands," SV 2, 151.
Theseare CV, 1,15

Cs/; HI, 28,34,37,40,46,48,66,66,75.

,

tombs were added to its atrium."' Three bust portraits of saints may have been added to
the paintings of the crypt at this tirne."' The ninth-century ancillary buildings seem to
have been ignored in the eleventh-cenhiry renovation, suggesting perhaps that the focus

of the monastery had been shifted.

e guest's hall may still have been functional, as

was the entrance hall and the ~estibule.''~
No traces of elevemth-century redecoration of
these rmms have been found.

e walIed garden was IiaeIy abandoned, as were the

refectory and the assembly r ~ o r n . ' ~ ~
Excavation results indicate that the architectural plan of the church of S. Vincemo
Maggiore was littfe altere

e elevemth cenhr~yexcept for
losed choir may have been
t was blocked a ough the south

entrance remained open, an the south apse wâs partitioned to create a side chapel. A
ount of painted plaster has been recovered from the western end of the
church, the majority of which J

itchell has identified as the remains of Abbot

Ilarius's d e c o r a t i ~ a Two
' ~ ~ exteml chapels W e a r to

e been added to

this time. The larger chapel of the two had a single apse and extended south Çom the
--

in Chapter Fiw, 121-5.

'O1

These leases wiH be discussed

'O2

R Wodges, J. Mitchell, S. Gibson, "The Crypt Chureh," SV 1,40-74.

'O3

3. Mitchell, "The Crypt Reappraised," SV 1, 75-1 14, esp. 77.

'04

R. Hodges, S. Mithen, S. Gibson and J. Mitchell, "The 'South Church'," SV 1, 123-190, esp.

189-90.Several tombs were added to the Iowest level of its entrance hall. R. Hodges, Gibson, Mitchell,
"The Entrance Hall or Monumental Staircase," S V 1, 216-226; R. Hodges, S. Gibson, J. Mitchell, 'The

-

Vestibule," SV 2, i 19.
'O5

I. Riddler, R. Hodges, J. Mitchell, "The Garden Court," SV 1, 191-209, esp. 204; R. Hodges, et

al., "The Refectory," SV 2, 65-83; and R. Hodges, J. Mitchell, "The Assembly Room: Part of the Lower
Thoroughfare," SV 2,26-64.

south wall of the church near the south apse. A smaliler chape1 had three apses and
extended north from the mid-point of the north wall of the ch~rch.'~'Traces of several
other structures that abutted the south wall of the church have not yet been sufficiently
excavated to allow identification, but it has been speculated

at these were also

eleventh-century additions.lo8A smaH, partially excavated church to the north of S.
Vincenzo Maggiore has been dated to the eleventh century as well based on a stylistic
gmentary painted deeoration and opm sectile or marble-mlay pavement
(Figure 2).'O9

ile the Chronicon is incomplete,

e few twelfih-century do

its pages give an uldication of the monastery's changing

es. At the

of the century the monastery's ties with the increasingly powerfùl papacy seem to
have been quite close. Abbot Amicus (1117-1 139), who had been appointed to the papal
by Urban Il (1088-1099) continued in

post under Pas

Wowever, this appointment may hâve been because he was a monk of the lmger and
more

monastery of

cassino, ra

'" R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilka, 123-9. For a diseussion of this deeoration see Chapter
2,40-54.
'O7

R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilics, 122, fig. 5 :1.

'O8

R Hodges and 31. Mitchell, The BmiIica, 123-4,

'O9

R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, "Excavations on Terrace 3: The Church with an Opus Sectite Floor,"

SV 2,93-97. It is tkought h t ttns was one of the churches renovated by Abbt Ilarius.
"O

H e was made a cardinal. See V. Federici, "Rieercheper l'ediiione de1 Chronicw Vultumeme

del monaco Giovaani - II. Gli Abati," Bullettino del1 'Istituto Storico Italiavlo 57 (1941), 71-1 14, esp. 812; hereafter "Gli Abati". See also A. Pantoni, Le Chiese, 26, n. 37.

with San ~incenzo.'" Although there are several eleventh-century charters of
confmation from both western and eastern emperors, the Chronicon does not contain
any twelfih-century imperial charters, nor eleventh- or twelfih-ce

charters from any

South-Italian Norman rulers."* This absence may be due in part to the incomplete state
of the manuscript, but it is likely that the Norman kings never issued any charters for
San Vincenzo.

ile at fmt the monastery had enjoyed Norman support,113the good

relations did not survive the turn of the century. The monastery lost favor with Roger II,
king of Sicily (1130-1154), a relationship

at had lasting negative effects on the

ity. In 1142 his forces raided the monastery's treasury, supposedly in response

to the election of Abbot J

VI (1139-1144), that was not carri

Despite the rec
IV, Ilarius and J
demolished and rebuilt in the twel

out to his 1ikb1g.l'~

renovation carried out under

V, it appears that much of the old monastery was
century. This renovation may have also entailed a

shift in the orientation of the site. The introduction to the Chronieon includes a
e events treated in each of its books or chapters. The fifth book, never
finished, begins with an account of Abbot Ilarius's renovations, and was to have
concluded with a discussion of the translation of the monastery and the destruction of al1

'" CV, III, 104. Note that he was appointed before he became San Vincenzo's abbot.
The eleventh-century charters are as follows: Henry II (1002-24), CF,' III, 10; Henry II's royal
chaplain gants a charter in 1021 as well, CV, III, 30; Constantine VI11 emperor of Byzantium (1025-28),
CV, III, 163; Conrad II (1024-1039), CV, III, 22; Romanos IV Diogenes of Byzantium (1068-71), CV, III,
166.
Il3

For example, in the eleventh century Count Raynulf of Aversa led a mixed force of Nonnans

and Capuans to rid the monastery of the Borrelli, a family fiom the territory of Marsica, who had attacked
it; CV, III, 79.
'14

CV, III, 109-110. The passage is fragmentary. See V. Federici, "Gli Abati," esp. 84-85.

30

the old b ~ i 1 d i n ~ s .The
l ' ~ sixth unwritten book would have dealt with the building of the
new monastery by Abbots Girard (1076-1 109) and Benedict (1 109-11 1 7).'16 A third
abbot, Arnicus, completed the renovation.'17 Exactly where the monastery was shified is
never revealed in the San Vincenzo chronicle, nor is there a clear indication of the state
ile little can be gained fiom a fiagmentary

of S. Vincenzo Maggiore at this time.

passage appended to the Chronicon describing the twelfth-century abbey church,*18the
Chronica Monasterii Casinensis records that S. Vincenzo

aggiore was completely

rebuilt fiom its foundations at this tirne."9 Whether this rneans that the original church
undement a massive renovation or was completely rebuilt somewhere nearby is unclear.
of the consecration of a church dedicated to St Vincent by Pope Paschal II in
1 1 15 is include in San Vincenzo's c

rebuilding discussed

nicle.l2' Neither is e issue of funding for this

the Chronicon. C

am has suggested two possible

ncing postdates. 1-Ie has suggested that donations or lease-grants may have provided

CV, 1, 37. "et a venerabili patre Mario, ...usque ad eiusdem momsterii transmigracionem,
immo omnium antiquorum edzjkiorum omnimodam subversionem quinto loco lineam extendimus."
"6

CV, 1, 37. "...in sexto libro huius operis, cum novi monasterii edijkiis, venerabilem Girardum

et religiosissimumBenedictum ad vos usque deducimus."
"7

CV, III, 107. The passage in the Chronicon trails off incomplete. "Denique universa huius

monasterii edficia a Mbus abbatibus, videlicet per Gerardum, qui magis in opere desudavit; per
venerabilem Benedictum.. ." Arnicus was the next abbot, so he must have completed the work.
Il8

A reference is made to an earlier basilica: CV, I I I , 106-7.

...vero

"

istius basilice cum

anteriori...[a blsida habet passus iustos mensuratos.. ." This could have been a basilica that no longer

existed, or one that still stood.
Il9

CMCYIV, 55. "...ecctesiam sancti Vincentii, quam Gyrardus huius cenobii monachus iusta

ortum Vulturnifluminisafindamentis construxerat,. .." For a discussion of medieval building tenns in the
Liber Pontifcalis and their meaning; see Robert Goates-Stephens, "Dark Age Architecture in Rome,"

PBSR 65 (1997), 177-232, esp. 224-7.
120

cv,1,20-2 1.

the capital, the records of which no longer sur~ive.'~'
He also speculates that since many
of the monastery's twel

-century abbots were Cassinese monks, Montecassino might

have provided the f3nan~es.l~~
No corroborating documentary proof has yet been
uncovered for this last claim. The renovation was perhaps funded intemally as the
monastery was receiving substantial remuneration for its spiritual services by this tirne, a
discussion of which is also found in Chapter

ive.'^^

Excavation has revealed that S. Vincenzo Maggiore, as well as most of the early
medieval site, was dem~lished.'~~
Hodges and his team believe that this was done
purposefully in the late eleventh century to hrnish building materials for the twel
reconstmction of the church. They concur with Pantoni in suggesting that the
new Romanesque church was located on the opposite, eastem side of the Vo
where the modem abbey now stands (Figure 2).125The foundations of a smaller, tr
apsed basilica were discovered during the mid-twentieth-cen

excavations occasioned

by the restoration of e modern abbey church, along with traces of a medieval pavement
ents of painted p1a~ter.l~~
Althou

these finds have yet to be fomally

analyzed and dated, Pantoni believed that the pavement remained from the twelfthreconstniction of S. Vincenzo Maggiore, and the paintings remained frorn a

ce
12'

C.Wickharn, "Monastic Lands," SV 2, 151.

'22

C. Wickham, "Monastic Lands," SV 2, 152. In fact Wickham further suggests that San Vincenzo

may have been a dependent house by this tirne.
lZ3

See Chapter Five, 121-5.

'"R.Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, 135-7.
lZ5

R. Hodges "Excavations," S W , 1985,30. R. Hodges, "San Vincenzo and the Plan of St. Gall,"

SV 2,162. This was supposedly a more easily defensible location. See also Pantoni, Le Chiese, 25-6.
126For a plan

of the Romanesque church, see A. Pantoni, Le Chiese, table 1; for the pavements see

45-64, figs. 14-15, 17-20 and 26-34; for the paintings see 200-1, figs. 136 and 137. The present location of
the paintings is unknown.

fourteenth-century reno~ati0n.l~~
Investigation of the area around the modern complex
in 1995 revealed evidence of a series of workshops tentatively dated to the early twelfthcentury reconstruction of S. Vincenzo ~ a ~ ~ i 0 r e . l ~ '
With the present state of research, the pavement is the strongest evidence that the
church on the east bank of the river is the twel

-century basilica, as it is similar in style

. ' ~ ~ unless
to eleventh- and twelfth-century opus sectile floors in ~ t a l ~However,
proof for this identification of the church is found, other possibilities should be
e frst possibility is that this smaller church on the east b
Volturno was not the twel

hurch of S. Vincenzo Maggiore, but one of the

other Romanesque basilicas

in the Chronicon. The second possibility is

the original ninth-ce

church of S. Vincenzo

IV, Ilarius and John V in the eleventh ce

aggiore, renovated by Abbots JO

, undenvent a massive renovation in the

twelfth century. The smaller basilica on the east b
built in the fourteenth ce

O

may have been

,as the paintings seem to indicate. A later dating for this

smaller church may be correct, as the archives of the Cathe a1 of Isernia record that the
church of S. Vincenzo Maggiore was destroyed

quake on Septernber 9,

'" A. Pantoni Le Chiese, 64 (pavement) and 200 (paintings).
lZ8

WiIl Bowden, C. Coutts, R. Hodges and F. Marazzi, "Excavations at San Vincenzo al Voltumo:

1995," Archeologia medievale, 23 (1996), 467-76, esp. 470-1. Ceramics and stratigraphy were used to
date this phase, however the author complained that the evidence for this was minimal.
12'

For a comparison of twelfth-century Roman pavements see Dorothy Glass, Studies on

Cosmatesque Pavements (Oxford, 19801, esp. fig. 76; hereafter Studies. For a drawing of the eleventh-

centuay pavement from the abbey church at Montecassino see A. Pantoni, Le vicende della basilica di
Montecassino attraverso al documentazione apcheologica, Miscellanea Cassinese 36 (Montecassino

1973), the appended drawing in the back cover. John Mitchell concurred with Pantoni's dating of the
pavement. R. Hodges, J. Mitchell, "Excavations on Terrace 3: The Church with an Opus Sectile Floor," SV
2,95.

1349.130If the foundations of the original church on the western bank of the river had

been badly damaged in this earthquake, a new site for the church would have been
necessary. Two hypotheses can be proposed to explain the presence of the Romanesque
pavement style. As the style continued to be used in the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries, it could have been laid in the fourteenth ~ e n t u r y . The
' ~ ~ pavement may also
have been originally laid within the ninth-century basilica in the eleventh or twelfth
centuries, and reused in the fourteenth-century reconstruction. Only
and analysis of the finds will determine the correct relationship between these two
churches.

This chapter illustrates that the Chronicon Vulturnense is an excellent source for
the physical history of the monastery of San Vincenzo al Vol

O

in its eighth- and

ninth-century phases, and much of its infornation has been corroborated by archaeology
including the statements about the ninth-cenhiry church of S. Vincenzo Maggiore.
Although it was compiled in the Romanesque period, the Chronicon is an insufficient
source in its surviving ineomplete form for Our understanding of the twelfth-cen
alterations to the monastery's structure. Although the author clairns al1 the old buildings
of the monastery were demolished in order to accomplish the rewnstniction of a new
monastery, he does not specifically Say

e nbth-century basilica of S. Vincenzo

Maggiore was demolished at this time. The Chronica Monasterii Casinensis's brief

I3O

A. Pantoni, Le Chiese, 27.

13'

Similar pavements are found in the Cathedra1 of Anagni (123 1) for example, and at S. Maria in

Aracoeli in Rome (late thirteenth or early fourteenth century); see D. Glass, Studies, 57, 107.

-century church's reconstruction or renovation and its fiagmentary

notice of the twel

description in the Chronicon are not enough information on which to draw conclusions
about the Romanesque transformation of the church and its decoration. The following
archeological and stylistic analysis in Chapter Two discusses the possibility of a twelfihcentury date for at least a portion of the church's excavated painted plaster.
This chapter's review of the sources also hi lights the changing nature of the
patronage of the monastery's building and decorative campaigns. The foundation of the
monastery of San Vincenzo al Volturno was a project of the ducal house of Benevento.
Beyond donating the land for the monastery, it would not be extreme to suggest that the
dukes also fmanced the con

ction and decoration of the initial monastic complex,

especially when the founders may ave been related to Cisulf 1, d
e Chronicon States that the ninth-ce
was organized and

ded by the Carolingian emperor Louis the Pious, although modern

analysis suggests that members of the Beneventan aristocracy were

e actual patrons.

ern emperor or southern ducal court, the renovation was still patronized
by elite members of the monastery's lay
eleventh-ce

CO

ity. Conversely, the tenth- and

renovations were fùnded by patrons fiom a wide range of social

backgrounds, including counts and untitled members of the lay co

nity, and it is

likely that this multi-level funduig continued into the next c e n t ~ r y . ' ~ ~
documentary evidence for how the twelfih-cen
monastery was

132 See note 2
'33

renovation or recons

ded, it is unlikely that the patrons were the monastery's closest lay

above.

See Chapter Five, 121-5.

.

authorities, the South-Italian Normans. The probable consequence of this shift in the
patronage of the decoration of churches is discussed in Chapter

'34

See Chapter Five, 118- 126.

ive."^

It is not surprising that the discussion of S. Vincenzo Maggiore's renovations
author of the Chronicora does not answer every question

provided by the twel

about the chwch's evolution and decoration, as the compilation was meant to be a general
record of the monastery's history. Other methodology must supplement
review to date and analyze S. Vincenzo Maggiore's phases of

chapter's docum

decoration. Little of the church's painted decoration survives in situ on its remaining
fkagmentary walls. The majority of what has been recovered fiom the western end of S.
giore is in fragmentary form. Wowever disappointing at might be for the
study of iconography,
the plaster on

is situation presents the opportunity to examine the contents of

ich the paintings sit, and not only the paintings themselves, to facilitate

the analysis of the church's decoration.

e first half of this chapter discusses the

compositional an stylistic differences of the five different phases of decoration that I
have identified in

e fragments of painte plaster in order to establish a relative

chronology for the material. A discussion of the church's ornamental borders based on
is chronology follows.

The majority of the painted plaster excavated fiom the western end of S. Vincenzo
aggiore in 1993 and 1994 was foun
the remains of the church.

entary form in several layers of rubble
e material was excavate

horizontal areheological layers, in hopes that retaining the stratification would facilitate
derstanding of the church's decoration and the phases of

-

the building's history including its destruction. The study of this material is incomplete.
In cataloguing 1 soon realized that little of the material appears to correspond to specific
parts of the structure in any logical order. A heterogeneous mix of compositionally
diaerent plaster was discovered in the annular crypt and the no

and central apses,

while a homogeneous collection of fragments was found in the church's south apse. The
following typology is based on my observations.

An analysis of S. Vincenzo Maggiore's painted plaster is facilitated by the presence

of a small arnount of wall painting that survives in situ, and a strong case can be made for
suggesting that these paintings pertained to the church's original ninth-ce
e majority of this painting survives in the church's

lar crypt. Its walls

that remain standing to a height of about lm are painted with thirty unique panels of
complex geometric designs m e u t to simulate opus sectile.' That only a single layer of
plaster can be found on the c

suggest that these paintings represent its

original decoration. The annular form of the crypt is evidence that the stnicture remained
from the ninth-ce

church, and was not an eleventh-century addition,

supporting the ninth-century date of

er

e wall paintings.2 As the surfaces of the paintings

' R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, 65-6 and 70-101. Examples of the original opus sectile
panels they were meant to imitate can be found in the sixth-century Early Christian churches in Ravenna,
for example in the dado of the apse of S. Vitale; see G. Pugliese Carratelli, I Bizantini in Italia, (Milan,
1986), page 154, fig. 65. Their nearest medieval painted parallels can be found Rome, for example, in the
the mid-eighth-century paintings in the entrance to the annular crypt and in the apse of the lower church of
S. Crisogono; Mawice Mesnard, La basilique de Saint Chrysogone à Rome (Rome, 1935), 69, fig. 17;

hereafier La basilique.
See Chapter One, 13-4.

-

have not been chiseled to help in the adhesion of a second coat of plaster, it can perhaps
be assumed that the lower portions of the walls were never plastered over to receive new
decoration.
This plaster found in the crypt of S. Vincenzo

aggiore is distinctive. It is a white

hard dense plaster made with an aggregate of fluvial origin of variously sized particles
ranging from small grains of sand to irregular pebbles of 3-8 mm in length. Despite the
large irregular aggregate, the surfaces of this plaster are very level suggesting
were well smoothed before painting, perhaps even polished. The plaster's extreme white
ity of lime, c

colouring might be due to a high qu

s of which may be found

oughout fragments of this type. This plaster was applied in one substantial coat over a
layer of rinzafo, a sandy leveling layer of mortar.
According to J

itchell, figurative stylistic cornparison of the S. Vincenzo

Maggiore crypt paintings with the paintings of the securely dated ninth-ce
Epyphanius supports
once painted on the upper

dating. Very few traces of the figurative scenes
walls remain for cornparison except for the legs of

several figures in its central chamber and the abbot portraits in
can be found in the drapery, the definition of
garments of the standing fi

the facial styles. The hems of the

s fa11 in butterfly-folds, a characteristic tre

found in the paintings of the crypt of Ep

ands of the abbots in

are outlined with fine red lines, just as is the naked flesh of many of the figures in
See Chapter One, 16.
Butterfiy-folds can be found in îhe hem of the garment of St. Laurence in the niche on the east wall
of the crypt of Epyphanius for example; see R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, 103-4, n. 31; and R.
Hodges, S. Gibson and J. Mitchell, "The Vestibule: Where the Thoroughfares Meet," SV2, 1-19, esp. 11,
fig. 1:13.

Epyphanius's c

e clearest correlation between the two programs can be found in a

fragmentary ninth-cenhiry face excavated from the layers of rubble in the crypt (Figure
e facial style in Epyphanius's program as exemplified by the faces of the five
archangels in the a p ~ eOvoid
. ~ he s with fine angular feahires defmed by fine lines an
ique in both progfams

thick gray shadows characterizes them both.
also confirms this

g. The same transparent washes of pi

ent are used to buil

the colours on the pictorial surface. The palette, comprised of the primary colours plus
black and white, is also shared between the two programs.7

as

nts of a secon plaster type, s
ut without the same large aggregate, have been fourid in

from the floor of the c

material excavated

t. Type 2 plaster is

is not as white as the Type 1 laster, but is too white to be

e edges of these

ents are not friable, but are sh

pictorial surfkces on these
smooth, perhaps even polished.

as beige or gray. A

ile the pigments have been lai

d

ments are level and
e plaster in thin

The flesh of the figure of Christ in the Crucifixion scene on the east wall of the Crypt of
Epyphanius for example is outlined in red lines; see A. Pantoni, Le Chiese, fig. 69. The sarne practice can

be found in Rome in a wntemporary monument, but in a different medium: the figures in Pope Paschal I's
mosaic decorations in S. Prassede in Rome are outlined in red, then black, a practice not seen in earlier
mosaics in Rome.
For a fiiller discussion of the cornparison see R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilics, 66-68 and
fig. 4:8.

ey do not achieve the transparency of the church's original ninth-century
ents of Type 2 plaster examined so far have al1

paintings on Type 1 plaster.

been painted with geometric motifs and no faces have yet been found. It is clear that an
attempt was made in their decoration to simulate the geometric patterns of the crypt d
paintings. For the moment, the Type 2 plaster remains undated, but since several pieces
ents of Type 1 plaster, and not much of it has b e n fo

ere to loose fra

it likely represents a repair to the church's paintings, rather than a completely new phase
of decoration. It is

ssible that a restoration was necessary after an earthquake in 847/8,

but a later dating cannot yet be ruled out. It is unclear at this t h e if any of the geometric
e represent motifs of ornamental borders.

represent the church's

The thiird and largest gr
Romanesque decoration, either Abbot Ilarius's eleventh-ce

decoration, a twel

century renovation, or a combination of the two. Type 3 plaster is found in relatively
layers and is distinguishable fiom the previous plasters in its colour and fiiabiliq. It is
gray in comparison to Types 1 and 2 plasters, due to its frne sandy aggregate that
crushed tile, and it is more

able, although it can still be described as compact
type of plaster is found only in a

As in the case of the ninth-ce

single layer. It does not overlap any previous rendering, a
to have sat on a rinzaflo, or a leveling layer.

'R. Wodges and J. Mitchell, n e Basilics, 65. According to John Mitchell the pigments used were
yellow ochre, ferric oxide red, vine black

lime white. The blue is achieved by mixing blsck with white.

.

ents of Type 3 plaster are not as level as the
fragments of Types 1 and 2 plasters, and it was perhaps not worked with as rnuch
pressure. It is also possible that the irregular s

ce results from the majority of the

fragments of this plaster type deriving f?om vaulted sections of the upper apses of the
ique used in the paintriig of these fragments also helps to
characterize this group. The pigments were laid on the walls in thick layers when the
plaster was dry or nearly so, so that the colours are opaque and the surfaces are textured.
This is very diEerent fiom the

sparent washes of colour found on Types 1 and 2

plasters. They differ also in palette. A wider range of colours is found on fragments of
paintings are carried over.

e priniary coloms found
addition, green, orange

le hues are found.

3 plaster appear to vary slightly in their c

itional base, the differences are not yet
subtle stylistic

ciently well understood to allow subdivision into subgroups, altho
differences ean be disc

ed iri the deeoration of c

ere appear to be two facial styles an

of one of the facial styles found on fia
ial face excavate

ents of Type 3 plaster. A cornparison

3 plaster with the n

t of S. Vincenzo

aggiore reveals on1y subtle

differmccs in their respective fipative styles. As previously discussed, the eyes and

nose on the ninth-ce

face are heavily sh owed with thkk ban

adow. Thin red-brwn lines defme the nose and eyelid.

te lines are use

to be an image of
seb of Type 3 plaster displays a style quite similiar
Some fragments of Type 3 plaster appear to contain more sandy aggregate, while others appear to

-

to the one just described, except that shadows are colored green (Figure s ) . ~The eyes,
nose, lips, chin and face are outlined by thin black lines, and red-brown lines
e chin and eyes. The nostrils are prominent and square. Radiating white lines
the eyebrows, cheek and chin. Thick green bands with little gradation give
contour to the head and shadow the eyes and nose. The cheeks and chin are rouged with
lack lines defme the strands of red-brown hair on C kt's head, beard
and moustache. Yellow-gold lines, now faded, highlighted the hair and one of these can
still be seen at the temple. Similar to the ninth-century figures, some figures on
of this Type 3 plaster are also outlined in red.I0 The painters or patrons may have wishe
to match the subsequent figurative style of painting to e chureh's original decoration.
facial style on fragments of

is third type of plaster is quite

d the linear style used in the face of C

es green hues, but exhibits a slightly greater degree of naturalism.
style is still somewhat linear, the lhes use are more curved and a more subtle gradation
is achieved by laye
defme the eye on a

es of colour. Black, brown, green, red, p

and white lines

of a female hea (Figure 6)." The nose, filtrum and mouth
of a female face appear to be solely defmed by red and black lhes,

but in a loose, fîowing manner (Figure 7).

nose of this face is pl

and quite roun

It may be mîsleading to compare different faces. A different style may have been used for Christ
than was used for saints or for conternporary figures; see Ernst Kitzinger, "Some Reflections on Portraiture

in Byzantine Art," Recueil des travaltx de l'institut d'Études byzantines, 8 (1963), 185-193 [reprinted in
The Art of Byzantium and the Medieval West: Selected Studies by Ernst Kitzinger, ed. W . E. Kleinbauer,

(Bloomington, 1976), VIII, 256-69; hereafier The Art of Byzantium].
'O

A large fragment of Type 3 plaster has been recovered fkom the layers of destruction in the apse

area painted with a section of a large hand that is outlined in red. No Mages of this fragment have yet been
published. It is clear that the fragment is not ninth century as the flesh is painted green; see this chapter, 38.

.

ite lines highlight the face's features and olive green lines defme the cheek. The wellmodeled skin colour of this face has been created by green under-painting neutralized by
washes of surface colour.'* The Romanesque dating of this Type 3 plaster is
confmed when the history of the use of green pigments in the defmition of faces is
examined.

le the origin of the use of green hues in the underpainting or shading of
unelear, this stylistic trait has a long history in yzantium. A mi -sixth century mosaic
icting Christ's Presentation at t e Temple excavated fio the monastic c h w
eenth-century Kalend
feature." After the void in early

e mosque in Istanbul

sents this stylistic

painting left by the

~ontrovers~,"
the style is again found in Byzantine paintings fiom the late ninth cen

on. It is found, for example, in the il

inations of the late

I-lornilies of

" For a colour image of this fragment, see R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, fig. 5:6.
l2

For a colour image of this Eragment, see R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, fig. 5:3.

l3

W l e the green colour does not appear in most photographs of the mosaic, a drawing of the piece

in a m e n t publication based on micro examination of the tesserae indicates that the shadows under the
Virgin's face were indeed light green; see Cecil L. Striker, Kalenderhane in Istanbul: the buildings, th&
history, architecture and decoration -finah reports on the archaeological exploration and restoration ut
Kalenderhane Camii (Mainz, 1997), fig. 149. Green is also found in drawings of the late sixth-century
mosaic faces in S. Demetrius in Thessalonica; see Robin Cormack, "The mosaic Decoration of S.
Demetrios, Thessaloniki - A re-examination in the light of the drawings of W. S. George,"' Annual of the
British School ut Athens 64 (1969), 17-52, esp. 37,45 and pl. 11; hereafter "S. Demetrios".
l4

The Iconoclast Controversy was an interdict of figurative religious painting in the Byzantine

Empire that lasted, bankg one brief interruption, fiom 726 to 843. It was based on the theological principle
that the veneration of images of religious figures and icons, for their intrinsic holiness, was tantamount to
idolatry. There was a halt to al1 figurative religious painting, and much church decoration was destroyed.

Gregory of Naziamos in the

ibliothèque Nationale in Paris (MS Gr. 510).15 Green

under-painting is also found in the tenth-cenhiry wall paintings o
and the New Chwch at Tokali Kilise in Asia h4inor.16 Green

the 01d Church
is consistently

found within Constantinople itself in the mosaic figures in Wagia Sophia fiom the late
ninth century on,17 and in

fragmentary mosaic face of the Virgin fiom

the monastery of St JO
The use of green in the definition of

esh seems to have had two phases of

popularity in the history of medieval wall painting in Italy, and it is this variance that is of
assistance in the analysis of the phases of decoration of S. Vincenzo
the surviving evidence locates the style in Roman ch
an it is first attested to in

aggiore. Although

ecoration at an earlier date

historians have always tacitly viewe
the facial style of the paintings

as a Byzantine tec

recently dated to the early sixth century in the lower church of S.
Green underpainting can be seen in the painlings co

VI1 (705-7) at S.

issioned by the Greek pope JO

an Forum. These paintings are ofien

'' It is seen in the portrait of the Ernpress Eudoxia and her sons; see John Lowden, Early Christian
& Byzuntine Art, (London, 1991), fig. 110; h e r d e r ECBA.
l6

Marcel1 Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 3 vols., (Shannon, l969), I, 11 1- 116 and

II, fig. 76; hereafter Asiu Minor; and A m Wharton Epstein, Tokali Kilise - Tenth-Century Mefropolitan Art
in Byzantine Cappadocia, (Washington, 1986), esp. 58-9, Appendix 2, figs. 1 and 7; hereafter Tokali Kilise.
17

The style is seen in the late ninth-century apse figure of Mary, the eleventh- and twel

imperial portraits and the thirteenth-century Demis in the south gallery; see Cyril Mango, "The Mosaics of
Hagia Sophia," in H. Kahler, Hagia Sophia (New York, 1967), 47-60, and esp. figs. 3 and 4; hereafter "The
Mosaics,"; Thomas Whittemore, The Mosaics of St. Sophia ut Istanbul, 4 vols., (Oxford, 1933-52), II, 48
and III, 47; hereafter St. Sophia.

'*H. Evans and W. Wixom, The Glory of Byzantium -Art and Culture of the Middle Byzantine Era
A. D.843-1261 (New York, 1997), 47, fig. 13; hereafler Glory.
l9

C.Davis-Weyer and J. Emerick, "The Early Sixth-Century Frescoes,'" 39.

ered representative of yzantine artistic pra~tice.~'
Green linear
paintings cornrnissioned by Pope Gregory III (73141) in the annular
'
pigment is also used in the eighthcrypt of the lower church of S. ~ r i s o ~ o n oA. ~green
century painting of the

aria Regina in the lower church of S. Clemente.

medieval paintings in this church have been described as evidence of the unconscious
22

is also found in Northern Italy in this period. Green widerpainting of

faces is seen in the wall paintings of e Tempietto at Cividale, usually dated to the rnidprovisionally assigned to a Byzantine painter? Green shading is also
Italian manuscript illu
ex, Perlin, Deutsc

20

late eighth-ce
ing is seen in the

The figures in this program were painted in a naîuralistic style where the green pigment is used as

an under-painting; see Per Jonas Nordhagen, The Frescoes of John VI1(A. D. 705-707) in S. Maria Antiqua
in Rome, (Rome, 1968), esp. 118-19; hereafter John VII. John VIIYsmosaics also incorporate green hues in
the defmition of flesh, for example in the mosaics in his funerary chape1 in Old St. Peter's; see Walter
Oakeshotî, The Mosaics of Rome fiom the third to the fourteenth centuries, (London, 1967), pl. 18;
hereafîer The Mosaics.

'' For a colour photo of the painting see Guglielrno Matthiae, Pithira Romana Del Medioevo, 2
volumes (reprinted Rome, 1987-S), 1, pl. 11;hereafler Pitîura Romana.
e the Virgin is clothed in the costume of a Byzantine empress, the iconography is considered
pmly Western, See J. Osborne, Emly Medieval, esp. 112-3, n. 17, and 207.
23

H m P. L'Orange and Hjalmat Torp, fl Tempietto Longobardo di Cividale, 2 vols. (Rome, 1977),

1, colour pls. 1-6; hereafler Tempietto;and Hjalmar Torp suggested that the paintings were carried out by a
Byzantine workshop: see W. Torp, "Una Vergine Hodighitria del periodo iconoclastico ne1 'Tempietto
Longobardo' di Cividale," in A. Cadei, Arte d'occidente: temi e metodi - Studi in onore di Angiola Maria
Romanini (Rome, 19991,583-599, esp. 588.
24

Barbara Bernhard Anderson has suggested that the artist of this manuscript was 'non-

CaroIingian'; see B. Bernhard Anderson, The Frescoes of San Salvatore ut Brescia, unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1976, 155-9, esp. 155; hereafter "Brescia".

-

second layer of paintings at S. Salvatore in Brescia dated to the early ninth ~entury.~'
lue-green underpainting is used to define the figures in the wall paintings at S. Maria di
Castelseprio, north of Milan, dated by scientific means to the peri
eitvnann believed that the cycle, which he described as
early tenth century during the period of good relations between the yzantine Emperor
Constantine VI1 Porphyrogenitus (913-59) and I-Iugh King of Italy (926-47).26
ists in Rome seem to have either forgotten or rejected the tec ique in the ninth
and tenth centuries. Green tesserae are not used in the ninth-cen

mosaics

commissioned by Pope Paschal ,for example, at S. Prasse e and S. Maria in Domnica,
ey found in the mosaics of one of his successors, Pope Gregory IV (827-44), at
eline Lafontaine escribes the late ninth-century wall paintings at S.
aria de Secundicerio as
the definition of

ine in style although they do not e ibit green hues in

e late-tenth-century paintings at S. Sebastiano al Palatino in
feature either." The only use of green pi

25

B. Bernhard Anderson, "Brescia", 157-8.

26

Carbon-14 dating of the structure's wooden beams yielded a date of between 778 and 952; see

Paula Leveto-Jabr, "Carbon-14 Dating of Wood fiom the East Apse of Santa Maria at Castel Seprio," Gesta
(1987), 17-8. A graffito on the paintings makes it impossible for the paintings to ôe dated any later than the

mid-tenth century. See also Kurt Weitanann, The Fresco Cycle of S. Maria di Castelseprio, (Princeton,

195l), 91-7; hereafter Castelseprio.
27 W.

Oakeshatt, The Mosaics, colour pls. 21-2,20,23, respectively.

The monument is also known as the Temple of Fortuna Virilis; see Jacqueline Lafontaine,
Peintures Médiévales dans le Temple dit de Ia Fortune Virile à Rome (Brussels, 1959), 58-9; hereafter
Peintures Médiévales.
29

The church is also known as S. Maria in Pallara; see Laura Gigli, S. Sebastiano al Palatino

(Rome, 1975) fig. 26; hereafter S. Sebastiano. For a colour image see J. Wilperî, Die rornischen Mosaiken
und Maiereien der kirchlichen Bauten vom IF bis XII1 Jahrhundert, 4 vols., (Freiburg, 1916), III, pl. 224;

hereafter Die romischen Mosaiken.

Rome in this period is found in the figure of St Anthony in the paintings of the atrium of
S. Maria Antiqua, tentatively dated to the tenth cent~ry.~'
Most importantly of course the

colour is not used to define flesh in the securely dated ninth-century paintings at S.
Vincenzo in the crypt of Abbot ~ ~ ~ ~ h a n i u s . 3 '

The style seems to have become popular again in the middle of the eleventh
ut only in Central Italy and within

ce

ontecassino's sphere of influence. Green is

dramatically used in the paintings in the lower church of S. Crisogono in Rome, where
flesh is painted almost entirely green. Beat
Lorraine, abbot of

renk has suggested that Frederick of

ontecassino and later pope Stephen IX (1057-58), was responsible

for this program in his position as cardinal priest of S. ~risogono.3~
Frederick
to Constantinople as a legate O

e Leo IX in 1054 an brought back many

. An icon or manuscr

treasures, presumably

ese treasures may have been the source of inspkation for this
ading is also found at
quarter of the eleventh ce

Green

in Formis near Capua, seçurely
iderius, abbot of

ntecassino (1058-86), and later

Pope Victor III (1086-7), was responsible for this program,
30

John Osborne, "The Atrium of S. Maria Antiqua, Rome: A History in Art," PBSR, 55 (1987), 186-

223, esp. 202. The painter of this figure may have copied the early medieval figurative style within the
chch.
3'

indeed, no green pigments seem to have been used in the ninth-century paintings at the monastery

except for a yellow-green tone in panels #22-23 of the annular crypt of S. Vincenzo Maggiore; R. Hodges

and J. Mitchell, The Basilics, 94-6, figures 4:40 and 4:42. This hue could have been achieved by mixing
yellow and black pigments.
32

57-65.

Beat Brenk, "Die Benediktszenen in S. Crisogono und Montecassino," Arde Medievale, 11 (1986),

generally explained by is importation of yzantine artists in the 1060s.~~
Green shading
ainting is not seen in Northern Italy in the early eleventh century, for example,
in the paintings of S. Vincenzo at Galli O,although the style of e features is similar to
the round, somewhat more naturalistic second Romanesque style of S. Vincenzo
~ a ~ ~ i o r So
e . while
' ~ no conclusions can yet be drawn regarding the origin of the style,
its reappearance in Central Italy in the eleventh ce

does appear to have been

stic practices. That green pigment appears on the Types 3
and 4 plasters is evidence of their manufacture in the Romanesque period.

age circiunstanees of S. Vincenzo

ggiore provides some con
sh in the linear fmt Romanesque

that the use of green pi
style as exemplified by the
oration of the chu

33

,pertains to Ilarius's eleventh-ce
abbot was a native of the city of

H . K. Mann, The Lives of the Popes in the Middle Ages, vol. VI, (London, 1925), 209-10.

Trasmond, count of Chieti, robbed him of his treasures upon his arriva1 in Italy but Fredenck later
recovered them.
34

It is also possible that S. Ange10 in Formis was painted by the artists trained by the metropolitan

crafîsmen; see Glenn Gunhouse, The Fresco Decoration of Sant 'Ange10 in Formis, unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, 1991, 135-6; hereafter Sant 'Angelo. The
initial importation of artists occurred at the time of Desiderius's renovation of Montecassino's abbey

church in the 1060s. Although this monument does not survive, Leo of Ostia's record of the renovation
does; for a translation see C. Davis-Weyer, Early Medieval Art 300-1150 Sources and Documents,
(Englewood Cliffs, 1!RI), 135-41;hereafter Sources and Documents.
35 Garlo Bertelli, II

millennio ambrosiano - La città del vescovo dai Carolingi al Barbarossa (Milan,

1988), fig. 185. Green shading is found in the late eleventh-cen-

paintings at S. Pietro al Monte at Civate

in Northern Italy; see 0. Demus, Romanesque Mural Painting (London, 1970), 292 and fig. 14; hereafter
Romanesque.

region of Basilicata, which was part of the Byzantine katepanate in Southern ~ t a lThe
~ . ~ ~
use of green pigments in the definition of flesh continued to be used in
throughout the Middle Ages. Green shading is seen in the linear paintings of Southern
Italy, for example in the crypt of SS. Marina e Cristina at C

ignano near Lecce, dated

to 959.37The face of Christ in the niche on the west wall of this crypt is quite similar to
the face of Christ found in the apse of S. Vincenzo Maggi

0th are shaded with thick

bands of green and sprays of white lines highlight the fac

eyelashes of both figures

end in an upswept curving line. Both beards are defuned with thin repeating vertical bmsh
strokes that approximate strands of hair. The nostrils of both faces are strongly
emphasized and both faces appear quite flat despite shading on the cheeks. While
e only other surviving contemporary So

ern Itaiian program, S. Pietro

aik Otranto, displays less affmity with the face of C ist from S. Vincenzo Naggiore, it too
exhibits the sarne flatne~s.~*
This stylistic similarity coupled with the Abbot Ilarius's
Southern Italian origin work together to support an early eleven

dating for this

face.

36

CV, III, 4. "Nam civisfiit Matere urbis,. .."

37

Valentino Pace, "La PiMtra delle origini in Puglia (Secc. IX-XIV)," in P. Belli D'Elia et al, La

PugliaJYa Bisanzio e I'Occidente, (Milan, 19801, 3 17-400. The style is also seen at S. Maria della Croce at
Casaranello dated to the late tenth century; see Linda Safian, "Redating some South Italian Frescoes: The
fust layer at S. Pietro, Otranto, and the earliest paintings at S. Maria della Croce, Casaranello," gtzantion,
60 (1990), 307-333; hereafter "Redating,". For a colour illustration see Car10 Bertelli, La Pittura in ltalia -

L 'altomedioevo, (Milan, 19941, fig. 385; hereafter La PiMrra.

The second facial style found on fk

ents of Type 3 plaster, as exemplified by the

two fiagrnents of the female faces (Figures 6 & 7), is similar in both form and colouring
yzantine imperial commissions fiom the mid-eleventh to early-twelfih
century. Close comparisons can be made between the two fragmentary female faces fkom
e mid-eleventh-cenhiry mosaics in the monastic church at
Nea Moni on the island of

hio os.^^ For example the eye of the

female figure fi-om S.

aggiore (Figure 6) is similarly defined as those of the archangel
the prothesis arch of Nea

ni.^' The rounded nose, the heavily accenhiated fi

ed lips of the lower half of the female face
(Figure 7) are also seen in
on the cheek is ec
in the south gallery of Wagia Sophia
its way to Italy in the late elev
late eleventh-ce

38

1Byzantine cosmopolitan style made

. A more graphie version of it is found in the
mosaic Last Judgement scene f?om the church of S.

Valentino Pace, "La Cultura Artistica in Italia Meridionale," in 6. Pugliese Carratelli, ed., I

Bizantini in Italia, (Milan, 1986), 213-270, figs. 180-1; hereafter "La Culturay'.
39

The church was a project of Emperor Constantine IX Monomachos (1042-55). Henry Maguire,

"The Mosaics of Nea Monk An Imperial Reading," Dumbarton O a h Papers, 46 (1992), 205-214; here

40

The shading of flesh appears to have been achieved by brown tesserae rather than green. This may

be the result of photography and publication or even preservation; see Doula Mouriki, The Mosaics of Nea
Moni on Chios, 2 vols. (Athens, 1985), colour pl. 3; hereafter Nea Moni, See dso n. 41 below.
4'

These are the portraits of Zoe and Constantine IX Monomachos of c.1042-55, and Irene, John II

and Alexius Comnenos of c.1120; green tesserae were used in their shading; see J. Beckwitb, Early
Christian and Byzantine Art, (London, 1979), figs. 20 1 and 22 1.

-

aria Assunta on the island of ~orcello." The style is found in the portico paintings of S.
Ange10 in Formis dated to the late twelfth ~ e n t u r y The
. ~ ~ mid-twelfih-century Norman
mosaics of Southern Italy also approp
multiple coloured lines and the same h

this style. The same definition of eyes with
articulated cheek is foun in the mid-twel

century scene of C ist crowning Roger II in the Martorana in

alem mi o.^^

As Abbot Ilarius's decoration of S. Vincenzo Maggiore probably took place in the
second decade of the eleventh century, it is unlikely that this second Romanesque facial
style pertains to his program, but rather a subsequent one. It is Unplausible that the
prevalent facial style for twelfth-ce

church decoration in Byzantium and Italy had its

origins at San Vincenzo in the 1010s. It is probable that the se
represent a Welfth-ce

Romanesque style

renovation of S. Vincenzo

to in the Chronica Monasterii Casinensis, or a renovation of
the new S. Vincenzo Maggiore was constructed on the east side of the river. Certainly
yzantine style was well
suggest a specific source of in
siderius's redecorati

at time and it is not necessaq to
ough an obvious candidate would hav
ntecassino's

longer survives.45This monument is a missing 1

in medieval art history and many art

historical problems would never have come about if it

42

H. Evans and W. Wixom, Glory, 452-3, figs. 293A and C.

43

G. Gunhouse, Sant'Angelo, 88-9, n. 161. For colour images of these paintings see 0. Demus,

Romanesque, pls. 38-9.
44

Ernst Kitzinger, The Mosaics of St. Mary's of the Admira1 in Palermo, (Washington, 1990), colour

pls. 24 and 25.
45

See n. 34 above.

e , in
~ the
~
apse of S. Vincenzo ~ a ~ g i o rand

Type 4 plaster is found

at abuts this apse.j7 Both chapels are currently considered eleventhcentury constnictions. Type 4 plaster is beige with a sparse srnall aggregate

an occasional larger piece of inactivated lime or a fiagment of crushed tile. It is mu
dense than previous plasters, and fragments are extremely friable and crumble easily
when pinched.

e plaster was laid on the wall in a single unifom layer and although

weIl leveled, ridges were Ieft on the surface. Pigments were applied to the wall in opaque
coats when the plaster was nearly dry and colours appear dark and vibrant, but they lefi
on the pictorial surface.

e facial style found on fia
ue facial style

ents of Type 4 plaster is s ilar to the second
e 3 plaster, but there are subtle differences between

the two. The same stylistic features are inco orated, but they appear more stylized. A
e 4 plaster illustrates

ial face painted on a

. Fine red-brown, red, p

s (Figure 8).
een lines define the eyes,

nose and chin just as the eye of the first

ent of a female face excavated from within

the main apse of S. Vincenu, Maggiore (F

e 6), but with no attempt at gradation. The

ek is emphasized as that of the second female face from the central apse of S.
aggiore (Figure 7), but a red circular

CO

-1ike shape is use

lar serni-circular shaped comb is found on the cheek of St

46 See Chapter One, 27-8.
47

This chape1 has not been entirely excavated yet; see Chapter One, 28.

.

Benedict in the mid-eleventh-ce

paintings in the lower church of S. ~ r i s o ~ o nAn
o.~~

even more pronounced version of this facial style is found at S. Angelo in ~ o r m i s , 4and
~
these features are similarly found on the eleventh- or Ihiirelfih-century paintings excavated
at the monastery on Mount Papikion in

odope in modern day ulgaria, not far fiom

The Type 4 plaster and its paintings may represent one of Abbot Ilarius's
decorative projects,5' but based on the presence of this style in Rome and Capua in the
mid- to late eleventh century, it may also represent an unrecorded late-eleventh-century
renovation or even a twelfth-ce

e preeeding archeological and stylistic analyses present strong evidence for
distinguishing S. Vincenzo

aggiore's original ninth-century decoration fiom its later

Romanesque wall painting, and they demonstrate that an eleventh-c
yet be assumed for al1 the Type 3 painte

ittedly, a difference in style may

be insufficient evidence on which to build a case for distinguishing two different phases
of decoration in the Type 3 plaster fragments. It may be misle ing to assume that a
different style for the face of Christ, a divine being, signifies a different time period for
its execution. If in reality, al1 the Type 3 plaster fragments represent a single phase of
48

G. Matthiae, Pittura Romana, 1, fig. 171. Some fragments of faces on Type 4 plaster are

conspicuously green in much the same way that the painting of St Benedict in S. Crisogono is; see page 47
above.
49

0.Demus, Aomanesque, pls. 20-37.

50

H. Evans and W. Wixom, Glory, 52, figures 1 SA and B.

5'

See Chapter One, 25-6.

decoration, the buk of the stylistic evidence points to a twelfih-century dating.
-century decoration of S. Vincenzo

to the rest of Abbot Ilarius's elev

Maggiore is unclear, as only a single layer of painted plaster is visible on these .fi.
ile the Type 4 plaster perhaps represents some aspect of Abbot Ilarius's renovation, it
may also pertain to an unrecorded late-eleventh-c

renovation, or perhaps even a

twelfth-century project. It will only be possible to

fm dating conclusions for the

Romanesque painted plaster when the plaster types have been tested and both the church
of S. Vincenzo Maggiore and the entire San Vincenzo site are fully excavated. However,
e following examination of S. Vincenzo Maggiore's painted Romanesque
ers distinguishes between two different groups of motifs, supporting the case for two
ifferent Romanesque phases of

ased on the preceding discussion's preliminary dating conclusions, the following
of S. Vincenzo

enta1 borders illustrates that there was a
use of ornamental borders in the Romanesque

significant change in

eriod, the latter being more lavish than the ninth-ce

borders. For this reason the

followhg discussion includes an examkation of the church's original ninth-century
ornamental borders as well as the Romanesque borders. Two Romanesque groups of
ornamental borders are distinguishable. One group is simpler in

as been made to CO

52

inate its motifs w

and an attempt

the church's remaining ninth-cenhiry

It may be telling for this preliminary dating of the Types 3 and 4 plasters that the eleventh-century

paintings in the interior of S. Ange10 in Formis present a stylized appearance, while the twel&-century

painting in the portico of that church are more naturalistic. See n. 43 above.

.

that are geometric an spare in nature, although these fragments are clearly composed of
Type 3 plaster. A second Romanesque group of borders appears more lavish and
incorporates classical vegetal and meander motifs.

Fragments of ninth-century ornamental borders exist in situ in S. Vincenzo
aggiore's crypt. The figurative scenes painte on the upper walls of the e
outlined in the sanie simple ban s of pink or red, traced with thin blaek lines, that also
. ' ~ system of organization is
outline the niches an the edges of walls in the ~ r y ~ tThis
comparable to

at found in the c

t of Epyphanius, where no

O

e ornamental b

appear, but coloured lines frame the archite

the figurative scenes from the dado in the crypt of S. Vincenzo
and classical (Figure 9). A fictive jeweled chain ivides a double band of p
again traced with thin blaek lines. This is followed by nmow bands of white and yellow,
followed again by a prominent band of a triaxial pattern of trie
sections of black, gray and white and re

and white. A n

band of yellow and

and of cubes is

white completes the border (Figure 9).

e foeus of the

decoration at the

r and it is similar to other ninth-ce

53

R. Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basil'ica, 104, fig. 454.
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Simple aitemating narrow bands of black and red divide the narrative scenes fkom the dado, and

outline the niches and the edges of the walls. The

of the erypt of Epyphanius was painted with

alternating sections of either star patterns or geometric check patterns in red and yellow on a white ground,
perhaps irnitating textile designs. Two sections are heated differently. A large apotropaic h o t , set within a
fiame formed from a sirnilar geometric check pattern as f o n d in the other sections, is lwated opposite the

i
entrame. Below the apse in the West a m is an image of iwo eagles, wings spread, again placed w
similarly pattemed frame.

.

monastery in that it is geometric and

are.^^ In this way the border is h a m i o u s with
er posited that the liturgical

~ ~ cube motif is found in Roman house
coordinated with the crypt p a i n t i n g ~ .The
decoration of the first century
inspiration for this b

.c.~'If

a classical pavement or painting was the

er, no such mode1 has yet been found near San Vincenzo. JO

itchell has suggested that the painters of this program were infiuenced by the art in the
enevento, where classical traditions c~ntinued.~'
The fictive jeweled chah ividing the bichrome band is found in other ninthprograms of decoration at the monastery. A series of standing prophets was

ce

pieced together from the fkagment

remains of painted laster excavated fkom

e prophets, identified

inscriptions and c

inscribed with assages of scripture, were set within a fictive col0
figures were separated Kom
and black, the

e fictive opus sectile

s of the colonnade were sup

O

by simple narrow bands of red

osed with a decorative border

cornposed of red, p
origins of this motif can be traced back to Roman house decoration of the early first
55

Geometric designs can be seen on the front faces of the benches of the assembly room that are

painted in aiternating sections of overlapping parti-coloured scaies and segrnented squares; see J. Mitchell,
"The Assembly Room," SV 2,26-64, figures 3:1 - 35.
56

The geometric shapes of the stained glass are echoed in the dado paintings of the crypt; see R.

Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilica, 112.
57

Roger Ling, Roman Painting (Cambridge, 1991), figs. 15 and 20. A similar motif may be seen in

paintings in the House of the Griffins on the Paiatine hi11 in Rome, dated to the fvst century B.C., or in
pavements h m Pompeii of a similar dating.
J. Mitchell, The Basilica, 113.
59

Mitchell, "The Assembly Room," SV2,26-64.

.~.,6'it was often used in the mosaic decorations of Early C istian ch~rches,6~
and it c m be found in contemporq ninth-century mosaics in churches in

orne.^^

ber fragments of n h t h - c e n w painted ornamental borders survive on the walls
of the western end of S. Vincenzo

e walls of the central and lateral apses

down to their foundations except for a metre igh section of the north wall
se that was plastered with Type 1 plaster. Here, two painte
fi-om the dado that are painted in the same tec ique as the paintings in the c
the crypt of Epyphanius, using transparent washes of pi
ainted with a black and white repeating desi
ith a fictive opus sectile design in red, yel
0th panels are ordered with large bands of simple geometric
motifs. The first panel's border is composed of discs forme fiom brown and
concentric circles, space by brown Xs on a blue ground. Two-toned red triangles

These were dated by a styIistic anaiysis. See J. Mitchell, "'The Painted Decoration," S W , 1985,
144-58 and Mitchell, "The Assembly Room," SV2,26-64, esp. 63-64.
"A

similar chah of fictive cameos can be found in the Villa of the Mysteries at Pompeii; see John

R. Clarke, The Houses of Roman Italy 100 B.C. - A.D. 250, Ritual, Space, and Decoration (Berkeley,
19911, plate 6.

'*

The jeweled c h i n traces the fi&-century apse arch in S. Maria Maggiore. It is aiso found in the

apse mosaics of S. Apollinare in Classe in the mid-sixth century; see J. Lowden, ECBA, figs. 30 and 83.
" The jeweled

chain can also be found in the mosaics of Paschal 1, such as S. Prassede; see W.

Oakeshott, The Mosaics, fig. 12 1.
64

Mitcheli has suggested that it was painted in imitation of a sculpted screen; R. Hodges and J.

Mitchell, The basilics, 38. The motif was widely diffùsed and is found in early medieval manuscript
illustration as well as in church decoration in Rome. It is found in the late eighth-century Egino Codex and
the mosaics of the S. Zeno chapel in S. Prassede in Rome. For a study of the ornamental motifs fkom this
chapel see Gillian Mackie, "Abstract and Vegetai Design," 159-82.

the second panel's kame. However, the frame's details are so fine that the casual glance

is only able to perceive a red band.65
One other ninth-century border has been identified among the fiagmentary remains
fiom the floor of the church as it is painted on the Type 1 plaster (Figure 11).66
Three fragments of plaster join to form a segment of an outer corner. A red vertical band,
followed by a black band decorates one face of the corner. A pearly light blue scalloped
motif straddles the corner. It probably formed an individual motif in a series or row of
similar motifs. A black band appears on the opposite face of the corner. A red band
probably followed, mirroring the opposite face. The pictorial surface appears to have
been built up in transparent layers of paint in a similar manner to that of the church's
decoration and the motif is similar to other ninth-ce

motifs in that it

appears to simulate opus secfile.

Several examples of ornamental borders have

among the fragments of

Romanesque decoration excavated fiom the central apse of S. Vincenzo Maggiore
comprised of T es 3 and 4 plasters. They fa11 into two categories. Two of the borders
irnitate opus sectile and harmonize with the ninth-ce
borders loosely inc

orate classical vegetal and meander motifs.

er
ile the borders in

is last group are united by the classical nature of their motifs, two of them actually
share the same ornamental motif.

65 R.
66

Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilics, 38, figure 3:9.

San Vincenzo catalogue #W2344-113.

1

An ornamental border painted on Type 3 plaster on a large fragment of a travertine
block that forms a section of an outside corner of a wall belongs to this frrst group, as it is
of several vertical ornamental bands
sectile motifs of the n
decorated with a

approxirnate the simulated opus

~ face of the fragment is
borders (Figure 1 2 ) . ~One

le band omamented wiîh a vertical row of gray spindles interlaced

with altemating thin white and black bands, followed by a red and black bichrome band.

A two-toned red vertical band with an irregularly scalloped edge straddles the corner
edge. Ano&er re

e band decorated with vertical white spindles spaced

with white slashes follows on the opposite face.

is borders a deteriorated

if, adjacent to a yellow looping ban
the end of the border while

imate the geometric

e opus sectile (Figure 13)." A large
fragment of a travertine block is painted with a section of a hea , yellow halo and pink
wing of an angel stan ing on a black or ark gray ground. A red band outlined with a thin
e lower edge of a border. Rows of two-toned

white line above
chevrons forrn the horizontal border.
in a thin white line,

lower apices of the

rons, which are

a black row of triangles.

row, the chevrons are painted in red and p
ere is no indication of how high the bor
67

San Vincenzo catalogue #W2344-106.

68

San Vincenzo catalogue #W2203-104.

ensionaliv of the

60

chevron motif is reminiscent of the ninth-century border of triaxial trichrome cubes in the
crypt of S. Vincenzo Maggiore (Figure 9). The motif is also similar to the ninth-centwy
chevron border in the north aisle of the church (Figure 10). Although the motif has a long
history in church decoration, the same motif is seen in the sixth-century mosaics of the
apse of S. Apollinare in
of the apse of S.

aven na,^^ it is also found in the early twelfih-cen

ichele al Vulture, a monastic church near Potenza east of Salerno and

not far from ~ a t e r a . ~ ' ile little church decoration survives from this period in
Southern Italy, the presence of this motif in a church close to Abbot Ilarius's hometown
may suggest that the border pertained to the eleventh-cenhuy paintings carried out under
his guidance, although no conclusions c

er ornamental borders differ in that they comprise either organic motifs or
are very different from the simple ninth-century O

complex meander motifs

such horizontal border has been found on two different
ent showing sli

half of the central apse. A large

excavated fiom within
block has been recovered

ly different variations of the motif.
ent of a travertine

ich seems to have formed part of the border that organized

registers of figurative scenes either on e apse wall or on the no

nave wall close to the

apse (Figure 14).~' e border is comprised of a horizontal black band decorate
foliate scroll pattern,

ed by bands of red on either side. Red vertical

69

J. Lowden, ECBA, fig. 83.

70

V. Pace, "La pittura medievale ne1 Molise, in Basilicata e Calabria," in C. Bertelli, La Pittura,

270-288, esp. 279-81, fig. 356; hereafter "La pittura".

-

bands divide the figurative scenes. One of the figurative scenes is

er outlined with a

thin white line. The backgrounds of the four figurative scenes visible on the fragment
appear to be painted clockwise beginning with the top left, purple, gray, yellow and
black. Not enough detail survives firom the scenes to speculate on what was likely painted
there."
ertine bearing Type 3 plaster and painted wi
of the same horizontal border is smaller than the first and it may present a variation in the
motif (Figure 151.'~ The same black horizontal band appears, decorated with a yellowgold foliate scroll pattern. The black band is

r side by narrow re
band. A thin re

The border appears to continue above

band follows above a thin bfack dentilated horizontal ban
it is more likely another thin dentilate

rnay follow, but

d. Two green teeth appear on the

at may belong to another such band. No vertical red bands are present on the piece to
at it originated in registers of fi

piece is slightly concave

and while it is plausible that the it may have forme a horizontal border to divide
registers in the lower

of the apse, the fr

rnay simply have come from an

irregular spot in the apse arch or nave wall.
le ornate scrolling vines in allover patterns are ubiquitous in Early G
e~oration,'~ s

71

singly, the motif was not carried over into paulted early

San Vincenzo catalogue 8W2353-106.

" One

of îhe scenes seems to contain a shoe that gives an indication of the direction in which the

border was originally positioned.
73

San Vincenzo catalogue #W2353-104.
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The motif is found, for exarnple in the presbytery mosaics of S. Vitde in Ravenna; see J. Lowden,

ECBA, fig. 78.

.

medieval church decoration in Italy.

amental borders composed of this motif are

yzantium, for exarnple, in the eleventh-century mosaics at the monastery of
Hosios Loukas near ~ h e b e s .In~ ~Rome, scrolling vines are found in the border
St Alexius cycle in

the late-eleventh-ce

e lower church of S.

leme ente.^^ Although no surviving local church decorations can be suggested as a mode1
e motif, inspiration for the border may have came ftom within S. Vincenzo
e border seems to be an approximation of the foliate scroll decorating
a section of a classical frieze found in the north apse of the c h u r ~ h It. ~is~also possible
that there was intrinsic meaning in the motif. In J
my Father is the husban

True Vine: "1

an.... Ifaman ab

,and is withere

.

9978

This message woul be appropriale

only a monastic one, as a11 Christians are referred to in is speech. The significance of
order wiH be discussed

in the next chapter.

plaster is also found on multiple fia

of travertine blocks.

surface of the largest

ost entirely green

ly a small section of
piece. It comprises a gray band

ntal border rema

corated with a repeating motif of a white lily,

75 It is found in a border that circles the apse of the Katholikon; see J.
76

Lowden, ECBA, fig. 134.

G. Matthiae, Pittura Romana, vol. 2, fig. 15.

"R
78

e majority of the

Hodges and J. Mitchell, The Basilics, fig.3:15.

For an examination of the early history of the scrolling vine motif see Jocelyn Toynbee and J. B.

Ward Perkins, "Peopled Scrolls: A Hellenistic Motif in ImpeBal W PBSR, 18 (1950), 1-43. For its
medieval R o m usage see Gillian Mackie, "Abstract and vegetal design," 159-82.

cated eggs. Each petal of the lily is painted with gray veins and
two stylized stamens protrude between the petals. The eggs are crossed with an arching
white line, and at their centers are black circles inscribed with white dots. Flowers
comprised of five white dots inscribed with an orange dot, space e lilies. A section of a
black band, decorated with white circles inscribed with white dots, follows.
e second largest fragment of Type 3 plaster that bears a section of this curving
horizontal ornamental border displays a wider section of it (Figure 17)." The
a roughly rectangular piece of a travertine block with a slight concave curve to the
pictorial surface.

e lily remains visible in the border, a

cut off by the edge of the

ent. The green egg on its le side is cut off by the edge as

e entire orange egg remains on the ri
e next lily motif.

tops of its petals are

of the green egg

e black band below the lilies is part of a black and red bic

band decorated with white circles inscribed with white dots and spaced with two
intervenhg white dots like a colon. Unlike

is element is incomplete (Fi

16), a thin white line separates the border on

is fragment Corn a blue-gray field or band that perhaps does not form part of the border.
e third

ent of travertine painted with this curving

passage of painted Type 3 plaster (Fi
d its pictorial

rder bears only a small

18)." It is the most deteriorated of the

ears slightly concave. A

or black field or band is

evident above the curving gray band of the lily motif. Only two petals of one lily are
visible along w
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San Vincenzo catalogue #W2353- 1 10.

80 San Vincenzo catalogue #W2353-111.

'' San Vincenu, catalogue #W2353-112.

ge egg and an a

lily motif to the right. A curving black and red bichrome band decorated with spaced
white circles lies adjacent to

e lily band. A thin white line follows the bichrome band,

just as occurs in the second fiagrnent of this border. However, unlike the second
fragment, this

d fragment lies adjacent to another motif rather than a plain coloured

field. A series of roughly concentric lines follows, starting with yellow, then black and
then yellow again.

ere is a loss of aint in the rniddle of this passage, and only a

black Iine follows the white line outlinhg the red and black bic

me band on the left

e fragment. It is possible that this should be considered part of the border itself,
but it is probably part of a separate -if,

as this is the only fragrnent of the

is yellow and black desi

ce when the border's use
s border were foun

directly below the apse, it is likely that it would have been part of the apse composition.
er that appear to have sl

However, the two
surfaees are not curved

lude the possibility that the whole

sition originate on the apse wall. Although ornamental borders usually frame the
apse arch on its fiontal face, for e

on the ninth-ce

of S. Prassede in Rome or the pelta border on the ninth-century apse
this is not how the lily border was use

s on the arch are

usually quite uniforni and the fact at digerent coloured fields or motifs lie on the inside
of the curve of the S. Vincenzo Maggiore b

indicate that it was not use

way. Nor do any of the fragments painted with this border fo
of an arch, the transition into the apse.

e orientation of the lily motif precludes it fiom

having been used in a c opy of heaven, such as is fo

65

century apse of S.

leme ente,'^ as the lily would have hung upside down. That

is curved precludes it from having been used to line the soffit of the apse arch, to divide
the conch of the apse Fom the rest of the
lower part of the

or divide registers of decoration in the

m itself. Any border used in these places necessarily forms a straight

either the apse wall or with the ground, even though photographs taken at
oblique angles make such borders appear curved. It is probable then that the border

a fictive arcade, such as is foun in the twelfih-ce
or the twelfth-centuv

of the apse of Niederzell at Reic e n a ~ , 'or
~ that it

fomed a rounded frarning motif such as a mandorla, aureole or meda~lion.~~
Lilies are ubiquitous in orn

enta1 borders in medieval art.

ey are found in the

e apse arches of Hagia Eirene in I
Rome (c.8 17), an in Cappella S. Silvestre at SS.

attro Coronati in Rome (c. 1246).86

The spaced circles of this border are also not without precedent. They are found on the
at Castelseprio, in the halo of C
levano su1 Tusciano near Salemo, an
ch cave church at Tagar in Cappadocia (c.1080).*~However, the complex
design of the lily band and the pa
82

g of it with the space -circle motif are unique.

John Osborne and Amanda Claridge, EarIy Christian and Medieval Antiquities, 2 vols., (London,

1996), I,85, fig. 9; hereafier ECM4.
83 J.
84

Osborne and A. Claridge, E C U , 217, figure 86.

0. Demus, Romanesque, fig. 242.

'"here

are not enough fragments to narrow the choice any

and the c m e of the border is too

irregular on the different fragments to allow for projecting it.

" 6. Lowden, ECBA, fig. 88; W. Oakeshott, ï?ze Mosaics, colour pl. 20; O. Demus, Romanesque,
figs. 73-4.
87

K. Weitzmm, Castelseprio, fig. B; Rosalba Zuccaro, Gli afieschi nella Grotta di San Michele

ad Olevano suE Tusciano (Rome, 1977), colour pl. 1B; M. Restle, Asia Minor, III, 372.

may have come fkom within the monastery itself. A

Again, inspiration for the desi

ian capital used as a column base in the walled garden is decorated with an eggand-dart motif that is reminiscent of this border." Only complete excavation of the nave
if such capitals were also used in the church. The central motif used in this
border, the My, also bears religious meaning. The Song of Solomon, considered an ode to
love of Christ and the grace of the Church to the

istian church, compares

A lily is also used in a warning against an anachment to e
beauty of white lilie~.'~
'S

and put aside e

account of C

st's preaching. Christ urges the apostles to trust in God

ly concerns, just as the birds and flowers do?' Either meaning would

be appropriate to both a monastic
laster painted with an ornamental border

ent of Type 3

-century border in the chur

orates a motif directly copied

have been done in order to coordinate the old and new decorations, perhaps even within
the paintings on the same wall, The

ent is a section of a travertine block

part of an outside corner of a wall painted with vertical bands (Figure 19)?l
ding on a green background dressed in what appears to be a p
on the left face of

e fi-agment. To the ri

ivides the background from the border. The border is comprised of red an
green spindles outline

white lines and decorated with white dots on a two-tone red

band. Flowers comprised of five white dots organize around an orange dot, similar to

An image of the base has not been published yet.
89

Song of Solomon, 2: 1-2 and 7: 2.

Luke 12: 24-9.

'' San Vincenzo catalogue #W2353-114.

those found on the fragment in Figure 16:~ are found at the juncture of the spindles. A
red and black bichrome band follows, decorated with white vertical spindles. It is unclear
if the black band continued uninterrupted to the corner's edge, as the painted plaster is
missing in this area. The painting resumes on the right face with a black vertical band
decorated with alternating light blue and green scalloped shapes that are similar to the
scalloped shaped motif in a ninth-cenbry border (Figure 11).93These were likely meant
to imitate opus sectile. Another white and orange dot-flower spaces the scalloped shapes,
and a red and black bichrome band decorated with white vertical spindles spaced with
three white horizontal dashes follows.
Only one fragment of an ornamental border has yet been discovered on Type 4
plaster (Figure 20).~' It is found on a travertine block that formed a corner of a wall,
excavated fiom just within the doonvay of the chape1 that abuts the south apse of S.
Vincenzo Maggiore. The fiagrnent is decorated on both faces with a continuous
horizontal ornamental border that is comprised of a black horizontal band decorated with
a stylized meander painted with red and purple rectangles and triangles. Thin white lines
and white dots that form circular flowers accent these shapes. Although the painting on
this piece is quite deteriorated, no trace of an orange central dot is seen. The main band is
followed by a band of yellow and a red band or field. A similar meander border is found
on the apse arch at S. Ange10 in

or mis?^

92

San Vincenzo catalogue #W2353-110;see page 61 above.

93

San Vincenzo catalogue #W2344-113; see page 56 above.

94

San Vincenzo catalogue #S2285-104.

It is clear fiom this chapter's archeological and stylistic analysis that the Type 1
plaster represents S. Vincenzo

aggiore's original ninth-c

decoration. The single

survives in situ in the ninth-ce

layer of paintings

crypt pertains to its original

decoration and the figurative style on this distinctive plaster is similar to that found in the
Type 2 plaster remains

securely dated ninth-ce

undated, a strong case has been made that the Types 3 and 4 plasters represent the
church" Romanesque decoration.

e facial style on these fragments incorporates green
paintings in Italy, but

pigments, a tec ique that is not fo

er excavation an

was used in the eleve

conclusion that the Type 3

the plaster typology will subst
represents b

Abbot Ilarius's eleventh-ce

a melfih-cen

renovation.
Two observations c

analysis of S. Vincenzo

made from this prel

enta1 borders. The fmt observation is that two groups of borders are
distinguishable among the church7sRomanesque ornamental borders; one grouping is
le motifs, the other inco orates ornate motifs.
borders in the first group do not appear thematically 1

ile the Romanesque

except for their approximation

of opus sectile motifs, the owers cornposed of white and orange dots fo
spindle- and meander-borders confi

distinction, even

on different plaster types. These groupings may be evidence for the

3 plaster represents two phases of decoration.

95 0.
Demus, Romanesque, fig.

18.

e borders are
othesis that Type

-
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The second observation that arises from this analysis is that the church's
Romanesque ornamental borders are more complex than their ninth-century equivalents,
even considering that the painter's workshop may have attempted to hannonize the later
borders with the earlier ones in some cases. The border composed of triaxial cubes above
the dado of the annula crypt of S. Vincenzo Maggiore is the most ornate ninth-eenm
order to have survived at the monastery, but it can still be described as geometric and
frugal in comparison to the lush lily border or the complex meander. The Romanesque
ornamental borders appear to have been used in more complicated ways, as well. The
surviving organization of figurative scenes in the ninth-cenhiry crypt of Epyphanius and
e annula crypt of S. Vincenzo

aggiore indicate that the church's nitlth-ce

fkamework would probably have consisted of simple red bands outlined with
lines. In contrast to the ninth-c

simpliciQ, the gold scrolling vine border was used

to organize some of the church's Romanesque narrative scenes. The following chapter
discusses the history of ornamental borders

medieval Italian art. The same shifi fiom

simple to ornate borders used to organize narrative scenes that occurs in the Romanesque
paintings of S. Vincenzo Maggiore, also occurs in Central Italian chureh decoration from
the late-ninth century forward.

A wall painting in a medieval church functioned as any painting in any age does; it

unicated a message to its audience, and every visual element of that painting
worked to accomplish that function. Therefore a sîudy of S. Vincenzo Maggiore's
ornamental borders is incomplete wi out some historical survey of the function borders
served within the decorative whole of church decoration in the Middle Ages. In most
cases it is impossible to do more than guess at the manner in which S. Vincenzo's
ornamental borders fùnctioned due to the fragmentary nature of the material. The role of
only one of the church's Romanesque borders is ascertainable; that of the scrolling vine
border, which was used to organize
suggests that simple colour

chwch's figurative scenes. Evidence so far

bands organized the church's ninth-century narrative

is chapter discusses the use of ornamental borders in Late Antique and
medieval church decoration in Central Italy, and in pârticular, their use in the
organization of narrative cycles. The same shifi fiom simple bands to ornate borders in
the organization of figurative scenes in S. Vincenzo Maggiore is also found in Rome and
ughout Central Italy from the late-nia

ination of the few surviving pro

s of church decoration securely

datable to the Early C istian period seems to indicate

at nave decorations were

simpler and used fewer ornamental borders in comparison to the decoration of apses of
churches of this same period. This is perh s explained by the function of the various

parts of the basilica.' The apse, apse wall and triumphal arch of a church were usually
decorated with images of theophany, an encounter between God and man. This could
e the form of a biblical theophany, such as C
of the monastic church of S. Catherine's at Mo

st's transfiguration found in the apse
Sinai where C

st's human body was

transfomed into his heavenly one before the apostles Peter, James and ~ o h n The
.~
theophany could also be a more generic image of presentation, such as that of Bishop
Ecclesius to an image of an enthroned Christ in the paradisiacal garden of heaven in the
images are integral to the presbytery where the

apse at S. Vitale

intersection of God and man literally occurs in the celebration of the Eucharist when the
host is

iated to become the body of Christ as a re-enac

sacrifice, the main focus of
is the liturgical focus of a church, it is logical to assume
were used to decorate the presbytery in order to highlight the area
draw attention to it. One m

even go so far as to clairn that

O

were used to define the area of sacred spaee. It is also possible that some of
the ornamental borders in Early Christian apse decorations had symbolic meaning.
h g vines, luscious garlands, jeweled chains and rainbows of 1

ss create an appropriate frame for

s of theophany. The motifs may

lories of heaven more irectly. For example, Ernst Kitzinger

' The focus on the apse in a Christian basilica is a circumstance that probably evolved from
classical usage of the basilica as an i m p e d audience hall; see Richard Krautheimer, "The Constantinian
Basilics," DOP, 21 (1967), 115-40.

"atthew

17: 1-6. J. Lowden, ECBA, 74-5, fig. 38.

describes the omamental border at defrnes the upper edge of the apse vault in S. Vitale
as a repeating motif of crossed com~copias.~
The image of Christ in that apse is clearly
an apocalyptic one. He is seated on the sphere of heaven holding the scroll sealed with

seven seals.' In Jo 's celestial vision that is the basis of Revelation, a voice like a
mpet calls to him to look through the door of heavea6 The cornucopia motif may be a
et and this border could be a visual remin er of that passage, calling on the
members of the congregation to consider h e a ~ e n Reading
.~
further in Revelation, the
foundations of the walls of the ciîy of the heavenly Jerusalem are described as having
ecorated with an ass

ent of precious

tone es.^

is rnay have been the

inspiration for the jeweled chah motif that rirns the apse an the arches of the
presbytery. In the s

way that ornament seems to help defme the sanctuary as a

border between the earthly sphere and

e divine one, the use of lavish ornamental

borders in baptisteries and mausolea may also be connected with their lirninal
For example, lavish borders can be found in the O

a p t i ~ t e r ~and
, ~ the

J. Lowden, ECBA, 131, figure 79. The images of Justinian and Theodora and their entourage
processing towards the apse are considered liminal mediating figures: Jas Elsner, Art and the Roman

Viewer (Cambridge, 1995),180-1.

E. Kitzinger, Byzanfine Art in the Making - Main lines of stylistic development in Mediferranean
Art 3&-Th Cenfury(Cambridge, 1977), 85; hereafter Art in the Making.
Revelation 5:l. A pure river of the water of life is also said to emanate fiom the throne of God.
Revelation 22: 1.
Revelation 4: 1.

'For a different reading of the ornament in this composition, see Henry Maguire, Earth and Ocean
- The Terrestrial World in E ~ r i yByzantine Art (Pennsylvania, 1987), 76-80; hereafter Earth and Ocean.
He agrees that the patrons or artists probably intended multiple readings to take place.
Revelation 2 1: 19.
The Chthodox baptistery of Ravenna was built at the end of the fourth century but decorated by
Bishop Neon in the rnid-fifth c e n t q . The baptistery is a domed, octagonal building decorated with five

ausoleurn of Galla Placidia, both in

avenn na." Clients using those structures either

take the first or last step towards heavenly salvation. This tradition seems to have
carried-over into the Middle Ages, for ex

ple in the Iavish omament in the ninth-

S. Zeno chapel in S. Prassede in Rome, which may have been a funerary

chapei."
Although few Early C

stian nave programs survive, the omament that was used

to fiame nave narrative cycles does appear to have been subtle in cornparison to
ornament in apse programs. If the presbytery was the locus of intersection with the
divine, the nave, located some distance away, must not have been considered with the

registers or zones of decoration: the opus sectile at dado level and the arches that envelop it, the
previously-discussed stucco level, the architecturally d e f d row of altars and empty thrones, the
procession of apostles, and finally the image of Christ's baptism in the Jordan River by John the Baptist.
According to Spiro Kostoff the wnes represent a hierarchy of worlds, moving away fiom the
spiritual. This echoes the path that people undergoing baptism will follow in their lives. After being
initiated into the mysteries of the Christian religion, the baptized are able to look forward to the reward of

-

heavenly salvation. Although few ornamental bands decorate the baptistery these are really only found in
the soffits of the arches in the first zone and surrounding the dome mosaic of Christ's baptism - the entire
program is organized by areas of ornamental acanthus-scroll patterns and floral candelabra that would
appear to symbolize a celestial sphere; see S. Kostoff, The Orthodox Baptisteïy of Ravenna, (New Haven,
1965), 82-3; hereafler Orthodox.
'O

The mausoleum of Galla Placidia (b.c.388-393, d.450) is a cruciforni-shaped building with a

central dome and barrel-vaulted side amis, built perhaps as a mausoleum for the empress's son
Theodosius. Its vaulted upper walls were decorated with images of saints and passages of dl-over
ornamental designs in mosaic and ornamentai mosaic bands decorated with vine-scrolls, garlands and
twisted ribbons articulated its arches. According to Gillian Mackie, the chapel was decorated as a
microcosm of heaven, which suited its function as a burial chapel well, and the motifs of its borders were
either symbolic of heaven as a garden paradise where it was hoped that the dead now resided or were
apotropaic in function; see Gillian Mackie, 'The Mausoleum of Galla Placidia at Ravenna," The EarIy
Medieval Chapel: Decoration, Form and Function. A stuc& of Chapels in Italy and Istria in the Period
between 3 13 and 741 AD, unpublished PhD dissertation, University of Victoria, (Victoria, 1Wl), 151-184.

" 6,Mackie, "Abstract and vegetai design,"

181-2.

same degree of reverence. This is fùrther supported in that images from the earthly
sphere decorated the len

of the nave, which was usually painted with narrative cycles

fiom the Old and New Testaments. Even if these included a Christological cycle, for the
most part it would have featured
omament was symbolic of

st's ministry and passion on e

e celestial world, then ornamental borders may have been

unnecessary or out of place in nave decoration. A

er rason for the simplicity of

nave ornament is that nave narrative cycles, largely stories of holy persons, were
probably intended. for the education and edification of the general congregation.12
Perhaps simplicity in ornament was wanted here to help facilitate reading of the scenes
and to focus attention on the messages to be communicated. It is also possi
explainhg the narrative were placed in

derneath each scene, thus t

ace that might have been use
ile ornamental borders were part of Early C
nave decoration, their design
limited understanding of

use appears to

stian systems of organization in
e been inconsistent based on our

e art of the period. Little is

about the decoration of

cipal basilicas, Old St eter's and S. Paolo fiiori le mura.14 Seventeenth-

'2

Evidence that narrative cycles were meant to instnict, in Rome at least, is found in Gregory the

Great's letters of admonition to Serenus of Marseilles. For a translation of the letters and a discussion of
the issue, see Celia M. Chazelle, "Pictures, books, and the illiterate: Pope Gregory 1's letters to Serenus of
Marseilles," Ford h Image, vol. 6, no. 2 (April-June 1990), 138-53. Herbert Kessler believed that
Gregory's letter specifically referred to the use of narrative cycles as a tool of conversion; see H. Kessler,
"Pictorial Narrative and Church Mission in Sixth-Century Gaul," Studies in the History of Art, 16 (1985),
75-91; hereafter "Pictorial Narrative". Kessler further points out that the idea was not solely Roman or

Western.
l3 Kessler, "Pietorid
l4

Narrative," 76-7 and 86.

The Liber Ponti~calismentions nurnerous campaigns of decoration for both Old St Peter's, and

its sister basilica S. Paulo fuori le mura, and it is possible that unmorded interventions also occurred. Old

century drawings of Old St eter's before it was completely demolishe
ornamental borders and frames created a stmctured organization for the narrative cycles
on the nave walls which depicted scenes from the Old and New ~estarnents." The
entablature above

e nave colonnade was decorated with some type of scroll pattern

spaced with papal portrait-busts in roundels.16 An ornate border ran above the clerestory
windows and their intervening images of standing saints." Two registers of fi
scenes on the nave walls were organized by real or fictive architectural fiames
ised of engaged CO

s and cornices

at were aligned with the col

St Peter's was built by Emperor Constantine 1 c.320 and was probably substantially redecorated by Pope
Lm 1 (440-61). William Tronzo has made a case for a renovation in the late seventh century; see W.
Tronzo, "The Prestige of St Peter's: Observations on the Function of Monumental Narrative Cycles in
Italy," Studies in the History of Art, 16 (1985), 93-1 12; hereafter Prestige. Pope Damasus I (366-84) was
responsible for having Emperors Valentinian II, Theodosius and Arcadius build S. Paolo flm. Pope Leo 1
also redecorated this church after a fire in 441. The paintings were then either repainted or restored by
Pietro Cavallini in the late thiieenth-century. Luba Eleen has made a case for the possibility that the
frescoes were only restored at this time; see L. Eleen, "The Frescoes from the Life of St Paul in San Paolo
fuori le mura in Rome: Early Christian or Mediaeval?" RACAR, 12 (1985),251-59; hereafter Frescoes.
l5

W. Tronzo, Prestige, 94-6. A similar program decorated the nave walls of S. Paolo flm,see L.

Eleen, Frescoes, 25 1-2.
l6

.

Portrait bust medallions were used as a border dividing the nave decoration h m the dado vela in

S. Crisogono in Rome dated to the mid-eighth century; see Maria Andaloro, "Aggiornamento

- Parte

Terzo," in G. Matthiae, Pithrra Romana, 1, 271-2, fig. 19. A border of portrait busts in medailions is also
found in the mid-sixth-century apse of the monastic church of St Catherine at Mount Sinai; see J. Lowden,
ECBA, figure 38. These busts include portraits of the twelve apostles, King David, prophets and two
holders of ecclesiastical office, John the Deacon and Longinus the Hegoumenos or abbot. Late medieval
or modern rnedallion portraits are found in the spandrels of the nave colonnade at the mid-sixth-century
basilica of S. Apollinare Nuovo, but these were probably always part of the composition; see J. Lowden,
ECBA, figs. 71-2.
l7

William Tronzo speculated that the border above the clerestory in the drawings of Old St Peter's

is iikely of late medieval facture; see W. Tronzo, Prestige, 97. The outer bands of the border are similar to
those in the border that spans the center of the ceiling of the Arena Chapel, of c.1305; see Diana Norman,
ed. Siena, Florence and Padua: Art, Socieiy and Religion 1280-1400(New Haven, 1995)' pl. 112.

drawings of S. Paolo fuori le mura before it was

nave colonnade." Nineteenth-ce

destroyed by fire in 1823 show much the s m e system of ornamental decoration and
organization, except for two minor differences. An arcade decorated with stucco
serollwork capped the colonnade and above these was an entire register decorated with
papal portraits in medalli~ns.'~ ile it is impossible to date these features with absolute
certainty £rom drawings, a case can be made that the rnajority of the framing omment
in both basilicas should be dated to Pope Leo 1's (440-61) renovations, based on
cornparisons with îhe decoration of S.
exmination of the nave decoration of S.

(432-40), provides evidence that
cipal basilicas was

decoration, and

e fifih-century mosaic panels of the single nave

ne of the late sixtee

l8

al framing of the nave

discovery was made in 1938

were probably real rather than
during a restoration of some of

aggiore, carried out under

pilasters was removed to reveal

the

Seventeenth-century drawings of Old St Peter's by Giacomo Grimaldi are the most detailed of

such sketches; see Stephan Waetzoldt, Die Kopien des 17. Jahrhunderts Mach Wandmalereien in Rom,
(Viema, 1964), fig. 484; hereafter Kopien.
l9

This detail is seen in a drawing made by N. M. Nicolai kfore 1815; see L. Eleen, The Frescoes,

fig. 1. A drawing of about 1810 dso reveals that the soffits of the nave arches at S. Paolo were decorated
with ornamental bands; see Corpus, V, 144, fig. 141. An eighteenth-cenhiry drawing of the church by
Giambattista Piranesi seems to indicate that a stUcco foliate seroll separated the two registers of narrative
scenes; see George Forsyth, "The Transept of Old St Peter's at Rome," in K. Weitzmann, Late Classical
and Mediaeval Studies in Honor ofAlbert Mathias Friend, Jr. (Princeton, 1955),64, figure 3.
20 Herbert

Kessler was first to suggest this. He attempted to prove that the original paintings of S.

Paolo fuori le mura should be dated to the early years of the f a century by claiming that the framing was
part of the original decoration; see H. Kessler, "Caput et speculum omnium ecclesiarum: Old St Peter's

and Church Decoration in Medieval Latium," in W. Tronzo ed.,Italian Church Decoration of the Middle
Ages and Early Renaissance, (Bologna, 1989), 123.

church's original masonry protruded to

the structural base to receive stucco

pilasters, thus providing evidence for the conclusion that stucco M i n g was part of the

A sixteenth-cenhiry fiieze above the clerestory windows
nave's original de~oration.~'
was also removed at this tirne and traces of an earlier stucco vine scroll frieze sculptured
in high relief were dis~overed.~~

theimer believed the fiieze, along with the

alternahg round and triangular miniature pediments supporte
columns fiaming e mosaie panels, visible in sixteenth-century drawings of the church,
of its original decorati0n.2~A s w e y of both literary descriptions and the
surviving decoration of fifth- and s
seern to support the i

-century monuments in ome and Ravenna would

cco omamentation was p

of the onnamental repertory

church dec0ration.2~Nowever, a recent iscussion of the early

2'

Krautheimer wncluded that traces of a layer of paint on these pillas represent an intermediary

decoration until the pilasters and mosaic were completed; see Corpus, V, 40, fig. 41.

'*

Another section of the scroll was uncovered but it appeared less naturalistic, and Krautheimer

beIieved it was a later medieval restoration; see Corpus, III, 44-5, figs. 45-6. He also dated an existing
mosaic vine scroll border on the entablature above the colonnade to the fifth century. Medallions of the
Agnus Dei decorate the scroll; see Corpus, III, 50, fig. 51.
23

Sallustio Peruzzi illustrated this information in a small sketch c. 1550; see Corpus, III, 50, fig.

52. Certainly models for tbis system of organization, such as the Pantheon, were available in Rome.
24

Aithough little is known of the decorations of the Lateran Basilica, a sixteenth-century

description by O. Panvinio of three chapels built by Pope Hilarius (461-68) adjacent to the Lateran
Baptistery survives. Apses in the oratories of S. Giovanni Baptista, S. Giovanni Evangelista and Santa
Croce were decorated with stucco decoration; see C. Davis-Weyer, Sources and Documents, 35-7.
Fragments of stucco ornamental borders can still be seen in S. Maria in Cosmedin and S. Maria Antiqua,
dated variously to the fifth to sixth centuries; see Francesca Gandolfo, ed. "Rilevamento delle Decorazioni
in Stucco Altomedievaii di Roma," in Roma e L 'età Carolingia (Rome, 1976), 301-318. The zone above
the opus sectile dado in the rnid-fifth-century Orthodox Baptistery in Ravenna is comprised of a stucco
arcade fealunng figures of standing prophets molded in shallow relief. Stucco arches supported by marble
wlonettes also h

e the windows. The stucco may have originaily been painted. A fourth register of

molded stucco ailegorical panels is also recorded as part of the sixth-century program of nave decorations

.

-century restoration of the mosaics of S. Maria Maggiore revealed that mosaic
borders of red, white and blue bands fi-amed the mosaic panels in the nave. These lie
underneath the sixteenth-century stucco frame~.'~This might imply that only dividing
pilasters and rnosaic bands organized and

ed the panels. This hypothesis is

supported by the fact that the four registers on the triumphal arch of this church are
divided only by thin colored lines.
Instead of stucco fiames, ornamental borders were employed in the organization of
the early-sixth-centwry nave program at S. Apollinare Nuovo in

enna. The church,

, was in fact built as T eodoric9s (493-526) palace

previously dedicated to St M

chapel. So, while it may be questionable to use this church's ommental nave bo
representative of some Early Christian nom, it is necessary as so little wall painting
survives from this period.

e cycle is now comprised of three registers. The upper

register consists of Christological scenes altemating with conch-shaped fictive niches.
e middle register is comprised of portraits of standing saints and a lower register
depicts two processions of
images of the e

s fkom the cities of Classe an

ed Virgin and an e

i ~ t A. ~fourth
~ lower register

comprised of stucco scenes no longer s~rvives.~'
Each of the panels of the upper two
registers are framed w

a gold mosaic band outlined with thin white and black lines

of S. Apollinare Nuovo in Ravenna, although this feature was Iost when the floor and the nave arcades
were raised; see S. Kostoff, Orthodox, 71-6 and 95. In none of these cases does the stucco appear to have
been used to frame mosaic or painted narrative cycles.
25

Suzanne Spain, "The Restorations of the Sta. Maria Maggiore Mosaics," Art Bulletin, 65 (1983),

325-8. This was c o n f i i d by persona1 comment. These are also briefly discussed in W. Oakeshott, The
Mosaics, 82-4.
26

J. Lowden, ECBA, 120-124.

27 fiid.

.

and decorated with a continuous row of black half circles and dots. A gold band outlined
with red, white and black lines decorated with a centered simple meander motif divides
the middle and lower registers.

Despite the apparent lack of consistency in Early C

stian nave organization, the

simple stucco framework of Rome's Early Christian basilicas and the scalloped mosaic
borders in the nave of S. Apollinare Nuovo are ornate compared to the stark simplicity
of nave organization in the early medieval era. After c.700, ornamental borders and

ing systems were e

r no longer desire , or were pr~hibited.~~
Instea

simple colored bands forrned the organizational m
enta1 borders, when foun in church decoration of this

,seem to have been

used primarily to divide the figurative scenes fiom the dado. However, it must be noted

a gap in the evidence exists. A lack of seventh-ce

nave prograrns

exaggerates a change that may aetually have occ
28

Ornamental stucco borders still seem to have been used to frame lunettes and windows in some

early medieval monuments in the north of Italy, for example in the chapel known as the Tempietto
Longobardo near Cividale. The paintings in this chapel are still organized into individual panels by simple
colored bands; see L'Orange and Torp, Ternpietto, 85-99.
29

TWOmonuments thal would suggest that the seventh century was a tirne of transition should be

noted here. Scientific methods have recently dated the structure of the Tempietto del Clitunno to the
seventh-cenîury. However, the dating of the interior ornament is still unclear. While much stucco
ornament is used to decorate the church, the few maining fragmentary paintings seem to have been
organized by dark simple bands; see J. Emerick, The Ternpietro, II, figs. 82 and 87. The rernnants of a
narrative cycle carried out under Pope Martin 1 (649-55) that seem to use ornamental borders is found on
the apse wall in S. Maria Antiqua. Very litîle of the seventh-centwy decoration remaîns except for two
fictive marble dado panels that are framed by scalloped borders; see J.Wilpert, Die romischen Musaiken,

BI, pl. 142.

The most important evidence for the changing system of organkation of nave
narrative scenes from this period is found in the early medieval decorations of S. Maria
Antiqua in the Roman Forum. A cycle of Old Testament scenes fills the two upper
registers of paintings on the north wall of the left aisle of the church. The lowest register
on this wall is one continuous expanse featuring an enthroned C

st flanked by standing

ese painthgs have been variously date fkom the mid-eighth?O to late-ninth
~ e n t u r y The
. ~ ~ scenes of the registers are framed by simple black bands outlined with
thh white lines and the panels are separate from each other by thick yellow bands
severe regularity of the wall is broken only by the fictive vela that decorate the
Traces of a New Testament cycle are found on

correct dating of

is cycle of paintings,

certainly copied .Fom earlier narrative cycles w
reign of Pope JO

ing system was

aria Antiqua itself. Dated to the

1 (705-7), the separate scenes of the C

presbytery side walls are outlined by thin blue-black lines an
only ornament found here is a ban of simple stucco vine scroll that divides

30

John Osborne, "Textiles and their painted imitations in Early Medieval Rome," PBSR 60 (1992),

309-351, esp. 331, n. 79. A campaign of decoration is k n o w to have taken place in S. Maria Antiqua

under Pope Paul 1(757-67).
31

Gugiielmo Matthiae gro

se paintings with the securefy dated paintings in the church

known as the Temple of Fortuna Virilis, also known as S. Maria de Secundicerio; see 6.Matthiae, Pittura
Romana, 187-190.
32

Fictive vela are found througbout central Italy in paintings dating to the eighth and ninth

centuries. The earliest surviving examples are found in S. Maria Antiqua in the paintings of John VII; see

J. Osborne, "Textiles," 321.
33

6.Matthiae, Pi#wa Romana, 191, fig. 160.

34

P. J. Nordhagen, John VI1,22-39.

the cycIe from the fictive vela that decorate the dado, and this may have been a
from an earlier phase of dec~ration.~'The apse wall itself was painted with a
composition known as the Adoration of the Cross, below which were separate panels
depicting frontal standing portraits of church fathers and popes. Simple black lines
framed each of these panels.36
e perceived restricte use of omament in S. Maria

An apparent contradiction to

Antiqua is found in another Old Testament cycle that decorates the remaining fiactured

E
sema in the berna, also dated to John VIT'S phase of de~oration.~'
a plain red band or a red band decorated with simple white circles and squares separates
e black thin bands

the register ftom the benches attache

s fiame and divide each of the

frame the kdividual fi

panels. However, omamental motifs are found within these yellow frames that bre
hamonious simplicity of the fiaming system. The motif is comprised of large vertical
anels decorated

a centered vertical series of overlapp

eory that ornamental

ers helped to defme the sacred space of the
A

35

P. J. Nordhagen, John VII, 15, n. 7 and pl. 15b. A painted vine scroll replaces the stucco scroll

where it is lost in places. See also note 26 above.
36 P.
37

J. Nordhagen, John VII, 39-54.

P. J. Nordhagen, John VIIp67-74.

, John VI& colour pl. 3, fig. 95 a and b. Perhaps the white motifs originally
decorated the entire red band, but have now faded from certain sections.
39 P.

J. Nordhagen, John VII, colour pl. III and fig. 91. The motif is found both above and between

the scenes. While a similar border is found in the mid-fifih-century mosaic decorations of the Orthodox
baptistery in Ravenna framing one of the arches in the lowest register, this is the only similarity in the
ornaxnentation of these two buildings; see S. Kostoff, Ortaodox, fig. 106. The ornamentai border
comprised of overlapping multi-colorai discs is also found on a fragment of a Christological cycle
recovered from the monastic church of San Saba, a house founded in the mid-seventh century by refugee
monks from Palestine. Unforiunately the original location of this fragment in relation to the architectwal

lack of omamentation in the apse or on the presbytery

sanctuary is not supported by
walls of S. Maria

iquq40 it is possible that these ornamental borders were included
ction. A transenna is the wall or screen that

on the transenna wall due to its liturgical

in this way the border may have still been use

divides the nave from the sanctuary,

to help to mark off sacred space." Certainly early medieval stone and stucco transenna
screens were elaborately carved or molded."
Another example of the delineation of particularly sacred space by ornamental
motifs or borders may be found in the mid-eighth-cen

eodotus chape1 in the

a . ~same
~ system of simple black and yellow bands is
aria ~ n t i ~ uThe
e and divide

chapel's figurative scenes, both narrative and iconic.

However, omamental borders e

sed of stylized palm trees are foun

panels of the apsidial niche in the north wall of the chapel.@

trees are found in the

heavenly Iandscape of rnost Roman apses, for example in the sixth-century apse of SS.

layout of the church is unknown; see Franceseo Gandolfo, "Gli afieschi di San Saba," in M. Andaloro,

Fragmenta Picta - Afieschi e mosaici staccati del Medioevo romano, (Rome, 1989), 183-187.
'

Indeed, what few apse compositions survive from this period display a conflicting use of
ornament. A simple jeweled band fimes the mid-seventh-centwy apse in S. Stefano Rotondo in Rome for
example, but the seventh-centmy apse of S. Agnese fuori le mura is frmed by an ornate garland; see W.
Oakeshott, The Mosaics, figs. 91 and 87 respectively.
41

One other such motif is found in the separate room to the right of the apse.

42

Numerous examples have been well documented in Rome's medieval churches; see L. Pani

Emini, et al., Corpus della Scultura Altomedievale VI1- La Diocesi di Roma, 6 vols. (Spoleto, 1974). S.
Vincenzo Maggiore's transenna screen was decorated with colored glass.
43

The chapel is dated to the pontificate of Pope Sacharias (741-52) as the paintings include his

portrait bearing a square nimbus, much like that in the portrait of Abbot Epyphanius in his crypt.
44 The

upper panel is also ornamented with a blue diamond pattern on a white ground emphasized

with red dashes and dots. These ornamental panels stand out strongly in the sombre décor of the chapel
created by stark regularity of the framing system.

Gosrna e ~ a m i a n oand
~ ~they symbolize the celestial ~ ~ h e r e .ile~ the
~ apsidial niche
is decorated with an image of the Crucifixion, a scene that forrns part of Christ's e
passion, the pa

-tree borders may have fùnctioned as markers to ernphasize the sacred

focus of the chapel.

e palm tree motif is also foun

e jambs of the entrance portal

to the chapel. It has been postulated that this space was a private chapel decorated to
eceased members of the donor's f a ~ n i l y ,and
~ ~ it is possible that the
chape1 was considered sacre

erary ~ a p a c i t ~ . ~ ~

It is evident that only the most minimal ornamentation was required in the
iqua. Two possible hypotheses to explain this change may be
itial style of orn
the earliest remaining cycle of

45

entation was decided upon by the patron of

coration in the church, Pope Jo

VII, and successive

Dated to the pontificate of Pope Felix IV (526-30), the palm trees were cut out of the apse in the

remodeling of the church during the seventeenth centuries. The trees are visible in a drawing of the apse in
Cassiano cial Pozzo's seventeenth-century collection of drawings; see J. Osborne and A. Claridge, ECMA,
1,944, fig. 14.
46

Palm trees also f h n e the images of the abbots in the niches of the crypt of S. Vincenzo

Maggiore; see Hodges and Mitchell, The Basilica, 104-06.
47

N. Teteriatnikov believed the palm trees simply symbolized Christ's entry into Jerusalem, the

opening scene of the passion cycle that culminates in the Crucifixion. It is worth mentioning that the
author further stated that the strong fiames around the panels in this chapel were meant to ernphasize that
the panels could be read sepmtely. However, ornate fiames around each of the panels would accomplish
the same function if that is what was intended; see N. Teteriatnikov, "For whom is Theodotus Praying? An
hterpretation of the Program of the Private Chape1 in S. Maria Antiqua," Cahiers Archéologiques 41
(1993), 37-46, esp. 39 and 44.
s argument was found in a paper on the symbolic fùnction of the of doors and

windows in late antique chapels given by Dr. Gillian Mackie at the Medieval Art Research Group
Symposium, University of Victoria, March 1O, 2001.

decorations were harmonized with the initial program." One other monumental project
of this pope is known. He was responsible for

creation of a chape1 dedicated to

in the eastem end of the north aisle of Old St Peter's. Decorated with a Christological
cycle in mosaic that included a Nativity sequence, only a portion of the individual scenes
survive as separate detached panels.50Drawings of the original chapel survive to inform
us that no omamental borders seem to have been used in the organization of this cycle,
except perhaps for fictive columns around a central panel.5' He simply may have
disliked the excessive use ornamental borders, although such a suggestion is hardly
provable. Nor does this reasoning satisfactorily explain why a sirnilar tec
and ninth centuries.

out Italy in the e

esis to explain the minimal omamentation in S.
focuses on the religious climate during this period. It is generally believe
1 was one of the conduits

gh which Byzantine culture was transported

to Rome in the early ei
representative of

aria Antiqua's pa

ings are considered

e outbreak of cono~lasrn?~
Per Jonas N

The earliest decoration in the church was that carried out by Pope Martin I and it displays a

49

greater use of ornamental borders but very little of it was retained in John VII's renovation; see n. 30. This
might c o n h that such borders were deliberately eschewed in later renovations.
O'

Maria Andaloro, "1 mosaici del190ratoriodi Giovanni VII," in M. Andaloro, Fragmenta Picta -

A . e s c h i e mosaici staccati del Medioevo romano, (Rome, 1989), 169-77,

"'ne

seventeenth-centurydrawing made by Jacopo Grimaldi does not indicate that there were any

borders between the panels. Another by the same artist indicates that plain bands separated the panels,
perhaps fil14 with inscriptions; two other drawings by the sarne artist depict the columns around the
donation image; see S. Waetzoldt, Kopien, figs. 477 and 478.
52

Richard Krautheimer, "Rome between East and West," in Rome- ProJile of a City, 331-1308,

(Princeton, 19801, 89-108; hereafier PPoJile. For the early appearance of the Byzantine iconographic
formula of the Anastasis in S. Maria Antiqua; see J. Osborne, Eariy Mediaeval, 170-178.
53 Ernst Kitzinger, Art

in the Making, 1 13-1 22.

has speculated that ese paintings may also re resent the excessive regard for images of
saints that led to Iconoclasm. Not only were icon-like images of saints the focus of John

VII's p r ~ ~ r a rbut
n , ~fu~ er evidence that John himself was an iconodule was his deep
devotion to the Virgin which he chose to express often in visual f ~ r m . ' ~
ent in art because of his passion for images of

ut did John VI1 eschew om

saints? The reasons for Iconoclasm have been well studied and it is clear that the status
of figurative religious images had been an issue well before Leo III the Isaurian's edict
~ piece of evidence woul suggest that iconophiles might have chosen to
of 7 3 0 . ~Chie
remove symbols in their painting h reaction to emly negative sentiment against
figurative religious

agery. Canon 82 of

in 692 under the emperor Justinian I

Agnus Dei,in art as a symbol for C

inisext Council hel
icular prohibited the use of the Lamb,
n specifically States that C

omorphic image was a reminder of the truthful fulfil ent of the ~ c r i ~ t u rAs
e.~~
enta1 motifs could c
54

meaning, it is possible that ornament was sacrificed

He even considered images of saints from previous campaigns of decoration so intrinsically

important that they were treated as icons and conserved wherever possible; see P. J. Nordhagen, John VII,
87-90. The same focus on saintiy images is tme of al1 subsequent decorative programs in S. Maria
Antiqua. Even the colurnns in the nave were painted with images of saints, one of which survives in the

left colonnade.
55

He added a number of Marian devotional panels to S. Maria Antiqua; see P. J. Nordhagen, John

VII, 88. His chapel in Old St Peter9sdedicated to the Virgin became his burial chapel. He is also believed
to have been the patron of an icon of the Virgin discovered in S. Maria in Trastevere; see P. J. Nordhagen,
"Icons Designed for the Display of Sumptuous Votive Gifts," DOP 41 (1987), 453-460.
56

Ernst Kitzinger, "The Cult of Images in the Age before Iconoclasm," The Art of Byzantium, 90-

156.

CHI Mango, The Art of the Byzantine Empire 312-1453 (Toronto, 1986), 139-40; hereafter The
Art; Ernst Kitzinger, "The Cult," 142; John Osborne, "A Carolingian Agmrs Dei Relief from Mola di
Monte Gelato, Near Rome," Gesta 3312 (1994), 73-78; hereafter "Agnus De?'

.

in order to emphasize painting as a didactic religious tool, rather than leave the argument
open that painting was simply an artificial symbol.

île it is unclear what JO

true attitude towards the canon was,S9 certainly church decoration in Italy can hardly
have remained unaffected by the controversy about the nature of religious imagery. It is
also possible that the extreme focus on figurative images and the lack of ornamentation

ave been a Roman reaction to Byzantine church painting during Iconoclasm that
seems to have existed almost entirely of ornament.@ The reason for this negative use of
omament must have been strongly felt, as even S.

aria Antiqua's apse was affected by

it, the one spot in Roman churches that is usually highly ornamented.
motivation for

tyle of organization, it was certainly

subsequent churc

aps with less

severity. As previously stated, the se
Epyphanius at San Vincenzo are organized by s

d in black. The

l a . crypt of S. Vincenzo
seem to have been organized by simple p

58 C.
59

ands outlined in black, althou

Mango, The Art, 140.

J. Osborne, "Agnus Dei," 75.
The author of the Life of St Stephen the Younger wmplained in the early ninth century that in

removing images of saints from the church of the Virgin at Blachernae ,an iconoclast turned the structure
into "a store-house of M t and an aviary: for he covered it with mosaics [representing] trees and d l
of birds and beasts, and certain swirls of ivy-leaves [enclosing] cranes, crows and peacocks, thus making
the church, if 1 may say so, altogether unadomed," see W. Maguire, Earth and Ocean, 6; see also
Jacqueline Lafontaine-Dosogne, dos église aux trois croix de Gü11ü Dere en Cappadoce et le problème du
passage du décor 'Iconoclaste' au décor figuré," Byzantion 35 (19651,175-207; esp. 202-3. Marcel1 Restle
disagreed that paintings where ornament predominates must date to the Iconoclast penod; see M. Restle,
Asia Minor, II, 16. He referred specificdly to Chape1 3 at Goreme, The figurative paintings and omament
are apparently contemporaneous, as the plaster is uniform.

e figurative paintings was more ~ r n a t e . ~e~same simpliciv is found in
e eighth-century painted cycles from S.
in the ninth-cen
of S.

aria in Via Lata and S.

painting in the lower church of San

an

leme ente:^ and in the transept

rassed de.^^ Just outside of Rome, simple red and black bands organized the nin

century fiapentary program of paintings in the annular c

t at the Benedictine abbey

of ~ a r f a . ~ ~
e exceptions to the early medieval exclusion of ornamental borders in nave
cycles are found in Roman painting currently date to the eighth century.
borders organize the fragmentary eighth-centuv paintings of the axial corridor of the
ular crypt in the lower church of S. ~ r i s o ~ o n Here
o.~~

e saints are de

ing on a grassy celestial plain in two panels separate

rders consisthg

sides with simple re bands. Simple blac
bands fiame the bottom and perhaps the top of the scenes.
borders here rnay be the result of

e use of ornamental

eir location in the sanctiQhg he

See Chapter Two, 55.
62

For S. Maria in Via Lata, see 6. Matthiae, Pittura Romana, 152. The narrative scenes from this

church are dl outlined with simple black bands except for one fiagrnent depicting feet that appears to be
h m e d with white, red and black bands. For S. Saba, see note 39.
63

J. Osborne, Early Medieval, 24-106. The mid-siinth-century scene of Christ's Ascension, dated

by the portrait of Pope Leo IV (847-55),covers the entire wail Çom the ceiling to the dado. Black, yellow
and red bands frame the scene. However, adjacent scenes of the Crucifixion, the three Maries at the Tomb,
Christ's descent into Hel1 and the Wedding at Cam, are painted in a vertical registers in a filmstrip style
progression.
&1 G.

65

Matthiae, Pittura Romana, 174-5, figs. 14 1-2.

Oliver Giikes and John Mitchell, "The Early Medieval Church at Farfa: Its Orientation and

Chronology," Arckeologia Medievale 22 (1995),343-64.
66

18.

M. Mesnard, La basilique, figs. 39 and 43; G. Matthiae, Pittura Romana, 150, fig. 120,270, fig.

where its major relics were 10cated.~'Certainly the early medieval nave paintings in the
left aisle of S. Crisogono were organized with simple red and white bands.68The second
exceptional use of ornarnent is found in the Libertinus cycle in the lefi aisle of the lower
.~~
church of S. Clemente, which has been tentatively date to the eighth c e n t ~ r yThis
cycle of scenes, inspired by the Dialogues of Gregory the Great, is outlined first with red
and black bands,

d then fiamed with large yellow bands decorated with a spiraling

ribbonB7*A tenth- or eleventh-cen

date for this cycle cannot yet be ruled out,

especially when the only other cycle of monumental painting from this written source,
enedict cycle in the lower ehurch of S. Crisogono, is dated to the mid-eleventh
.71

The third possible exc

othesis that ornamental bordas were

early medieval pa
chape1 near the main apse of S. Lorenzo iùori le m a ,
~ e n t u r y ?A~border comprised of a les@ garland fille
lilies appears above the row of saints.
67

inscription naming the painter of the work is

The eleventh-century paintings in the right aisle of the lower church of S. Crisogono use the

same vertical borders comprised of spirally fluted columns flanked by red or black bands. The motif may
have been chosen to harmonize with the eighth-century crypt paintings; see J.Wipert, Die ramischen
Mosaiken, III, pl. 223. More problematic however is the panel in the lower church of S. Clemente known
as the 'Particular Judgement', also dated to the eleventh-century, that uses the same framing device; see J.

Osborne, Early Medieval, 158-169; J.Wilpert, Die ramischen Mosaiken, III, pl. 2 14.

G. Matthiae, Pittura Romana, 272, fig. 19. M
69 J.

ae dates these to the eighth-century.

Osborne, Early Medieval, 145-9.

J.Wilpert, Die romischen Mosaiken, III, pl. 215. A similar motif fkanies the fourth-century
mosaic apse in S. Lorenzo c

in Sant7Aquilinoin Milan; see Per Jonas Nordhagen, "Mosaici di

Sant'Aquilino: originali e rifacimenti," C. Bertelli, ed., Milano, una capitale da Ambrogio ai Carolingi
(Milan, 19871, 162-177; hereafter "Sant7Aquilino".
71 J.

Osborne, Early Medieval, 147, n. 8-9; see also Chapter Two, 47, n. 32.

an indication that the paintings should be

d fiom the eleventh century on, when such

c orne.^^

le the first example's use of ornamental

references became cornrnon in
borders is explained by

nction of the space in which the paintings appear, sufficient

doubt about the date of the last two examples exists to prohibit them from negating the
hypothesis that ornamental borders were eschewed in early medieval narrative cycles in
Central Italy. While ornate borders can be found in some Northern Italian cycles, the
motifs in these borders are still quite simple and restrained.
ee early medieval cycles in the north of Italy use either simple colored bands,
ented bands in their organization of nave cycles. The problematic nave
s at Castelseprio is organized by simple red bands, allliough
a fictive ribbon-

eparates the cycle fi-om the fictive vela in the d

suspended from a fictive architec

e nave fresco cycle in the church of

S. Salvatore at Brescia, dated variously to the eighth or ninth century, is organized by a

decorated with

arl and gem motifs, much like

e border above the

crypt of S. Vincenzo Maggiore. A more ornate fictive architec

'* 6.Matthiae, Pittura Romana, 150-1, fig. 122; Maria Andaloro supports the eighth-century dating
in her 'aggiornamento,' Ibid., 272-3, figs. 20-21.
73

The inscription reads "ECO CRESCENTIUS INFELIX PICTOR," see 6. Matthiae, Pittura

Romana, 151. A similar inscription by the painter of the eleventh-centwy panel in the apse of S.
Sebastiano ai Paiatino depicting Saints Peter, Paul and Benedict is recorded; see Laura Gigli, S.

Sebastiano, 90. An inscription by the three painters who were responsible for the paintings at the monastic
church of S. Elia near Nepi dated c. 1100 is aIso recorded; see 6. Matthiae, Pittura Romana, 34. The
names of painters fi-om a workshop also appeared in the early twelfth-cenhi-f apse paintings in SS.
Quattro Coronati; see A. Mufioz, Ii' restauro della Chiesa e del Chiostro dei SS. Quattro Coronati (Rome,

1914), 65-6. The name of a painter was recorded in a donor inscription in the tenth-centwy paintings of
SS. Marina e Cristina at Carpignano; see Chapter Two, 49; V. Pace, "La Cultura," 269.
74

K . Weitzinann, Castelseprio, 9-10, figs. A and B.

found above the clerestory windows just under the ~ e i l i n g The
. ~ ~ same bichrome band
decorated with pearl and gem motifs is used in the organization of the paintings of the
tower at the monastery of ~ o r b a . ~ ~

Just as one Roman church, S.

aria Antiqua, seems to

heralded the shift to

restricted use of ornamental borders in Italy in the early medieval period, so one church

in Rome seems to have presaged the shift back to a more structured fiaming system for
nave decoration. The fr
aria de Secundicerio

entary medieval paintings in the nave of the church of S.
own erroneously as the Temple of F

securely dated to 872-6 by an inscription naming the lay donor

VI11 (872-82).77The nave narrative cycle was organize by ornamental borders
consisting of roundels decorated wi

portraits of saintly figures alternating with

flowers, joined together by an interlaced band decorated with
and. This in turn was traced by thin yellow lines and outlined with black
decorated with pearls.
Jacqueline Lafontaine, n
75

or of the principal publication
of the border was not

Commune of Brescia, San Salvatore di Brescia - Materiali per un museo, 2 vols. (Brescia,

1978), 1, 104, fig. 10; Caecilia Davis Weyer has pointed out the similarity of the fictive upper frieze with a
border in the sixth-century paintings of S. Martino ai Monti; see C. Davis-Weyer, "Müstair, Milano e
I'IîaSia carolingia," in C. Bertelli, ed., Milano, una capitale da Ambrogio ai Carolingi (Milan, 1987), 202237, esp. figs. 252,273-4.
76 Carlo Berielli,

" For

Gli affPeschinella torre di Torba (Milan, 1988), figs. 27,44.

the correct name of the church and dating, see J. Osborne, "A note on the medieval name of

the so-called 'Temple of Fortuna Virilis' at Rome," PBSR 56 (1988), 210-2; hereafker "A note," The
paintings were saved fkom destruction in subsequent restorations of the church because they were
protected behind engaged pilasters.

yzantine churches, manuscripts, carved ivory objects and textiles - but that
its large-scale usage in the wall painting of a Roman church was remarkable.78Parallels
for the border can be found in Early Christian Coptic paintings in Egypt and in the tenthyzantine Cappodocian cave paintings in

cen

The
e Goreme valley in ~urkey.~'

opinion has recently been expressed that the Byzantine nature of this church's
decoration, which includes

increased interest in omment, is evidence of an attempt

at reconciliation between the papacy and

yzantiurn during Pope Jo

pontificate."
This increased interest in ornmental borders is

in medieval wall painting

fonvard, although it should be note
wall painthg swives anywhere in ltaly,

78

at very little tenthtenth-

Jacqueline Lafontaine, Peintures Médiévales,*53-4. This shifi was also noted by John Osbome,

''The Sources," 27-34.
79

A silnilar border with portraits of angels alternating with images of birds in interlaced medallions

and diamonds is found in Chape1 18 at the Coptic monastery of Bawit in Egypt; see Elisabetta LucchesiPalli, "Jagdszenen und dekorative Tierdarstellungen in den Wandmalereien von Bawit. Untersuchungen
ni

ihrer Herkunft," Boreas 1 1 (1988), 165-76, figs. 2 and 5. A similar interlaced series of medallion

portraits is fomd in the tenth-century chape1 1 1 at Gareme. The pearl-decorated interlace band is red here
instead of black; see Marcel1 Restle, Asia Minor, II, figs. 134 and 146.
portraits are reminiscent of the medallion border at S.

a de Secundicerio in Rome, the simple pearl

border that frames them is in no way as elaborate as the border in the Roman

painting, nor is the

band itself used to organize narrative scenes.

John Osbome, "Murai Paintings and Manuscripts as Evidence for the Papal 'Rapprochement'
with Byzantium in the Ninth Century," paper given at the 36&International Congress on Medieval Studies
3-6 May 2001. According to Fred Engreen, this reconcilement occurred around 875 or 876 when John

VIIi sought Byzantine aid to protect Rome and Southern Italy fkom the very Muslim attacks that
threatened San Vincetlzo. Previous to this, the papaey had depended on Frankish forces; see F. Engreen,
"Pope John the Eighth and the Arabs," Speculum 20 (1945), 3 18-30.

century program of church decoration survives in ~ome.'' The paintings in the apse and
on the apse arch in the church of S. Sebastiano al Pal
survive fi-om its original tenth-ce

O

located on the Palatine hi11

decoration. The painting is securely dated by its

patronage circumstances. An inscription across the apse records the donor as a certain
garland rings the soEt of the apse arch. The apse is
'Petrus m e d i c ~ s ' A
. ~ traditional
~
organized into

e horizontal registers. A version of the Traditio Legis is depicted in

the conch of the apse.83An image of an enthroned Virgin flanked by angels an
saints is depicted in the middle register, and ornate fictive vela decorate the dado. A

le colored bands bearing an inscription divides the conch fkom the middle
er separated h m the

do by a complex me

cedence for the use of a meander bo er in any earlier churc
8 ~ composition does not use an overt amount of orn
decoration in ~ o m e , this
ile no parallel exists for

e use of an ornamental band above the

'' The tenth-century void in church architecture in Rome is clearIy evident in a study by Robert
Coates-Stephens, "Dark Age Architecture in Rome," PBSR 65 (1997), 177-232.
82

Watercolor sketches by Antonio Eclissi of a lost passage of fksco that depicted the donor

offering the church to St Sebastian confirm the patronage. A 'Petnis medicus' who died c.999 is known
fiom medieval documents; see P. Fedele, "Urka Chiesa del Palatino. S. Maria in Pallara," Archivio della

Societd Romana di storiapatria 26 (1903): 343-380; L. Gigli, S. Sebastiano, fig. 15.
83

A standii figure of Christ extends a roll in his le& hand to Saints Zoticus and Stephen. Saints

Sebastian and Lawrence stand to Christ's right. This iconography is unusual as Christ usually passes the
roll to Peter and Paul, as in the sixth-centwy apse of SS. Cosma e Damiano. The twelve lambs that
symbolize the apostles leaving the cities of Jerusalem and Bethlehem to follow Christ are depicted across
the bottom of the conch of the apse.
s4

For a study of the history of this motif, see Beîty AI-Hamdani, "The Fate of the Perspectival

Meander in Roman Mosaics and its Sequels," Cahiers Archéologiques 43 (1995), 35-56; esp. 39-41,
where the author noted that the motif was particularly favored in the

nion period. The motif appears

again in the late iwelfth-century paintings of S. Giovanni a Porta Latina; see J.Wilpert, Die r6mischen

ilriosaiken, III, pl. 258.

apse of any Roman church, it is only because no original decoration of the lower portion
of any apse dated earlier than S. Sebastiano survives for ~orn~afison.'~
The paintings on the apse wall, however, are particularly interesting in the study of
the increased use of ornamental borders. Seventeenth-cen

of the area over

the apse reveal that a scene fkom Revelation, the Adorati

by the Twenty-

four Elders, was once illustrated there sp

ing two registers. The scene was a common

composition for apse or triumphal arches. Pope Leo 1 (440-61) used it to decorate the
ha1 apse at S. Paolo fbori le

and Pope Paschal 1 (817-24) chose to use it in

both S. Cecilia in Trastevere and S.
osition is unusual in

rasse de.'^

The S. Sebastiano al

at it carries over ont0 the walls
other four registers. In none

having originally continue

e earlier Roman examples were the f i

ers separated into

different registers,@but this is the case at S. Sebastiano al Palatino and the registers are
organized by

e paintings have deteriorate

at the motif of the border is almost unintelligible, it seems to
ost was perhaps decorated with a scrolling vine
85

Certainiy borders cross the Early Christian apses of S. Vitale and S. Apollinare in Classe in

Ravenna at this level, as well as the Basilicz Eufiasiana in Porec.
86

S. Waetzoldt, Kopien, 64, figure 453. This image belonged to the original decorations installed

under Pope Leo 1 (440-61) with the help of the Empress Galla Placidia. It was apparently lost in the fire of
1823.
"J. Osborne and A. Claridge, E C M , I,78-81,276-280.

However, it should be noted that at S. Cecilia in Trastevere a floral border appears to divide the
composition of the Twenty-four Elders that is organized into two groups of twelve on either side of the
triumphal arch fiom a register above depicting a procession of female martyrs holding crows; see J.
Osborne and A. Claridge, E C M , fig. 5. A jeweled band separates a register depicting the Twelve

.

accented with dotte flowers and the middle band seems to have been decorated with a
wave pattern.89It might

ost be suggested that the composition was extended in this

way as an excuse to incorporate more ornamentation.
is complex composition of the Adoration of the Lamb is more CO
later; it is, for example, depicted on the apse w a l of the monastic church
of S. Elia near Nepi, currently dated to c.1120.~~ ile ornamental borders do not divide
the two registers of the Adoration, intricate and complex ornamental borders organize
the rest of the Apocalypse cycle that decorates the presbytery. Horizontal borders that
appear to imitate classical and Early C

stian opus sectile motifs divide each of the
hues of red, blue-black and green with a

of white accents. Vertical
separate the individual scen

, composed of sparse allover patte

the registers.

e patterns include

imsical rosettes, urns,

it and leaves, al1 on a white

background. The borders appear to imitate the classical

style of painting?2 The

outlines of geornetric shapes

intense white backgroun of these vertical borders
blues and greens of the

ds out sharply against the deep

ive scenes, causing the eye to follow

fig. 134.
89

The upper scroll may have k e n similar to that found in the sarne composition at S. Giovanni a

Porta L a t b , see J. Wilpert, Die romischen Mosaiken, III, pl. 258.
go

Peter Hoegger, Die Fresken von S. Elia bei Nepi (Zurich, 1975), esp. 15 1-4 and fig. 3.

91

Hélène Toubert found paraliels for these borders at Ostia and Herculaneum; see H. Toubert, "Le

renouveau paléochrétien à Rome au début de XIIe siècle," Cahiers Archéologiques 20 (1970),99-154, esp.
101.
92

For a definition of the classical styles see J. Clarke, The Houses, 33-77. The motifs are similar to

the vault of Room 42 of the Domus Aurea; see Joan Liversidge, Roman Provincial Full Painting of the

them upward. Similar ornamental borders are fo d in the paintings of t e lower church
of S. Clernente and S. Maria Imrnacolata at Ceri near Rome from this same period.93
Almost al1 eleventh- and twel

-century Central Italian programs of church decoration

exhibit evidence of this increased use of ~ r n a m e n t and
, ~ ~ ornamental borders would
continue to be an integral part of the organization of decorative programs in Italian
churches at least

til the ~ e n a i s s a n c eThe
. ~ ~ gold foliate scroll on black and re

in S. Vincenzo Maggiore may not appear as lavish as some of the ornamental borders
in Rome c. 1100, but they are al1 representative of the same trend.

There appears to have been no prescri

for the use of

borders in the organkation of narrative scenes in the Early C
exemplified by the surviving cycles at S.

period in Italy as

aggiore in Rome and S. Apollinare

Western Empire, (Oxford, 1982), pl. 2.17; and Nicole Dacos, La Découverte de la Domus Aurea et la
Formation des Grotesques a la Renaissance (London, 1969), fig. 10.
93

Cristiana Filippini, The Eleventh-Century Frescoes of Clement and Oaher Saints in the Basilica

of San Clemente in Rome. Ph.D. Dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, 1999, esp.
251-265. Nino Maria Zchomelidse has recently suggested that the same workshop carried out both the S.

Clemente and the Ceri progratns; see N. M. Zchomelidse, "Tradition and Innovation in Church Decoration
in Rome and Ceri around 1100," Romisches Jahrbuch der Bibliotheca Hertziana, 30 (19951, 7-26, esp. 9.
" These

include the paintings in the right aisle of the lower chwch of S. Crisogono (1050s), S.

Urbano aila Caffarella (1088-991, S. Pietro in Tuscania (1093?), the Marian oratory in S. Pudemiana
(c.l100), Grotta degli Angeli at Magliano Romano, (c.1100), SS. Quattro Coronati (1 110-161, S. Croce in
Gemsalernme (1 144-5).
95

The whole repertory of eady medieval and medieval motifs appears in the painted dwrations of

the Duomo at Anagni dated c. 1200-1250. Classically inspireci ornate borders would even form part of the
decoraiion in a Roman Cistercian abbey; see Joan Barclay Lloyd, "Medieval Murals in the Cistercian
Abbey of Santi Vincenzo e Anastasio ad aquas salvias at Tre Fontane, Rome, in their architectura1

Nuovo in Ravenna.

amental borders were used sparingly in the early medieval

period and only in areas in the church deemed especially sacred, for example, in the
berna cycle in S. Maria Antiqua in Rome. While it might be suggested

longer had a repertory of ornamental motifs to

aw upon, this is

e for both Rome

and San Vincenzo, where numerous examples of highly ornamented classical spolia
remained for inspiration.96Ornamental borders could have been used if
possible that this negative use was the result of Iconoclasm. If Iconoclasts embraced
ornament during the interdict of figura1 religious imagery, then it is reasonable to
assume that the Iconodules would eschew ornament in exchange for a greater
concen&ation on figurative images.

uld indicate that church

enta1 borders did not begin to be ernploye in the orgmization of narrative
scenes until the late ninth c

, at least in Rome. The church where this increased

interest in ornamental borders is fmt seen, S.
yzantine elements of its decoration. C

aria de Secundicerio, is note

inly a substmtial Greek co

e vicinity of S. Sebastiano al Palatino, the next church where this is ~ e e n . ~ ~
following chapter examines the use of omamental borders in

zantine church

decoration.
settings," PBSR, 65 (1997), 287-348; see also Janetta Rebold Benton, "Some ancient mural motifs in
Italian pahting around 1300," Zeitschr$fUr Kunstgeschichte 48, no.2 ( 1 985), 151-76.
96

For San Vincenzo, see Chapter Two, 62 and 66; For Rome, see R Krautheimer, "The New

Rebirth of Rome: The Twelfth Century," Profàle, 161-202, esp. 191-201.
Bernard Hamilton suggests that a substantial Greek cornrnunity existed in Rome around the
Forum. S. Caesarius in Palatio was a Greek house iocated not far from S. Sebastiano ai Paiatino; see B.
Hamilton, "The City of Rome and the Eastern Churches in the Tenth Century," in Monastic Refomz,
Cathurism and the Crusades, (900-1300), (London, 1979), I,5-26, esp. 5 and 7-8.

Just as S. Vincenzo h4aggiore9sRomanesque figurative styles appear to have been
yzantine stylistic trends, the decision to inco orate ornamental borders
into the organization of the church9s figurative scenes may have been similarly

. Ornamental borders

yzantine church

ha a long, continuous history in

certainly S. Maria de Secundicerio, the earliest surviving church in
Central Italy to use orn

enta1 borders in the organization of a n

e cycle, is sai

ine artistic practices. Therefore a comparative analysis of
evelopment of the

deeoration is necess
ers in the organization of

practice of using orn

s in Western and
yzantine paintin

d by the loss of

Early Christian and early medieval ecorative cycles in

as a result of

Iconoclasm. Surviving contempo
opolitan art, but

were once the provinces of
their relations

in the capital is for the most p

evidence for Byzantine c h w h ecoration in the few decades a er Iconoclasm survives,
e problem is also compounded by
longitudinal basilicas with centrally pl

difficulv of comparing Roman or
zantine churches.
zantine system of organization of church

decoration is similar

an basilica in that 0th employ hierm

organizations of space, the content and forms of the decorations Vary. The main focus of
a Western rnedieval church is the central apse and its representation of theophany, and
narrative cycles are a secondary focus on the nave walls.'

e focus of most rnedieval

Byzantine churches is shifted upwards to a central dome, which was usually decorate
with an image of Christ; an image of the Virgin in the apse usually provided a secondary
rophets, apostles and martyrs were

en organized on the walls in a descending

order. In this way the church was a syrnbol of the universal hierarchy.'
Christological narrative scenes were gradually worked into Byzantine church decoration
e

ese were more iconic images rather than narrative cycles in

late ninth century?

estern sense of the terin, an wese often locate
of organization for church decoration was

e nature of the

stic motives, it affected how ornamental

the result of 1
borders were used. As

e followhg analysis of yzantine chureh decoration shows,

rders did not usually organize narrative cycles, but
complex archite

e for the use o
1

e organization of Byzantine

See Chapter Three, 70-4.
This is not to say that the Sanctuary was not dso regarded as holy space; see Sharon E. J. Gerstel,

Beholding the Sacred Mysteries - Prograrns of the Byzantine Sanctuary (Seattle, 1999), esp. 5-10;

hereafler Beholding.
Ernst Kitzinger, "Mosaic Decoration in Sicily under Roger II and the Classical Byzantine System
of Church Decoration," in W. Tronzo, ed., Italian Church Decoration of the Middle Ages and Early
Renaissance, (Bologna, l989), 147-165, esp. 148-9; hereafter "Mosaic Decoration".

These usually represented the mjor liturgical feasts; see E. Kitzinger, "Mosaic Decoration," 149.

decoration can be documented at the fifth-cen

basilica of S. Demetrius in

Thessalonica, where portions of a mosaic cycle survived Iconoclasm on the north
aisle arcade wall below the galle~y.~
The church's late-fifth or early-sixth-cenhiry
mosaics survived a fire in the first half of e seventh cenhry and only minor restoration
was carried out in the mid- to late seventh-c

e mosaics were largely destroyed

gh photogaphs and watercolour copies?

er fire in 1917, but are

Most of the register of mosaic decoration took the form of votive panels set up by the lay
communi~in th

s for the saint's healing powers, but some of the panels may have

narrated hi$ life story.' A wide horizontal ornamental border composed of a
ribbon bordered e top of the register? Orn

enta1 borders compose of motifs ranging
ivide each of the

ite chevron pattern to a jeweled chah

scenes contained within irregularly shaped panels.10 In contrast to this
ornamental framing, the seventh-century votive panels fo
ave been fiamed with simple coloiired ban

on the nave piers appear to

ether this one monument is evidence

R. Hoddinott, Emly Byzantine Churches in Macedonia and Southern Serbia

-A

stu*

of the

Origins and the Initial Development of East Christian Art (New York, 1963), 141; hereafier Early
Byzantine. The basilica was ereeted by a Prefect named Leontius (412-13), but the church may have been

substantially altered in the late fia centwy; see also Robin Cormack, "S. Demetrios" 42-3.
Robin Cormack, "S. Demetrios," 45-52.

'Robin Cormack, "S. Demetrios,"

pls. 2-14.

One Çagment on the West wall of the norih aisle depicting St Demetrius and an ange1 is thought to
have depicted his martyrdom; see R. Hoddinott, Early Byzantine, 142-3, colour pl. 4.
This motif is similar to that of the border that outlines the conch of the apse that depicts Christ
seated with his Apostles in the fourth-century chape1 of Sant'Aquilino at S. Lorenzo Maggiore in Milan;
see P. 3. Nordhagen, "Sant7Aquilino," fig. 181. According to Robin Cormack this entire band pertains to
the seventh-century renovation; see Robin Cormack, "S. Demetrios," 40.
Robin Cormack, "S. Demetrios," pls. 6-9.
" R.

Hoddinott, Early Byzantine, 150-55, pis. 32-4.

that omamental borders were eschewed in early medieval yzantium, as they were in
central Italy in the sarne period, is unclear. Some concern for the architectural foms of
the church is evident, though, as the ornamental borders that h

e the figurative seenes

also trace the arches of the colonnade.

Evidence for the use of ornamental borders in

zantine church decoration is

found in the sixth-century mosaic decorations in Hagia Sophia, Constantinople's
cathedra1 adjohing the imperial palace, where clearly the borders were used to
size its remarkable s

cture. The building is a combination of a trip

and a centrally planned chure

a longitudinal ground plan that terminates in a

central apse, but its interior core is dominated by a large central dome carried on four
arches and two

g semi-domes. Conical vaults cap each of the bays in the lateral

galleries. Ernperor Justhian 1 (527-65) rebuilt the church in the 530s aRer its
Constantinian predecessor was destroyed by frre.12 Literary sources record that
church's original decoration comprised gold mosaic and marble inlay with very few, if
tive images.13 The church received the majority of its present program of
figurative images and narrative scenes in the late ninth-cenhiry after the end of

' J. Lowden, ECBA, 65-7. The chutch of Constantine 1 (324-37) was damaged by fure in an
uprising in 404. Theodosius II (408-50) had it renovated and in 532 it was damaged in a fure caused by the
Nika riots.
l3

A cross set within a medallion may have decorated the center of the dome in the initial

campaign. It is possible that figurative images were added during the reign of Justin II (565-78); see Cyril
Mango, "The Mosaics of Hagia Sophia," in W. Kahler, Nagia Sophia (New York, 1967), 47-60, esp. 47;
hereaRer "The Mosaics,".

~ c o n o c l a s m . ~ ~ h included
ese
an en

ed image of the Virgin and Child in the main

apse, three registers of prophets, saints, and church fathers in the tympana over the
galleries in the nave, and a series of C istological theophanies in the lateral domes.l5
Traces of sixth- and ninth-century ornamental borders still remain in the apse,I6 on the
tympana of the nave,17 and in a vaulted upper chamber thou
rooms leading to the patriarchal palace.18

to have been part of the

ile it might be objected at it is misleading

to examine the subject of imperial patronage for evidence of regular practice in
yzantine church decoration, there is little choice but to do so, little since securely dated
contemporary comparative rnaterial exists elsewhere.
The conch of the apse of Hagia Sophia is framed with
comprising a garland

owers. A second garland traces

soffit of the berna arch. Five srnall windows rim the bottom of the conc
fiamed with similar garland bo
there is evidence that
l4

ate to the ninth-c

renovation, but

al sixth-century borders. Geometric

Imperial portraits and the Deesis in the south gallery were the only new mosaics added to Hagia

Sophia afier the ninth-century renovations. The city fell to the Ottoman Empire in 1453, and shortly
thereafter Hagia Sophia was converted into a mosque and the figura1 images were for the most part
eventually completely covered in plaster. Gaspare Fossati made a detailed record of most the mosaics

during a renovation of the church in the rnid-nineteenth century, but since 1931 they have been slowly
revealed and studied. C. Mango, "The Mosaics," 59-60.
l5

Cyril Mango, "The Mosaics," 50-4.

l6

Cyril Mango and Ernest 3. W. Hawkins, "The Apse Mosaics of St. Sophia at Istanbul," DOP 19

(1965), 113-152, hereafter "The Apse,".
l7

Cyril Mango and Emest J. W. Hawkins, "The Mosaics of the St. Sophia at Istanbul - The C h m h

Fathers in the North Tympanum," DOP 26 (1972), 1 -42., hereafter "The Church Fathers,".
ls

Robii Cormack and Emest 3. W. Hawkins, "The Mosaics of St. Sophia at Istanbul: The Room

above the Southwest Vestibule and Ramp," DOP 3 1 (1 977), 175-251, hereafter "The Rooms,". The rooms

borders in the soffits of the windows and under the ninth-cen
e berna arch are thought to belong to the church's original program.19 The
later borders differ in that they are comprised of lesser quality materials and display
inferior w o r k m a n ~ h i ~ . ~ile
~ the ninth-century borders incorporated new and more
motifs than those of the sixth-century, they are similar in colour and use to their
predecessors, and to ornamental borders in conte
sixth- and nin~-centuryornamental borders survive in the m a n a of the
nave in Hagia Sophia as well. Although these spaces would be e closest parallel in this
church to the nave narrative cycles in a Roman basilica, no narratives were depicted
e tympana are decorated with
cluded angels, p

e registers of stan ing figures that originally
ing ~ r d e r A
. ~row
~ of ni

hets and chureh fathers

along the bottom of the tympana is separate fiom the two rows of whdows above by
ornmental border comprised of a diapered pattern.

e same border outlines the nic

a pattern of qmtrefoils. The

with a large border comprishg alternathg floral

geomebric motifs. The same border

also traced the bottom of the tympana and continue into the bottom of each of
niches.23An orn

ntal border consisted of stepped-triangles fiames the inside cwve of

may have been Sekreta of the patriarchal palace that functioned like the diakonikon. The patriarchal palace
was built in the sixth century although two of the rooms were redecorated in the ninth centuiy.

'' Cyril Mango and Ernest J. W. Hawkins, "The Apse,"
'O

136-7.

Cyril Mango and Ernest J. W. Hawkins, ''The Apse," 147-8.

" For

example, the apses of Paschal 1's churches are al1 Eramed with ssimilar garland borders; for a

detail of the garland in the apse of S. Maria in Domnica see W. Oakeshott, The Mosaics, fig. 1 16.

''C. Mango and E. J. W. Hawkins, "The Church Fathers," 6.
23

The protruding arches above the tympana are also outlined with this border, and a border

comprised of repeating diamond, tree and palmette motifs limes their soffits.

ana?4 Front an examination of the materials and wo

anship of the mosaics it

at ail the borders should be dated to the ninth-cenhry renovation of the church
quake in 869, except for the border that fiames the upper curve of
smpanum, which is probably original sixth-ce

material.25Again, coordination with

the original mosaic decorations seems to have been a motivating factor in their design
and usage. Their pr

ary function was to fiame the architectural structure rather than

organize the mosaic decorations. Although the

ers seem to have emphasized the

standing figures in the niches, it is striking that no other borders divided the upper two
registers of standing figures.
to the third quarter of

A similar mosaic
a small room located over

e vestibule to the

patriarchs remain in the vault
tympana in the church, omamental b

ers organized these figures into two registers in

addition to fiaming the lunettes.26The saine criteria used to date the apse
anship and rnaterials, are used to date this pro
increased use of ornamental borders in this ro

24

C. Mango and E. J. W. Hawkins, "The Church Fathers," 4-5 and figs. 1,2, A and B. The ehwch

fathers were depicted in the niches. The other figures appeared around and between the windows.
25

C. Mango iuid E. J. W. Hawkins, "The Church Fathers," 32-5, 39-40. These are also dated by

quality of materials and workmanship.
26

R. Cormack, E. J. W. Hawkins, 'The Rooms," 231-2 and figs. 38,41 and 46. No borders remain

around the tympanum mosaic over the north door that depicts a Deesis of which only a standing fi

Mary and an image of an enthroned Christ survive. Traces of two oîher borders are found in the room but
they do not organize figurative scenes. A border compnsing a repeating ivy motif M e s a medallion
panel by a window in the south wall. It is also used to frame the east soffit dong with another band
comprised of a garland. Ibid., 232-3, figs. 48-9.
27 R.

Cormack, E. J. W. Hawkins, "The Rooms," 235-44.

so little of its decorations survive.28
The closest things to narrative scenes in Hagia Sophia no longer survive, onescene compositions in the domical vaults of the bays in the gallery thought to have been
e late ninth century, but

eir compositions were recorded in the early modern

e composition of the Pentecost vault in the central-bay of the south gallery is
known fi-om eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
eenter of the vault was circled by a concentric row of the twelve apostles who receive
e Holy Spirit in the form of rays of light.

amental borders appear to have been

incorporated into the scene. A nineteenth-ce

drawing by W. Salzenberg depicts a

band of stepped triangles chling behin the standing figures of the apostles
ecorated with a simple wave pattern fi

ges of the vault. However, an

ei&teenth-century drawing of the same vault by Cornelius Loos de
seated on an architecturally framed bench, of which the border formed a part.30If indeed

28

Sixth-centuy mosaics survive in the room above the ramp leading to the gallery on the

southwest side. The vault and the tympanurn of this room were decorated with a pattern of scrolling
rinceaux and a senes of medailions. The medailions now bear crosses, but evidence suggests they may
once have held images of saints, as outlines of inscriptions are still visible beneath them. Chnamental
borders comprised of both geometric and floral motifs outline the structure of the vaults and frame the

tympana. The removal of figurative images confùms the early dating of the mosaics, as does the borders'
similarity to sixth-century borders in other parts of the church; see R Cormack, E. J. W. Hawkins, "The
Rooms," 202-5 and figs. 14-5. The vault of the adjacent alcove is decorated with a similar rinceaux mosaic
pattern framed with an ornamentai border comprised of a twisted ribbon motif. A window in this room,
now filled in, is framed by a band of laure1 leaves. While these mosaics are sirnilar to those in the previous
room, they are dated by îheir poor manufacture to the late ninth-century; see ibid., 234,246-7 and figs. 225.
29 Cyril Mango, "The
30

Mosaics," 50-4.

The other vault compositions included the Visions of Isaiah and Ezekial and Christ's Baptism: C.

Mango, "The Mosaics," 52-4. For the drawings see C. Mango, Materials for the Study of The Mosaics of

St. Sophia at Istanbul, (Washington, 1962), figs. 29-30. The soffits of the vault arches are al1 decorated

ehind the apostles was meant to be an architectural prop rather than a border,
then it might be concluded that omamental borders were not used in these scenes, which
are, aRer all, more iconic theophanies than narratives. However, these records are just
too uncertain for any conclusions to

drawn fiom this evidence alone.

The paintings of the Cappadocian cave churches in what is now Turkey form the
e securely-dated tenth-c

evidence for the yzantine use of ornamental

bordersV3'Their use here is by no rneans uniform, as exemplified by the paintings of two
churches: the church of Tokali Kilise in the Goreme Valley and its two
chapels, the so-called Old an New Churehes, and the church known as the Dovecote in
s of two interco ecting tenth-cen

the nearby village of Çavusin.
rnonastic cave ch

of Tokali Kilise,

own as the Old and New

Churches, are organized with a n

of ornamental borders.

e early and late

tenth century respectively, their decorations would appear to indicate that there was a
nological progression of increased lavi

decade of the tenth ce

paintings of the Old Church are date
their iconographic and stylistic affinities w
Ayvali ~ i l i s e The
. ~ ~chape1 is a b
apse, deçorated

ess of ornamental borders.

a securely-dated church in the region,

el-vaulted irregular square with a single off-center
ive scenes and

ing saints.33 Two registers

with omamental borders just as al1 the soEts of colonnade arches are in Roman basilicas, from S. Paolo
fuori le mura to S. Ange10 in Formis.
31

Marcel1 Restle considers that these paintings were representative of Byzantine painting in the

capital, as does Ann Wharton Epstein; M. Restle, Asia Minor, II, 12-3; A m Wharton Epstein, Tokûli
Kilise - Tenfh-CentuvMetropolitan Arf in Byzuntine Cappadocia (Washington, 1986), 39-44; hereafter
Tokali Kilise.
32 Ayvali Kilise is dated by
33 A.

an inscription to 913-20; A. Wharton Epstein, Tokali Kilise, 14-6.

on Epstein, Tokali Kilise, figs. 12-46.

appear on the lateral walls. Six registers of narrative scenes that span the ceiling of the
chapel are divided down the center by a row of medallion portraits. Simple red and
yellow coloured bands divided by a row of white pearls, fi-ame each of the narrative
registers and the row of medallion portraits.34
similar to those found in S.

e row of medallion portraits is

aria de Secundicerio in Rome, unlike that Roman church,

they are not used to organize narrative scenes. Instead, they seem to emphasize the
barrel vaulted ceiling and the longitudinal axis of the chapel. A band decorated with a
simple fictive architectural cornice divides the vault and the lateral walls. The arches of
the vault are frame with a band of roundels connected by an interlaced ribbon and
majoriv of this framing ornament, and the most

of geometric ornament.

to highlight the architec

e of the chape1 in e same way that

the borders are use in Wagia Sophia.
In contrast, ornamental borders composed of more lavish and varied motifs
organize s o m of the narrative

New Church. The chapel, a large barrel-

separated from its

e apses by an arcade and corridor, is connected

to the Old Church on its western side by an arcade. Five registers of narrative scenes are
found on the ceiling vault, t

inating in a large image of the Ascension and

ile these scenes are divided by simple re bands outlined in thin white
ers consisting of more lavish motifs are found on the
organized into

e registers, the upper two of which are divided into four panels by an

enta1 cross, comprising

34

ana. These are

O

intersecthg jeweled b

ere the lateral

Similar ornamentettion is found in the late-tenth-century chapel of El Nazar in the Goreme

Valley, although it should be noted that this chapel is not securely datai; see M. Restle, Asia Mmor, 1,

-

1O 1 1O3 and II, figs. 1-20.

end in medallion portraits, a border of geometric motifs continues to the end of the wall.
The two panels of the top register are nanrative scenes while the lower two of the mi
register are painted with a series standing saints. A fictive colonnade organizes these
figures; its spandrels are painted with ornate fictive plaster scrollwork. A band bearing
an inscription divides these panels fiom a lower register and its lower border is
comprises a looping two toned band. The tympana are fiamed with a ban
overlapping multicolored scales and a jeweled band.

els of the colonnade

below the Qmpana are decorated with medallion portraits and lush fictive plaster
scrollwork. Again, this would seem to suggest that omamental borders became
increasingly more lavish.

,a terminus ppost

Since the New Church was excavated fiom within

quem for its paintings is c. 920, the date of the Old Church paintings. A teminus ante

quem of c.965 for the New Church paintings is suggested by a copy of its paintings
found in a nearby chape1

own as the Dovecote at Çavusin, which is securely

the 960s by a portrait of the emperor Nicephorus Phocas (963-69).35
expected that the ornamental borders in this chapel would be even more ornate, because
it copied the New Church program and was painted later, it is not. Simple red bands
organize the registers of narrative scenes. Only a band of vegetal motifs emphasizes
arch of the apse and a band of tangential di

onds joins a comice on eac

walls across the Smpanum, both examples of architec

delineation more than

ornamental border^,^^

3s It is in fact a portrait of the impenal family. An inscription identifies the emperor by name; M.

Restle, Asia Minor, II, 138; A. Wharton Epstein, Tokuli Kilise, 29-32.
36

M. Restle, Asia Minor,

,section xxvi, pls. 302-329.

,

Securely-dated programs of decoration are more plentifùl in the eleventh century
than in the previous centuries for an analysis of the use of yzantine ornamental borders.
The evidence they present would suggest that there was a marked shift in the nature of
the motifs used in ornamental borders at this time.

ile floral, vegetal, and geometric

motifs continued to be used, the motifs were drawn to a larger scale and they were often
depicted in a flat, stylized manner, characteristics that made them more noticeable than
previously. Wowever, these borders were still primarily used to emphasize a church's
architectural stmc

e, rather than to draw attention to the mosaics or paintings

decorating that architecture, this despite an increased use of nmative scenes in church
decoration.
Very little securely-dated eleventh-century painting exists in the cave churches of
Cappadocia, but an inscription securely dates

e Church of St.

simple basilica with a central apse, to 1006 or 1021.37

ile lavish ornament decorates

the chapel, ornamental borders do not organize any of the narrative scenes. Figurative

,

scenes line the walls within the pilasters and the bmel-vaulted ceiling, and simple red
bands organize these. The chape1 stnic

was carved to include relieved pilasters,

comices and arches. It is these features that are decorated with a variety of omamental
borders composed of lavish ornamental motifs, ranging fkom three-dimensional lozenges
to linked horizontal spindles with

osed fiowers. Portraits of saints in either

circular or square Games decorated with vegetal ornament fonn borders that line the
soffits of the arches and cross the center of the banel-vaulted ceiling. Even fewer

-

ornamental borders are found in the neighbouring church of Karabas Kilise securelyile simple red bands fiame al1

dated by an inscription to the mid-eleventh c

the figurative scenes, only a simple scrolling vine is painted on the cornice that divides
e walls from the barrel-vaulted ceiling.
Sections of the original painted decoration of the church of St Sophia at Ohrid
to the mid-eleventh c

on the west wa11.~~

remain in the apse, n

Simple coloured bands organize the narrative scenes in the n

ex and on the west wall,

as well as the registers of standing figures in the base of the apse.

e only ornamental

borders found in the church appear on the arch of the apse and the berna arch.
were cornprose

ced oval shape

or vegetal motifs and spaced by

llions filled with lush five-lobed floral

-1obed leaves?' The border is very stylized an

appearance and the individual motifs are

ite large. Although this placement seems to

have been meant to emphasize the architecture of the apse, a similar band also crosses
se in the diakonikon?l

the

The ornamental borders in the

id-eleventh-ce

paintings and mosaics in the

monastic church of Hosios Loukas, not far frorn Thebes, in south central Greece exhibit

37 M.

Restle, Asia Minor, 1,160-1 and III, figs. 433-43.

38

M.Restle, Asia Minor, 1,163-4and III, figs. 456-64.

39

The cathedrai was built and decorated under the Greek Archbishop Leo (1037-1056).It is telling

that the church was dedicated to St Sophia; see Vojislav J. Djuric, The Church of St. Sophia in Ohrid,
(Belgrade, 1963),2; hereafier The Church. Ann Wharton Epstein discusses the meaning of îhis program in
relation to its episcopal patron, who had been a hi
before being sent to Ohrid; see A.

officia1 in the Patxiarchal Palace in Constantinople

n Epstein, "The Politicai Content of the Paintings of Saint

Sophia at Ohrid," Jahrbuch der osterreichischen Byzantinistik, 29, 1980,315-29, esp 322-5.
A similar motif is found in the twelfth-century decorations of the c h m h of S. Croce in
Genisaiemme in Rome. For an illustration see J. Wilpert, Die Romischen Mosaiken, III, pl. 250.
41

V. J. Djuric, The Church, figs. 2,32.

,

the same

char acte ris tic^.^^ Very graphic, large, stylized motifs are seen in the paintings

of the church's crypt. Rainbow-sbiped and simple coloured bands trace the ribs of the
groin vaults, creating triangular panels that hold medallion portraits of saints and some
narrative scenes. The remaining space in the panels is covered with allover patterns of
either star motifs or scrollwork.
motifs set within di

amental borders comprised of oral and vegetal

ond shapes line the soffits of the arches.43Related floral and

scrolling vine motifs are carried over into the cmtrally-planned church above in the
ornate borders that fiame the semi-domes of the main apse and the n

ex, suggesting a

connection in the workshops that carried out the two projects.44 For the most part the
tological scenes, but

ese are still somewhat iconic rather than

purely narrative.
has noted the remarkable prevalence of
ornamental borders used in the mid-eleventh-ce
oni on the island of
composed of large

e imperial monastery

The majoriv of the borders in that church are

edallions that are interconnecte with foliate scrollwork. The

borders are used to outline

42

hio os.^^

motifs in the

e conch arches in the naos an the arches of the narthex

The patronage of the church and its crypt is uncertain. Carolyn Connor has argued for a late

tenth-centwy date; C. Connor, "Hosios Loukas as a Victory Church," Greek, Roman and Byzantine
Studies 33 (1992), 293-308; Nicholas Oikonomides has argued for a mid-eleventh-century date; N.

Oionomides, "The First Century of the Monastery of Hosios Loukas," DOP 46 (1992), 245-55. The
monastery may have been the recipient of imperial patronage,
43

s from Constantine IX Monomachos.

According to Carolyn Connor, the ornament creates a feeling of otherworldliness in the crypt. C.

Connor, Art and miracles in medieval Byzantium: the crypt at Hosios Loukas and its@escoes, (Princeton,
1991), 42 and figs. 3, and 87-90.
For images see J. Lowden, ECBA, figs. 134-7.
45

D. Mouriki, Nea Moni, 1, 191-8 and II, figs. 2 and 117-8. For information about the foundation

and patronage of the church, see Chapter Two, 50, n. 39.

vaults that are al1 decorated with narrative ~ c e n e s Horizontal
.~~
registers of narrative
scenes survive in the lateral bays of the inner narthex and it is significant that simple
coloured lines divide the three superimpose registers on the north ~ a 1 1 . ~ ~
ile an increase use of more ornate ornamental borders is seen in eleventheentury church decoration in Byzantium, these borders were not used in the organization
ive scenes. This shift to orn

enta1 borders with more ornate motifs did not last

an organizational framework of simple coloured bands was
yzantine church ecoration. Simple red bands organize the paintings in the
twelfih-century monastic church of St Panteleimon at Nerezi, and the monastic church of
the Theotokos at Lagoudera in C

Little securely dated pre-Norman painting survives to c
towards more ornate borders was
whether Abbot Ilarius might have been in
decoration at S. Vincenzo Maggiore. Unfo

ately, what does survive provides no

evidence to c o n f m that suggestion. A ni e painted with
46

by it in his campai

oned image of Christ,

The domical vaults themselves in the narthex are -framed by a simple braided band; D. Mouriki,

Nea Moni, 1, 194.
47 D. Mouriki, Nea Moni, II, figs. 94, 190-1, 254 and 268. Only a single register survives on the
south wail and no ornamental borders frame it.
48

St Panteleimon at Nerezi is dated to 1164 by an inscription; see J. Lowden, ECBA, 355, fig. 214.

The monastic church of the Theotokos at Lagoudeni in Cyprus was technically no longer part of
Bymtium when it was painted. The artist was a p p m t l y &om Constantinople. Red bands outlined in
white frame the architectural stmcture of the building and al1 the panels and narrative scenes; see Andréas
Nicolaïdès, "L'église de la Panagia Arakiotissa à Lagoudéra, Chypre: Etude iconographique des fresques
de 1192," DOP 50 (1996), 1-138, esp. 7, 136-7 and figs. 60-3.

anked by the figures of the Virgin and Gabriel of an

ciation scene, survives on

the west wall of the cave chapel of SS. Marina e Cristina at Carpignano, securely dated
to 959 by an inscription." The entire composition was framed with simple red bands
decorated with lines of white pearls.sOAnother Annwiation scene dated to the eleventh
e underground chapel of S. Giovanni in Monterone in the city of
Matera itself, Ilarius' place of origin.'' Simple colored bands frame the image.
of these chapels were eremitical, and perhaps less likely to have been
lush omament, little more evidence can be found in contemporary
churches in the area. Two narrative scenes survive in the barrel vault of a cross-in-square
d to c.1000.~~
1t woul appear at first glance that

ehurch of S. Pietro at
orders were use

yzantine way, as a very ornate scrolling vine

border outlines the arches of the barre1 vault on whic

ey are painted. However, the

same border also decorates a series of early-modem paintings in the church, so it must
a@."

date to a later c

It would seem that the trend never caught on in

series of nmative scenes in the same church are still only organized
49

The paintings were comtnissioned by a priest named Leo and painted by the painter

Theophylactos; see V. Pace, "La Cultura," 242 fig. 182 and 269.
A second niche in the same wall is also painted with an enthroned image of Christ, this time

flanked by an enlhroned image of the Theotokos and an angel in imperial dress. An inscription in the
niche dates these paintings to 1020. The patron of the paintings was a protopap named Elia and the
painter's name was Eustathios; see V. Pace, "La Cultura," 243 fig. 183 and 269. It is impossible to
ascertain if any borders remain in the photos of these paintings.
51

V. Pace, "La pittura," 270-303, esp. 277, fig. 354. This chapel is not one of those listed among

San Vincenzo's possessions in the Chronicon;see CV, II, 13-4.
52 Linda Safran,

53 In

"Redating," 307-33.

fact the border is outlined with a red band that appears to overlap the deteriorated edges of the

scenes. It may have replaced a sirnilar border from the original campaign, but at the moment there is no
proof for this; see V. Pace, "La Cultura," fig. 180.

by a double band of simple geometric red and white star motifs.54Simple coloured bands
organize even the thirteenth-centwgr narrative scenes on the right nave wall of the church
of S. Maria d'hglona near

atera, although ornamental bands fi-ame the arches of the

pier colonnade.55
It was Hélène Toubert's thesis that the ornamental borders in the late-eleventhpaintings in the lower church of S. Clemente were influence
yzantine-inspired, classical revival at

on te cas sin o.^^ Kans Belting

that pre-Desiderian art in yzantine Southern Italy displayed little evidence of direct
yzantine influence." From this brief review of Southern Italian monuments it would
appear that his observation was correct, as

yzantine floral, vegetal

and scrollwork motifs are wholly absen

believed that Abbot

Desiderius's Latin art at

ontecassino, which was created by craftsmen

yzantine artists from Constantinople, displayed genuine

yzantine influence.59 Ne

successfùlly illustrated that portable objects such as manuscripts were influential in the

54

V. Pace, "Pittura Bizantina nell'ltalia Meridionale (Secoli XI-XIV)," in G. Pugliese Carratelli,

ed., I Bizantini in Italia, (Milan, 1989), 429-94, esp. 476 and 485 fig. 436-9; hereafler "Pittura Bizantha,".
55 V.
56

Pace, "La pitîura," 282-3, fig. 363.

Hélène Toubert, " 'Rome et le Mont-Cassin': Nouvelles remarques sur les fresques de l'église

inférieure de Saint-Clément de Rome," DOP 30 (1976), 1-33, esp. 22-4. She chose to view the mosaic
borders at the Salerno Cathedra1 as representative of the work at Montecassino; see also Ernst Kitzinger,
"The First Mosaic Decoration of Salerno Cathedral," Juhrbuch der Osterreichischen Byzuntinistik, 21
(1972), 149-62.
57

H. Belting, "Byzantine Art," 13-4. For Abbot Desiderius's work in Southern Itaiy, see Chapter

Two, 48, n. 34.
58

Belting suggested that Byzantine governors were never in residence long enough to patronize

and propagate Byzantine art;see H. Belting, "'Byzantine Art," 24.
59 H.

Belting, "Byzantine Art," 17-29.

transmission of Byzantine omamental motifs to the south6' Wowever, the bulk of his
evidence was found in manuscripts, and he i ored the only surviving Desiderian
campaign of church decoration, S. Angelo in Formis near Capua. He probably did so
because the omament displays a mixture of both Italian and yzantine influences in its
omamentation. The church's omamental framework is reminiscent of the early rnedieval
use of ornamental borders in Central Italy, as described in the previous chapter. Simple
coloured bands or fictive columns organize the narrative cycles on the nave colonnade
walls, and coloured bands .Fame those on the entrance and lateral walls with the
occasional vertical border being decorated with simple spaced lilies. The most elaborate
lateral walls under the rafters and is comprise

border in the church is found on
band of lotus s

es joined by a scrolling vine and bo

complex rneander motif!'

As Gle

reminiscent of eleventh-cen

ve and below by a

ouse has pointed out, the floral

yzantine motifs, but the meander appears to have been

A mix of influences can also be seen in the omamental orders used in the twelflhcentury Norman mosaic programs of Southern Italy. Consisting of motifs similar to
those in eleventh-cen
the Byzantine architec

ents, they are generously used to ernphasize
1 featwes of the Norman s

ctures. This is

* Belting noted the presence of foliate motifs in the borders of an Exultet Roll at Bari, (Bari
Cathedral, Exultet no.l), similar to those found in the paintings of the crypt at Hosios Loukas. He also
noted that a medallion portrait of Luke of Stiris, the patron saint of the monastery, was included in the
manuscript, thus confirming some type of relationship between the two; W.

elting, "Byzantine Art," 5-6

and 15-6.
61

6. Gunhouse, Sant 'Angelo,89-91 and 198-201. The meander band is again found on the outside

of the colonnade nave walls.
62

6. Gunhouse, Sant 'Angelo, 198; see also Chapter Three, 92, n. 84.

Cappella Palatina in Palermo, for example, built c.1140 as King Roger II's (1130-54)
palace chapel. This is a hybrid, with a

estern longitudinal plan with three apses, but an

interior that is dominated by a omed central square flanked by barrel-vaulted ~ h a ~ e l s . ~ ~
yzantine cross-in-square church, al1 of the arches and niches of the church
are delineated by floral or geometric mosaic borders. However, ornamental borders were
used to organize narrative scenes into Western-svle horizontal registers.@ Lavish
horizontal ornamental borders comprising repeating floral motifs border the single
register of scenes fkom the lives of Peter and Paul on each of the lateral nave walls at top
and bottom. A horizontal border of repeating cross motifs separates two registers of Old
nt scenes on the nave m a

orsook has suggested that

' s attempts to gain greater acceptance of the Norman monarchy by the p

63

Dedicated to St Peter, its mosaic decoration was perhaps begun by Byzantine artists, but

completed by local craitsmen in the reign of his son, William 1 (1 154-66). Due to iconography, a higher
quality of workmanship, and Greek inscriptions, it is thought that the Sanctuary mosaics were carried out
earlier and by mostiy Byzantine artists. The mosaic decoration in the aisles and nave is of inferior
workmanship and there is an absence of Greek inscriptions, which has led to the theory that it was
completed by local artists after William 1 succeeded in removing the last of the Byzantine army fiom
Southern Italy; see Eve Borsook, Messages in Mosaic - The Royal Programmes of Norman Sicily (11301 I87), (Oxford, 1BO), 18 and 39-40; hereafter Messages.

* It is an interesting parallel that the eleventh- and twelfth-century narrative scenes in S. Marco in
Venice are not divided or organized by horizontal borders; see Otto Demus, The Mosaics of S. Marco in
Venice, 4 vols., (Washington, 1984), II, figs. 103-6, 142-157.

le it has k e n documented that

Byzantine master mosaicists were called to Venice to work on S. Marco and train apprentices, it is unclear
where the mosaicists that worked on the Norman commissions came from; see 0. Demus, The Mosaics of
Norman Slcily (New York, 1950), 369-74.
65

Except for the upper register on the nave arcade wall, none of the scenes are separated by vertical

divisions, but are arranged in a continuous narrative, see E. Borsook, Messages, 29-33 and figs. 49-50.
The registers of narrative scenes that decorate the north and south chapels are also separated by horizo
borders and only the scenes in the center register were divided by vertical borders; see ibid., figs. 37-8.

influenced the implementation of these narrative ~ c e n e s . ~y~ this t h e , lavish
omamental borders were regularly used to organize narrative cycles in Roman
ch~rches.~'
Tt is possible that this practice was also consciously appropriated.

e mosaic decorations of S. Demetrius in Thessalonica an Hagia Sophia in
Istanbul are evidence that fiom as early as the fif€h century, and continuing in the ninth
after the end of Iconoclasm, ornamental borders were important elements in
yzantine church decoration in their emphasis of architecture. It is not s
use of ornamental borders in the tenth-ce

cave churches in Cappadocia

ancement, as the architec

1 definition in

hollowed-out cave churches is almost entirely lacking. Even th
Cappodocian chapels incorporate orn

enta1 borders in the organization of narrative

cycles, as does Tokali Kilise in the Goreme Valley for example, the borders are most
en little more

an simple coloured b

Whether &is use of pearled borders in

s decorated with a row of white pearls.

e organization of narrative scenes was a local

tradition, is not yet known, but it did not continue into eleventh- and twel
ecoration in Cappadocia or
d apses were composed of larger, lavish an more graphic motifs in the
eleventh and twel

centuries, for example, in

of Chios, only s

monastic church of Nea

le coloured bands org ized narrative scenes.

0th Toubert and elting suggested that Desi erius's importation of artists
E. Borsook, Messages, 40,
See Chapter Three, 90-5.

inople to work at Montecassino in the 1060s was responsible for the
dissemination of Byzantine artistic practices in Italy in the eleventh and twelfih
centuries. The surviving evidence of that artistic influence on church decoration, S.
gel0 in Fonnis in Capua, appears to negate their suggestions, at least with regard to
ornamental borders. Certainly the surviving evidence in Southern Italy does not provide

an alternate source of influence, as very few omamental borders are found there. This
chapter's examination of the use of b

ymtine church decoration illustrates

that the Romanesque shift to ornate borders in the orgmization of narrative scenes in
Central Italy was not the result of slavish copying of

yzantine practices, since

ornamental borders were not generally used to organize nanative scenes.

Why then did lavish ornamental borders begin to be used in the organization of
narrative scenes in Central Italy in the Romanesque period? It is perhaps not a
coincidence that the shift in the use of ornamental borders in church decoration occurred
at exactly the same t h e that a fundamental change occurred in the involvement of the
unity in church decoration. Greater involvement of San Vincenzo's lay
cornmuni@ in the monastery's affairs is also evident in the Chronicon '8 tenth-, eleventhand twelfih-c

records. This chapter discusses the patronage and audience of

e wall paintings, bo

in Rome and in the abbey church of S. Vincemo

aggiore, and the possi

ese two factors had on

incorporate more ornamental borders into church decoration.

Many rnedieval historians agree that a

enta1 change in soeiety occurred in

the tenth and eleventh centuries that resulted in greater involvement by the lay
comunity in the structure and organization of the Roman church, and eventually led to
the Gregorian Reform. Augustin Fliche believed that the usurpation of church property
s by an avaricious lay

CO

ity began with the Carolingian aristocracy's

domination of the papacy.l More recently Ute-Renate
change in society was caused by

l

lumenthal suggests that

e chaos lefi after the barbansui invasions and

A. Fliche, La Réforme Grégorienne, 3 vols. (Louvain, 1924-37), I,2-38.

dissolution of strong centralized Carolingian government.2Other scholars see a crisis in
Western monasticism, which was such a substantial part of the organizational structure
of early rnedieval society, as the catalyst for social change.3 Yet others suggest that a
ic change was the root of the cause.4 Some scholars like

. E. J. Cowdrey,

a shift in the medieval notion of persona1 piety was responsible for this
greater lay involvement.' Recently J

Osborne has highlighted the laity's new role in

the patronage of church de~orations.~
It is perhaps not a coincidence that the two Roman churches that herald this
change in the use of ornamental borders were both the focus of lay patronage, S. Maria

U.-R.Blumentha1, The Investiture Controversy - Church and Monarchyfiorn the Ninth to the
TwelJh Century (Philadelphia, l988), esp. 1-7.

Norman F. Cantor, "The Crisis of Western Monasticism, 1050-1130," American Historical
Review 66 (1960), 47-67, esp. 47-55.
4

John Van Engen, "The 'Crisis of Cenobitism' Reconsidered: Benedictine Monasticism in the

Yews 1050-1150," Speculum 61,2 (1986), 269-304, esp. 275-7 and 302-4.

H. E. J. Cowdrey, The Clmiacs and the Gregorian Reform ((Oxford, 1970), 121-8; hereafier The
Cluniacs; and to some degree J. Van Engen, "The 'Crisis of Cenobitisrn9," 292-6. This is not to say that

this change in lay piety was not felt in the sphere of Byzantium at this time; see Hans Belting, '% Image
and its Fmction in the Liturgy: The Man of Sonows in Byzantium," DOP 34-5 (1980-l), 1-16, esp. 9 md
16; Annemarie Weyl Cam, "Gospel Frontispieces From the Cornnenian Period," Gesta 21 (1982), 3-20;
Natalia Teteriatnikov, "Private Salvation Programs and their Effect on Byzantine Church Decoration,"
Arte Medievale 7 (1993), 47-63, esp. 60-61; N. Teteriatnikov, "Devotional Crosses in the Columns and

Walls of Hagia Sophia," Byza~tion68 (1998), 419-45, esp. 430.

J. Osborne, "Proclamations of Power and Presence: the setting and function of two eleventhcentury murals in the lower church of San Clemente, Rome," Mediaeval Studies 59 (1997), 155-72, esp.
165-72; hereafter "Proclamations". More recently he has suggested that the laity became a target audience
for church decoration in this period. Figural dado paintings, a phenornenon that originated in the
Romanesque period, were meant to be read by the laity as glosses of the cornplex religious narrative
scenes painted on the upper walls; J. Osborne, "Depictions of the Months in the Apse of S. Remigio at
Pallanza," paper given at the 21"' Canadian Conference of Medieval Art Historians, McGill University,
Montreai, Mach 22-25,2001.

dicerio and S. Sebastiano al Palatino. An inscription fi-om S. Maria de
Secundicerio, now lost, recorded that a certain Stephanus, his wife and their
descendants, were responsible for BeautiQing the church with paintings.7 An inscription
records that a doctor named eter and his wife, the lady Johanna, founded the ehurch of
S. Sebastiano al ~ a l a t i n oThe
. ~ fact that the couple's portrait, now lost, was included in
the decorative program con

s they were responsible for the chureh's decoration as

~ e 1 1Indeed,
.~
the majoriîy of the new building or decorative programs that are
have been carried out in Rome between 850 and 1 15, including these two surviving
examples, were the result of lay patronage.10 The murals in the lower church of S.
Clemente dating to c.1100, also organize by lavish ornament, can be added to extend
atronage of churc
that S. Glemente was a parish chwch.ll Previous
patronage of church decorations in Rome, as is

d dominated the
e many papal donation

portraits in Roman churches.lz Only one example of lay patronage of chwc

'For the text of the inscription see J. Lafontaine, Peintures Médiévales, 12.
The donors may also have founded the attaGhed monastery; see L. Gigli, S. Sebastiano, 35-8,51-4
and 83.
L. Gigli, S. Sebastiano, 5 1-4 and fig. 15.
'O

R. Coates-Stephens, "DarkAge Architecture," 220-2.

" Portraits of the

donors Beno de Rapiza and Maria Marcelleria, and inscriptions naming them are

still seen in those murais; see J. Osborne, "Proclamations," 165-72.
l2

These are mostly found in the apses of churches, for example, see J. Osborne and A. Claridge,

ECMA, 1, figs. 27, 72, 128. It may sirnply be that no documentation exists to record lay patronage in this
early period. For a discussion of the record of papal patronage in the Liber Pontificalis, see R. CoatesStephens, "Dark Age Architecture," 179-81, 190 and 198.

prior to 850 is

own, and a lay church official and his family were its patrons.13

might suggest that such pious activity was restricted to church oEcials in Rome, as,
Stephanus, the patron of the pa

gs at of S. Maria de Secundicerio, was also a lay

chureh official, a secundicerius, a notarial administrator." However, as far as is
the patrons of S. Sebastiano al Palatino were not connected to the church
Nor was the patron of the S. Clemente murals,

eno de Rapiza, re

is shiR in church patronage should not be surprising as the papacy was fmancially
exhausted by this tirne; a con ition brought about by the

Vincenzo were in the s

ent as the papacy

raid of 881. In response, they leased out their monastic lands to
members of the lower aristocracy and untitled members of the lai@ who would grant the
s for the restoration. Ei

en such leases are recorde

ey must have generated a substantial amount of revenue.I7
l3

Porbaiis of the donor Theodotus, a primicerius defensorum, and a lay administrator of a

charitable institution known as a diaconia, remain in his chape1 at S. Maria Antiqua; see J. Osborne, Early
Medieval, 34.
4. Osborne, "A Note," 21 1. Certainly he is not described as a clericus in the inscription; see J.

Lafontaine, Peintures Médiévales, 12.

'' J. Osborne, "Proclamations" 169.
l6

Fred Engreen, "Pope John the Eightb and the Arabs," esp. 328-9. It was not until the mid to late

eleventh century that the situation was reversed; Demetrius B. &ma, "Ekonomic Reorganization of the
Roman See during the Oregorian Reform," Studi Gregorianiper la Storia di Gregorio VII e della RiJoma
Gregoriani 1 (1947), 137-68.

" Abbot Maio granted the first such lease just after the Muslim attack of 881, in consideration of a
loan of thirty-five pounds of silver. The lease states thai he was

g about the monastery's inmediate

needs, and he promised to pay back the majority of this loan; see CV, II, 8-10. From this Federici believed

leases were granted to counts, individuals or family groups for whom no particular
social status is mentioned, presurnably because they held no titles, granted the buik of
the donations. Although a Count Attonus made the largest grant of 500 solidi, four
rothers who are only referred to by the name of their father,

gonus, made the next

largest gant of 400 solidi." In comparison, another count, Rainaldus, made only a small
grant of eight pounds of silver.19 Groups that were able to put together a gant were not
al1 joined by farnily ties. A conglomerate of ten

abitants of Valva made a grant of

ce the majority of the grants were made between 981 an 998, il: is likely that
the restoration and decoration of S. Vincenzo
.21 One

aggiore in the early-eleventh cen

of the leases dates to the th

am points out it is possible that other such unrec
d the twelfth-cen

e monastery's doors to
regularly entered

renovations as ~ e 1 1 . ~is~ sponsorship literally
e terms of the leases clearly indicate
e monastery

ds in their business deal

e yearly rents were often to be brought either to the m o n a ~ t e r or
~ , in
~ ~some cases
brought directly into the abbey church of S. Vincenzo

aggiore i t ~ e l f .In~ this
~ limite
-

that al1 such grants were loans, but the later leases do not state the fimds needed to be paid back; see for
example CY, II, 296.
l8

CV, II, 295-7and 328-30.

l9

CV, II, 334-7.
CV, II, 286-9.

*' The largest grants were made in 982, 984 and 996 respectively; see CV, II, 295-7, 328-30 and
33 1-4; see also Chapter One,26, n. 100.
22

CV, II, 348-51; C. Wickham, "Monastic Lands," 15 1.

23

CK II, 341.

24

CV, n, 52-5.

mernbers of the communiv had access to the church

its decorations.

erous other spiritual activities that the lay communi~had access
onastery that would ensure their presence in the church at one time or another.
The twelfth-cen

author of the Chronicon recounts the story of one of the

monastery's good monks who was successful in a confrontation with the devi~.~'
Many
people visited the monastq in hopes of receiving his healing intewention at his grave
iversary of his death, October 1 5 t h . Many
~ ~ miracles had also been recorded at
Abbot Ilarius9tomb that lay efore the church of S.
red monks beheaded in the ra

alv vat ore.^' The tombs of the 900

of 881 were located in a church dedicated to St
venerated by the lay co

they were visited

that citizens of the nei

emoration servic
villages continuously
e practice

uni@ during special

loved ones burie near the graves of the
was probably only available to

Certainly tombs of women and chi1

ose able to afford the privilege.

n have been excavated at e monastery, implying

that it was an established c ~ s t o r n . ~e~laity also received sub
fkom the act of donation and had to visit the monastery to c

out their pious gift

is closer relationship is evident in e archeological fmds at S

25

c v , III, 80.

26 CV,

III, 8 1.

27

cv,III, 79.

28

CV, 1,347-371. CV, 1,375.

29

CV, 1, 375-6. In fact the author explained that this underground room was sealed to prevent

people fiom buying their own dead in that sacred space.
30

Caîherine M. Coutts, '"Thehilltop cemetery," SV 2,98-118.

3'

This was a longstanding

ition. For exmple, a document dated to 8 12 records a donation Çom

a gastald or administrator of private estates, in hope of affecting his eternal salvation. CK 1, 257-9.

~~11.3~
It is doubtful that the members of the laity had any direct Say in how S. Vincenzo
aggiore was decorated, even though some of the leases suggest that the leaseholders
were directly responsible for the upkeep of any local churches found on their rented
land, and this included

ir d e ~ o r a t i o nBut
. ~ ~they did form a silent,

for the painted decorations in S. Vincenzo Maggiore,

auid

ripheral audience

one which the monks would

spire in order to secure their continuing patronage. The patronage of the lay
ity was essential to the monks' p

ose in life and the continued well-being of

the monastery, and it benefited the patron spiritually. According to JO Van Engen the
h had to be grand, as the church's adomment was re
evotion to their intercessory t a ~ k sH.
. ~E.~ J. Cow
monastery of C
prepare its lay convnunity for
narrative seenes

has stressed that in the eleven

used visual art as one of the tools to

e Last Judgment that was thought to be near.35 As

always been considere a tool for preachmg to

-

-

e lay audience,
--

Compare this with a document dated to 1010 where a count claims to have donated in the hope of
remission of bis sins. CV, III, 37-40.
" The

ceramics that are f o n d at San Vincenzo itself are only found within the monastery's lands

or at the castelli h m the tenth century on; see Helen Patterson, "The early medievai and medieval giazed
pottery fkom excavations at San Vincenzo and the Upper Voltumo vailey, Molise," in Lidia Paroli,
Ceramica invedriata tardoantica e altomedievale in ltalia - Aati del seminario Certosa di Pontignano,

Siena 23-24$bbraio 1990 (Florence, 1992), 487-96.
33

A lease of property including a church dated to 973 stipulated that the lessees were obligated to

repair the church and have masses said, The lessees were allowed to keep any offerings given to the
chusch aithough they

to pay an annual rent of psoduce and twelve pairs of candles. When the paintings

or tiles deteriorated the lessees were bound to spend a reasonable amount to repair them. If for some
reason the church was destroyed, the lessees and the monastery should split the cost of sebuilding. CV, II,

204-1 0.
34 J.

Van Engen, "The "Crisis of Cenobitism"," 297.

what better way to highlight the lessons they irnparted than by drawing attention to them
with ornament? The decoration of monastic churches would become so lavish across
Europe that by the mid-twelfth century Bernard of Clairvaux would complain that those
responsible did so not for the glory of Cod, but to garner greater patronage from the lay
~ o m m u n i t y It
. ~would
~
not be surprising if the increased use of luxuriant omamental
borders was a development of this increased role of the laity in the patronage of religious
institutions. Certainly the two seem to coincide at San Vincenzo.

ch to display an increase

ile S. Maria de Secundiceri
ornamental borders, is thought to be

ctices, both it

and the next church to do so, S. Sebastiano al Palatino,

one other characteristic.

0th appear to have been decorated y lay patrons, The majoriw of what little
church building and decoration took place in Rome in the Romanesque
ded by lay patrons at a time when
tradition of building. It is hoped that

r research into the use of

why they may have appealed to a lay audience and how the clergy may
have viewed them. It is outside of the scope of

sis to research this topic.

35

W. E. J. Cowdrey, The Cluniacs, 129.

36

"For certainly bishops have one kind of business, and monks amther. We know that since they

are responsible for both the wise and the foolish, they stimulate the devotion of a carnal people with
material ornaments because they cannot do so with spiritual ones. But we who have withdrawn from the
people, ...I ask, do we strive to excite in al1 this? WBat interest do we seek from these things? ...Money is
sown with such skill that it may be multiplied. It is expended so that it may be increased, and pouring it
out produces abundance." See Conrad Rudolph, The "Things of Greater Importunce" - Bernard of

Claiwaacx's Apologia and the Medieval Attitude Toward Art (Philadelphia, 1 9901, 10.

The eleventh-ce

renovation of S. Vincenzo Maggiore was not h d e d by a

single lay patron, but by a group of lay patrons, as the leases in the Chronicon show. A
case c m be made that the twelfih-century reconstruction was funded in the same method
as one late eleventh-cenhiry grant-lease exists in the unfinished manuscript. In re
this financial support, the laity could pray for intercession to the saints whose relics
in the monastery and benefit from their healing powers. They could attend
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1010.0 cm2

A section of a horizontal ornamental border

appears above a figurative scene on a black
background. Successive rows of two-toned
chevrons are painted in graynight gray,
greedlight green, and redip

that render the

border two-dimensional in a trompe-l'oeil
rnanner. A thin white line traces the lower
horizontal zig-zag edge of the chevrons, and
forms a horizontal band of black triangles,
This is followed by a horizontal red band,
outlined by thin white lines.
W2344-1O6 1O8.Olll8.O

861.O cm2

A corner fragment painted with a series of

vertical ornamental borders. A se
fictive sculptured ornament appears on the
lefl face of the

ent, painted in

deteriorated hues of purple, gray, and yellow.
is is followed with a bichrome band of
black and red separated by a vertical row of
white

spindles

and

three

intemenhg

horizontal lines.
black band overlapped by a vertical band of
red fictive sculptured ornament, outlined with
thin white lines. The centerline of the corner
vertically bisects this red fictive ornament. A
black and red bichrorne vertical band follows
separated by a thin gray line. This is

.

by a purple vertical band bisected by a
vertical row of tangent spindles outlined in
either a thin black or white line.
Three fragments that join to form a corner are
painted with a vertical band of red, followed
by a band of black and then a scalloped
pearly white band that straddles the corner. A
band of black appears on the opposite face.

A white fieldlband marked with green is
bordered by a section of an ornamental
border comprised of a series of horizontal
bands. Two horizontal dentilated bands
painted frst red then black border the white
field. A red band follows, which is in
followed by a wider black band decorated
with a gold stylized foliate scroll. The edge
of a red band appears at the lower edge of the
fragment.

A section of an ornamental border dividing
two registers of figurative painting comprised
of a red band followed by a gold stylized
foliate scroll on a black band, followe
red band.
A section of a eurving horizontal omamental

border on a green field. A graylblack band is
decorated with a repeating motif of a white
ed by green and orange

egg motifs. A fragment of a subsequent band
is visible decorated with a white circles
inscribed with a white dot.
W2353-111 105.5ll2l.8

225.0 cm2

A section of a curving ornamental border on

a gray field. A graylblack band decorated
with a repeating motif of a white lily fl
by green and orange truncated egg motifs is
followed by a bichrome band of black and
red decorated with white circles inscribed
with white dots, spaced with two intervening
white dots. Flowers made from white and
orange dots divide the lily motifs. A white
band divides the border from the gray field.

A section of a curving horizontal ornamental
border. A grayhlack band decorated with a
repeating motif of a white lily flanked by
green and orange tnincated egg motifs is
followed by a bichrome band of black and
red decorated with white circles inscribed
with white dots, spaced with two intemenhg
white dots. Flowers made from white and
orange dots divide the lily motifs. A thin
white line divides the border from a yellow
and decorated with black lines.
W2353- 114 105.31121.4

1135.5 cm2

A corner fragment decorated on both faces
with vertical ornamental borders. On the lefl
face is a vertical two-toned red b
Fom a green field by a vertical thin

white line. A row of alternating red and green
vertical spindles outlined by an undulating
twisted thin white line divides the red band.
The white line crosses the spindles at their
midpoint twice, and the lines are separated by
four white dots. Flowers made of white and
orange dots are placed within the triangle
fonned by the spindle joins. A vertical row of
white small spindles separates the red band
from an outer black vertical band. The edge
of the black band is lost in the missing
painted plaster that covered the corner.
vertical border resumes on the right face with
a black band decorated with green and gray
scalloped shapes spaced by
white and orange
red and black is decorated with small vertical
white spindles spaced by three horizontal
white lines. A fra

ent of a purple band

follows decorated with a fiagrnent of what is
probably a yellow vertical spindle outlined
with a thin red line.
52285-104 108.41106.6

204.0 cm2

A corner fragment decorated on b

a continuous horizontal ornamental
border. A black horizontal band decorated
with a stylized meander painted with red and
purple rectangles an triangles accented by
thin white lines and white dots is followed by
a band of yellow and a red bandffield.

